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ABSTRACT

Today’s international community is engaging in a new kind of arms control,
which parts ways with past practice to privilege humanitarian concerns and
civilian protections over perceived national security interests. Humanitarian
disarmament has resulted in multiple multilateral agreements in recent years
banning exceptionally injurious or unnecessarily harmful weapons. Existing
arguments, which emphasize international pressure or norm diffusion as
explicating policy change, cannot fully explain governments’ mixed reception to
the humanitarian disarmament approach. They neglect the process by which
persuasive action at the domestic level impacts policy-making, that can result in
the legalization of new humanitarian norms. Through the examination of four
states involved to varying degrees with the cluster munition disarmament process,
this dissertation contributes a new theory of this domestic campaign pressure
process. It shows that where civil society groups are able to run a well-resourced,
organized domestic campaign that increases the issue’s salience and activate
public participation in application of political leverage, disarmament policy
change is likeliest to occur. States that join agreements as a result of this process
do so for instrumental rather than normative reasons, but in self-imposing new
weapons bans, reticent governments ultimately contribute to the humanizing of
the laws of war.
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CHAPTER 1
AN INTRODUCTION TO HUMANITARIAN DISARMAMENT, OR:
HOW WE LEARNED TO STOP WORRYING AND BAN THE BOMB
In the modern era,1 humans have advanced exponentially their technological capacity for
killing while gradually also converging on the notion that the means of making war must
have limitations. Through a series of comprehensive international agreements in recent
decades, a majority of the international community of states has prohibited certain
weapons perceived as inherently causing unnecessary suffering.2 Whereas conventional
arms control practice privileges the national interests of states, these agreements were
fomented through the newer approach of humanitarian disarmament, which prioritizes
humanitarian considerations and civilian protection over state interest in the formulation
of arms control policy.3 Humanitarian disarmament, in this project, is the category of
policies and agreements that aim to regulate or ban particular weapons due to their
humanitarian effects. 4

1

Particularly since the early 1990s with the rise of smart weapons, unmanned aircraft,
and robotics.
2
Cluster munitions are shells that contain and disperse dozens to hundreds of smaller
bomblets, scattering their payload across an area up to the size of a football field. With a
failure rate between 5 and 30%, cluster munition duds operate like landmines, which do
most of their harm to civilians after combat operations are over. “Cluster Munition
Monitor,” Cluster Munition Coalition, last updated September 3, 2015.
3
Norwegian People’s Aid defines humanitarian disarmament as “operational and
advocacy work which aim to reduce and prevent harm to civilians from the impacts of
weapons and ammunition, and where civil society plays a critical role.” Humanitarian
Disarmament.
Norwegian
People’s
Aid
(NPA).
Retrieved
from
https://www.npaid.org/Our-Work/Humanitarian-Disarmament.
4
Also referred to as humanitarian arms control; this term is not well defined in the
disarmament community beyond the NPA definition, which has yet to be adopted
broadly.
1

Historically, arms control agreements largely addressed the weapons deemed to
be an existential threat to the international community; the focus has shifted to weapons
that threaten human rather than state security, and the language in many of these new
agreements advocates normative rather than material concerns. Among these agreements
are bans on landmines, cluster munitions, small arms, and light weapons, all of which
have long-term humanitarian impact for post-conflict areas. Arms control advocates have
adopted the term humanitarian disarmament to collectively refer to these issues and their
agreements. While the new agreements and the humanitarian norms they instantiate enjoy
broad support, and many now-champions of these regimes were once their staunch
opponents, the new humanitarian disarmament agreements are far from universal.
The puzzle that arises from this pattern of behavior is why governments that
report valuing their weapons strategically would then become willing to abandon them, in
part or whole, over a relatively short period of time. The core argument of this
dissertation is that, notwithstanding the international pressures for states to build and
maintain diverse military arsenals, it is domestic campaigns and domestic pressure that
emerge as key drivers of humanitarian behavior change, particularly in democratic states.
More specifically, I demonstrate that where issue advocates organize a broad and wellresourced domestic campaign, increasing the domestic salience of the issue through
media work and lobbying, and activate citizens to participate in the application of
political leverage by petitioning or demonstrating, reticent governments are most likely to
exhibit humanitarian policy change. Joining previous studies of humanitarian advocacy

2

targeting rights violations in authoritarian states,5 this project fills a gap in our knowledge
about how transnational advocacy networks approach and are approached by democratic
states, and how this relationship shapes international outcomes more broadly, in terms of
how norms and policies diffuse, why they gain traction at particular moments in
particular places, and the role of transnational advocacy in guiding the behavior of
democratic and non-democratic states alike on the international stage.
This project explores the phenomenon of humanitarian disarmament through the
study of participants to the most recent such international agreement, the 2008
Convention on Cluster Munitions, seeking to understand why states that had previously
made and used cluster munitions have, albeit sometimes grudgingly, abandoned them.
This dissertation examines evolution in the behavior of four governments—the
Netherlands, the United Kingdom, France, and Poland—involved to varying degrees with
the drafting, entry into force, and ongoing universalization of the Convention on Cluster
Munitions, uncovering the particular factors that guided improved humanitarian
outcomes in each case. The design of the study is a most-similar-systems design,
intended to hold as many factors as possible constant across cases. All four countries
selected are democratic members of both NATO and the European Union, which have
joined the sister agreement to the Convention on Cluster Munitions, the 1997 Convention
on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling, Production and Transfer of Anti-Personnel
Mines and on their Destruction (the Mine Ban Treaty). All four of these countries entered
the negotiation of the Convention as defenders and users of cluster munitions, yet some
5

Keck, M. & Sikkink, K. (1998). Activists Beyond Borders: Advocacy Networks in
International Politics. Ithaca: Cornell University Press; Risse, T., Ropp, S. C., & Sikkink,
K. (Eds.). (1999). The Power of Human Rights: International Norms and Domestic
Change. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
3

of them moved to sign, comply, and even over-comply with the Convention, while others
held their ground as defenders of cluster munitions. It is this variation in humanitarian
disarmament behavior that I seek to explain in the dissertation. That is, the project seeks
to explain shifts along a continuum of potential behavioral outcomes that ranges from
non-response to humanitarian disarmament issues to design of, compliance with, and
over-compliance with new humanitarian disarmament agreements.
Cluster munitions are a productive case to test this theory of pressured
international behavior change for several reasons: the bombs were popular and legitimate
weapons, the issue of their use was of very low salience, and the fractured international
perception of their use until recently made it very unlikely that they would ever be
banned as an instrument of war. While cluster munitions have been called indiscriminate
and inhumane for over seventy years6 and the earliest calls for a categorical ban on the
weapons came over forty years ago,7 the real battle for a new norm and an international
treaty in actuality began in the early 2000s, following the success of the Mine Ban
Treaty. Even as the norm began to spread to some states, most resisted the idea of
regulation vehemently, making strong cases in fora like the Convention on Conventional
Weapons that cluster munitions need not be separately regulated. Yet, they have since
been banned and are subject to a taboo, a norm that “involves expectations of awful or
uncertain consequences or sanctions if violated.”8 In instances of cluster munition use

6

Nystuen, G. & Casey-Martin, S. (2010) The Convention on Cluster Munitions: A
Commentary (New York: Oxford University Press): 6.
7
In 1974, Sweden made the first call for a cluster munition treaty, troubled by the
extensive use of the weapons in Vietnam and Cambodia. Nystuen & Casey-Martin 2010:
12.
8
Tannenwald, N. (2005). Stigmatizing the Bomb: Origins of the Nuclear Taboo.
International Security 29: 9.
4

even by non-Parties to the Convention on Cluster Munitions, governments can expect
international shaming and increasingly sanctions.9 Thus, deep observation of the states
that exhibit strong shifts in their cluster munition policy should be fruitful for
examination. As I argue that change comes from strong campaigns and the leverage they
apply, this argument is limited in that these factors are likely to have the strongest effects
in democratic societies, where civil society can most freely campaign, where leaderships
are most accountable to citizens, and where material leverage is most likely to impact
policy. However, it is also likely that the argument would also apply in cases where other
low-salience arms control issues rise to the fore of international debate, such as small
arms, autonomous weapons, human rights, and developmental and environmental issues
where humanitarian considerations can be placed first.
There are three alternative explanations to which the project will be attentive in
the behavioral shift toward humanitarian disarmament: existing arguments in
international relations theory locate the bases for behavior change in strategic calculation,
convergent preferences, or normative suasion10 Governments could be making a strategic
choice about humanitarian disarmament where the weapons—in this case, cluster
munitions—have lost their utility, decreasing the cost of abandoning the weapons and
increasing the value of alleviating internal or external pressure to do so. A second
possibility is that the international community is converging on a preference for
disarmament goals that serve its interests, evidenced by increasing participation in and

9

Gladstone, R. (2015, September 15). Banned Cluster Bombs were used in Five
Countries. New York Times.

10

Checkel, J. T. (2005). International Institutions and Socialization in Europe:
Introduction and Framework. International Organization 59: 801-826.
5

agreement on the design and implementation of new disarmament agreements. Finally,
governments might be disarming as a result of normative diffusion of the unacceptability
of the weapon, and suasion of disarmament as an appropriate response. As will be
discussed in greater depth and demonstrated throughout this dissertation, these arguments
fall short of fully explaining the turn to humanitarian disarmament. Even where the
weapon has fallen out of use due to utility loss, dismantling and replacing it still
represents a high cost, which might be further compounded by difficulty in cooperating
with ally states that continue to utilize the weapon. With respect to converging ideas,
international responses to humanitarian disarmament agreements have been fractured by
highly variegated national responses and the creation of competing regimes. Finally,
governments rarely use normative language to describe their disarmament behavior or
celebrate the fulfillment of disarmament commitments, as would be expected had states
been normatively persuaded, preferring to highlight their achievements in international
law creation or not at all. The highly mixed response across the international community
to the new humanitarian disarmament movement begs a deeper examination of those
states that have shifted behavior.
This chapter will proceed as follows. First, I offer a discussion of the challenges
of addressing cluster munitions through international cooperation, discussing in greater
detail where alternative explanations may help to explain failure to disarm. Second, I
briefly preview the theoretical framework guiding this dissertation, including the process
through which disarmament behavior change occurs, from which I derive causal
variables, and the continuum of disarmament outcomes along which state behavioral

6

change can be observed. Finally, I discuss the research design and scope of the project,
laying the foundation for a deeper explication of the theory, which follows in Chapter 2.

The Challenge of Cluster Munitions
Cluster munitions are widely perceived to be inhumane by design as exemplified in the
recognition by even user states of the problems with their design.11 As larger munitions
that explode midair to broadly disperse smaller explosive submunitions, these weapons
are incapable of precision and thus incapable of discrimination in targeting. Further,
while many producer states make claims to the safety of modern cluster munitions,12 they
generally suffer a failure rate between 5% and 25%, and in conjunction with large-scale
use, 13 most cluster munition casualties occur after conflict to civilians.14 While these
weapons are perceived to be effective in anti-personnel operations and lack cost-effective

11

For instance, the current Polish position states, “The Polish position states that cluster
munitions causing unacceptable humanitarian consequences, especially without the
possibility of self-liquidation or self-neutralization, should be prohibited. On the other
hand, we recognize the right of states to use modern, highly reliable cluster munitions for
defense purposes.” Cluster Munitions. (2012) Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Republic of
Poland. Retrieved from http://www.msz.gov.pl/en/foreign_policy/security_policy/
conventional_disarmament/cluster_munitions/.
12
For instance, the leading producer of cluster munitions, the United States, claims:
“Cluster munitions have demonstrated military utility. Their elimination from U.S.
stockpiles would put the lives of its soldiers and those of its coalition partners at risk.
Moreover, cluster munitions can often result in much less collateral damage (emphasis in
original) than unitary weapons, such as a larger bomb or larger artillery shell would
cause, if used for the same mission.” Cluster Munitions. United States Department of
State. Retrieved from http://www.state.gov/t/pm/wra/c25930.htm.
13
The Current US Cluster Munition Stockpile. Human Rights Watch. (2004). Retrieved
from https://www.hrw.org/legacy/backgrounder/arms/cluster0705/2.htm; Human Rights
Watch and Landmine Action, Banning Cluster Munitions: Government Policy and
Practice. (Ottawa, Mines Action Canada: 2009): 1.
14
“Fatal Footprint: The Global Human Impact of Cluster Munitions,” Handicap
International, November 2006.
7

alternatives, there is growing consensus that their use should be prohibited, as designated
in the 2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions (CCM).
The campaign to ban cluster munitions began as a small group of organizations
that had previously worked on other humanitarian arms control issues, with a general call
for the cessation of the use of cluster munitions. Riding the wave of the Campaign to Ban
Landmines and other human rights campaigns of the 1990s, the effort began by seeking
an amendment to the existing 1980 Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons
(CCW) to regulate the weapons. Many states—including most of the Western democratic
states examined in this dissertation—responded to civil society’s call with ambivalence,
heel-dragging and outright resistance to a legally binding instrument. As a result, the
agreement that emerged from the CCW process in 2003, Protocol V to the CCW Protocol
V to the CCW, failed to achieve even a partial ban on cluster munitions. The conference
did, however, reveal the pro-ban 15 states. Several of these, particularly Norway,
encouraged and helped facilitate the formation of the transnational Cluster Munitions
Coalition.16
As the issue campaign became more organized as a group from a loose collection
of NGOs to the Cluster Munitions Coalition, they shifted their call away from voluntary
moratoria toward an international ban. They developed naming and shaming scorecards
in which they praised the governments that accepted the voluntary moratorium and

15

Most of these states only supported a partial ban on cluster munitions during this time,
which would ban only the weapons with the highest failure rates.
16
Norway contributed to advocacy efforts related to the Convention on Cluster Munitions
that included sponsorship support to the Third Meeting of States Parties, Cluster
Munition Coalition, Handicap International, and Norwegian People’s Aid. “Cluster
Munition Monitor,” Landmine and Cluster Munition Monitor, last updated September 3,
2015. http://the-monitor.org/en-gb/reports/2015/cluster-munition-monitor-2015.aspx.
8

shamed states that continued to produce or use cluster munitions. These scorecards
identified potential new champions, in addition to the original pro-ban states, as well as
potential target governments for the campaign. They also worked with specific members
of government, cultivating champions on the inside.17
Early participants in discussions of regulating cluster munitions included Austria,
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Ireland, Mexico, the Netherlands, New Zealand,
Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, Peru, and Costa Rica18—none of which are territorially
affected by cluster munitions, nor threatened by neighbors who own or use them. While
some of these countries have a history of joining humanitarian arms control agreements
and joining the Convention represented little commitment for some, other governments
including Canada, the Netherlands, Sweden, and France, later distanced themselves from
discussions they saw as moving toward a ban and sought to maintain their stockpiles and
investment in the weapons.
As the issue campaign improved organization and clarified their goals, they also
ballooned as a coalition, swelling from thirty to nearly three hundred non-governmental
organizations worldwide. With a unified message, and the strength and resources of a
large coalition, they used international discussions on cluster munitions as their focal
point. Initially they did so in the context of the CCW, but when it became clear that the
CCW would not lead to a meaningful cluster munitions provision, they worked with
17

This assertion is corroborated by multiple interviews with campaigners. Thomas Nash,
interviewed by Taylor Benjamin-Britton, October 2013 and November 2014. Richard
Moyes, interviewed by Taylor Benjamin-Britton, October 2013. Amy Little and Lucy
Pinches, interviewed by Taylor Benjamin-Britton, November 2014; Roos Boer,
interviewed by Taylor Benjamin-Britton, November 2014.
18
“Oslo Conference February 2007,” Convention on Cluster Munitions, Retrieved from
April 30, 2016, http://www.clusterconvention.org/documents-and-resources/documentsfrom-the-process-on-cluster-munitions/oslo-conference-february-2007/.
9

champion states to move the issue to a separate forum—a Convention on Cluster
Munitions (CCM)—and focused on targeting key governments they thought would
strengthen the new forum. They released reports and sought media coverage around these
meetings, raising salience for the humanitarian effects of cluster munitions.
Campaign activity was drastically intensified around the CCM meetings, and
major resources were devoted to raising issue salience, such as television ads, regular
radio adverts, press conferences for major reports, and the organization of
demonstrations. As this activity increased, they were able to activate more of the public
in target states, drawing greater participation in letter and telephone campaigns, and in
their public media stunts; making clear to governments that significant numbers of people
were interested in the cluster munition issue and would be displeased should they fail to
join the Convention. Simultaneously, they worked with their champions in government to
keep cluster munitions on the agenda throughout treaty negotiations. Most NATO
members, however, expressed serious reservations throughout the negotiation of the
Convention on Cluster Munitions.
In the Netherlands, where that government preferred to self-regulate and use only
fail-safe cluster munitions, civil society activists targeted the Dutch government with
shaming reports, and then used high-salience activities such as demonstrations and a
prime-time documentary on cluster munitions to garner public attention. As a result, tens
of thousands of calls were generated, requesting that the Dutch government and Dutch
national pension funds withdraw their involvement in cluster munitions. Intense debate in
the Dutch Parliament ultimately turned to support a ban on cluster munitions, and a
domestic ban on investment therein.

10

In the United Kingdom, the Cluster Munitions Coalition relocated to London and
targeted the British government, which they believed would help sway other NATO
states to a cluster munitions ban. While the campaign was successful in winning signature
and ratification, fewer leverage tactics were applied or they were applied to institutions
that were less directly accountable to the public, such as the Royal Bank of Scotland and
Oxford University. RBS has since divested from cluster munitions, but the British
government has violated the Convention on Cluster Munitions by allowing American
cluster munitions on its base at Diego Garcia, and cluster munitions were recently seen,
although removed after some outcry, at a government-sanctioned arms fair.
In France, widespread and early campaigning elicited hundreds of questions about
cluster munitions in parliament in the years before the start of the Oslo Process, and
annual Shoe Pyramid events made injuries from cluster bombs highly salient in France.
Today, the French government is a champion on universalization of the Convention on
Cluster Munitions.
In Poland, an outlier in its vicinity to Russia, the government experienced little
domestic campaigning and low issue salience. While it participated in many of the
activities surrounding the cluster munition ban, that government has to-date refused to
accede or apply a comparable domestic policy, but the Polish have gradually selfimposed restrictions on where and which cluster munitions can be used, and has not used
them since the entry into force of the ban.
As of this writing, the CCM has been signed by 119 states and ratified by 100.19
Most of those that have ratified are well on track or have already completed stockpile
19

Convention Status. Convention on Cluster Munitions.
http://www.clusterconvention.org/the-convention/convention-status/.
11

Retrieved

from

destruction, some ahead of schedule.20 Among the States Parties are many of those
participants that initially resisted the comprehensive ban. These observations imply that
the behavioral change regarding cluster munitions may be a strategic response to some
incentive, like pressure from domestic civil society groups, the media, and public
opinion, and this will be examined deeply in the case study chapters of the dissertation.
Theory
This dissertation seeks to explain the variation in state responses to new humanitarian
disarmament agreements. In the case of the ban on cluster munitions, while some states
easily joined and complied, others attempted to regulate cluster bombs through the weak,
state-centric forum of the 1980 Convention on Conventional Weapons or water down the
draft text of the nascent 2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions. Some governments that
joined were slow to comply or even caught in violation of the treaty. How to explain this
significant variation among states, including among NATO democracies that initially
resisted joining the CCM? I argue that states are most likely to pivot toward humanitarian
disarmament when targeted domestically by civil society; and where civil society’s
campaign exhibits both strength, which facilitates greater breadth and depth of access to
state and society through improved pool resources, and leverage, which increases the cost
of status quo arms control policy.21
Strength is operationalized in the number of coalition organizations active on the
issue inside the state, with the participation of gatekeeper organizations weighted more
20

“Convention Text,” Convention on Cluster Munitions, Retrieved from June 20, 2016,
http://www.clusterconvention.org/the-convention/convention-text/.
21
The status quo is maintenance of the entire stockpile or continued cluster munition use,
resistance to humanitarian framing of the issue, and/or denial of the harm caused by the
weapon.
12

heavily,22 representing the pool of funding, access to or relationships with the media, and
activist labor available to the campaign. Strength here is akin to maturity of the issue
network, wherein a strong campaign has many actors, extensive pooled resources which
to expend, and engages in regular exchange of information among its constituent member
organizations in order to facilitate more successful outcomes. 23 While not a precise
measurement, the strength of the campaign will be considered in terms of relative
numbers: low strength campaigns have numbers of civil society organizations numbering
one to five organizations, medium strength campaigns have six to fifteen civil society
organizations, and strong campaigns have over fifteen participating organizations.
Gatekeeper organizations are weighted at the approximate value of five smaller
organizations by virtue of much larger member and resource bases, but only four
gatekeepers are regularly present in the cluster munition issue network observed in this
project: Human Rights Watch, Handicap International, the Cluster Munition Coalition
steering organization, and the International Committee of the Red Cross (which while not
technically an NGO has behaved as such within this issue network). Salience, the relative
prominence of the issue on domestic agendas,24 will be measured by imperfect proxy by
Google Trends reporting on the frequency of internet searches on the issue of cluster
munitions within each country over time. Leverage is operationalized as the scale of
costly actions the campaign imposes on the state, explicitly in the form of mass scale
22

Gatekeeper organizations can set the agenda but also bring much greater resources to
the table. Carpenter, C. R. (2007). Setting the Advocacy Agenda: Theorizing Issue
Emergence and Nonemergence in Transnational Advocacy Networks. International
Studies Quarterly 51: 99-120.
23
Schrad, M. (2010). The Political Power of Bad Ideas. New York: Oxford University
Press, 197.
24
Cortell, A. P. & Davis Jr., D. W. (2000). Understanding the Domestic Impact of
International Norms: A Research Agenda. International Studies Review 2: 65-87.
13

petitions, demonstrations, or news attention as a result of civil society-produced policy
reports. Low leverage is operationalized as organized activities with participation in the
dozens to hundreds (of petition signatures, letters and phone calls, or parties to
demonstrations); medium leverage as participation in the thousands; and high leverage as
participation in the tens or hundreds of thousands.
In brief, civil society activism shapes the choices available to governments,
guiding them toward preferred behavior through the application of strong domestic issue
campaigns and affecting the use of political leverage. Thus the causal factors of campaign
strength and leverage, I argue, explain variation in humanitarian disarmament outcomes
across an otherwise similar set of democratic NATO member states.. If this hypothesis is
correct, I expect to find evidence of government actors experiencing and vocalizing about
civil society pressure, particularly in justifications of existing or new policy; if not, I
would expect to see policy change absent evidence of civil society activity (or no policy
change in the presence of campaigns.) The study will however also remain attentive
throughout to the three main alternative explanations: loss of the utility of cluster
munitions, convergent international preference for regulation of cluster munitions,25 or
persuasion of the idea that cluster munitions are unacceptable. 26
I understand civil society to be the collection of voluntary organizations,
25

Given the international movement toward regulation, states would prefer to keep costs
to participation within acceptable bounds, to spread the cost among other actors so as to
avoid security or market disadvantage, and access to design of an agreement that matches
existing policy more closely, reducing future costs for implementation. Jennifer L.
Erickson, “Leveling the Playing Field: Cost Diffusion and the Promotion of
‘Responsible’ Arms Export Norms,” International Studies Perspectives (2015);
Koremenos, B., Lipson, C., and Snidal, D. (2003). The Rational Design of International
Institutions. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
26
Diffusion can happen through strategic calculation, role-playing, or suasion. Checkel
2005.
14

associations, and civic groups through which a populace can address social and political
interests to government; on the international stage, civil society includes international
organizations, international non-governmental organizations, and their national
components that operate at the domestic level. Civil society organizations address the
interests of their members through regular campaigning on key issues, in this case
disarmament. Civil society groups seeking to affect policy change can do so by
increasing campaign strength through a larger network of organizations active on the
issue in a state, particularly if that group includes major, influential international nongovernmental organizations such as Amnesty International or Human Rights Watch,
which have many more members and can bring greater resources to bear. I take campaign
strength to be the number of organizations and amount of resources a campaign can bring
to bear on an issue within a state. Campaigning can include but is not limited to activities
such as membership newsletters, op-eds, petitions, lobbying, and the organizing of public
demonstrations. In the absence of domestic civil society organizations or groups which
may be able to take up a disarmament issue within the state and make the issue a political
one,27 domestic political interests which are likely to remain with the status quo or to
maintain the flow of money28 and contracts to domestic defense industries are likely to
continue to dominate the domestic political agenda.
Strong campaigns have the broad reach and resources to generate the intervening
variable of issue salience, or the frequency of the issue’s appearance in the national

27

Price, R. M. (1998). Reversing the Gun Sights: Transnational Civil Society Targets
Landmines. International Organization 52: 613-644.
28
Schrad 2010: 197.
15

discourse, by focusing on lobbying officials and media work.29 I take salience to be the
relative prominence or importance of an issue within the general discourse. Salience
increases with how frequently an issue is attended in the discourse, conditioned by the
amount and duration of media coverage of the issue.30 Major relevant events, media
coverage, and (as noted above) civil society campaigns can increase the salience of an
issue. Civil society actors can enjoy moral authority and credibility of information;31 as
such, they are often called on as experts on the issue, and can use this position to
advocate for particular policies relevant to the issue. Citizens have multiple and oftencompeting considerations about even prominent issues, but it is the one with the highest
salience that most affects responses.32 Civil society can increase salience by speaking as
experts in the media or staging events targeted at media coverage, but they can also
increase salience within their membership by reaching out through newsletters, op-eds,
and other campaign activities. The higher the level of salience, I will argue, the larger
scale public participation can be activated for leverage activities such as petitions, phone
calls, boycotts, and votes.
When a strong campaign has made the issue more salient or regularly discussed, it
may be able to activate the public to participate in the application of leverage, or the use
of political power to achieve a desired result, in this case voting or demonstrating to
29

Salience is not well defined in political science and often measured by proxy. For a
discussion, see: Wliezen, C. (2005). On the Salience of Political Issues: The Problem
with ‘Most Important Problem.’ Electoral Studies 24: 555-579.
30
Edwards III, G. C., Mitchell, W., and Welch, R. (1995). Explaining Presidential
Approval: The Significance of Issue Salience. American Journal of Political Science 39:
112.
31
Florini, A. (2000). The Third Force: the Rise of Transnational Civil Society (The Japan
Center for International Exchange and the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace).
32
Zaller, J. & Feldman, S. (1992). A Simple Theory of the Survey Response. American
Journal of Political Science 36: 585.
16

influence government perceptions about the viability of status quo arms policy. Civil
society leverage activities range in their strength: low-strength activities may include
letter writing and petitions to government; high strength activities may include large
public demonstrations, voting based on issue position, and the boycotting of national
banks or other institutions. These are not fixed categories, thus a very large petition could
draw national attention, where a poorly organized boycott can draw very little. The main
point is that these actions can and do affect how costly particular policies are for
government actors, and have the potential to impact their decision-making.
Campaign strength and leverage work together to influence state behavior change.
Through campaign strength, governments feel the presence of and pressure from the
campaign; through leverage, governments feel pressure from their populi. For civil
society activity to become costly enough to elicit a behavior change, according to the
theory, a target government must feel both a strong campaign and effective application of
leverage. However, as governments are beholden to their voting populace for support,
effective application of leverage has the stronger bearing on government policy
particularly for democratic governments. I expect to find that both campaign strength and
leverage have some impact on behavioral outcomes, but that impact will be greatest
where political leverage is most broadly and often applied.
In order to assess the relative efficacy of campaign strength and leverage vis-à-vis
alternative explanations, I developed a continuum of state responses to new humanitarian
agreements, along which state behavior can evolve from non-response to overwhelming
support of new humanitarian disarmament issues. Again, governmental behavior
regarding the new humanitarian disarmament agreement on cluster munitions, the 2008
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Convention on Cluster Munitions, is the dependent variable to be explained in this study.
But between the extremes of inaction and overwhelming support is a continuum of
humanitarianism wherein states increasingly, incrementally recognize and protect new
humanitarian considerations which is applicable to humanitarianism broadly in
international behavior.
At one end of the spectrum is silence, wherein the state does not recognize the
norm or the concerns of other states regarding the norm. The first shift is from silence to
neutralizing recognition, in which the state recognizes others’ recognition of the norm by
appealing to higher authorities such as existing international law or the national defense
to justify violation and defray the reputational cost of doing so. As states continue to
experience pressure, they may give concessions where, willing to recognize the potential
for humanitarian problems with the status quo behavior, states may voluntarily abandon
part of the arsenal. However, at the stage of concessions, part of the status quo policy is
maintained and defended, and modern safety features and the permission of existing
international law, defined as the lack of international regulation on the issue, justify the
remaining arsenals. When states enter into the negotiation of agreements regarding the
issue, they engage in soft rule making. At this stage, states recognize consistent harm
caused by the weapon and declare intent to support the development of new international
law to address the issue. Soft rule making becomes hard rule making when states not
only declare support for new agreements and participate in their design, but also obligate
themselves to comply with official declarations to do so. Compliance itself involves the
fulfillment of the obligation, which in the case of humanitarian disarmament goes beyond
stockpile destruction to funding victim assistance programs and condemnation of norm
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violators both inside and outside the agreement. Finally, states exhibit over-compliance
when they formulate national regulations stronger than required by the treaty and make
major efforts toward universalization and assisting other states with compliance efforts.
Overcompliant states not only condemn violation of the norm and the agreement which
instantiates it, but they also condemn Parties that fail to recognize violations.
By envisioning the range of potential state responses as a continuum, which will
be further developed in the Chapter 2, this project can more accurately assess and
measure large and small-scale behavioral change, allowing for more precise pinpointing
of the sources of international behavior change.
Research Design
This project utilizes a qualitative, most-similar systems research design, which examines
the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, the Republic of France, and the Republic of
Poland. These cases were selected from a pool of similar-size democracies that share
membership in the European Union and NATO. Importantly, each of these governments
also entered into this process attached to their cluster munitions, and disarming them
represented high costs. This design allows for the testing of the effects of the civil society
campaign, while holding regime type, power, and institutional socialization relatively
constant. Focusing on the democratic world does raise questions about the
generalizability of the theory to authoritarian regimes, which is a subject for future
research. However, as states move along a democratization continuum, and campaign
strength and leverage are able to increase, I expect that the theory would gain explanatory
traction in transitioning states as well.
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States under civil society pressure to disarm will evolve their policy, even if only
to a weak extent, along the continuum of possible outcomes ranging from non-response
to overcompliance with the norm and its treaty. As will be presented in the following
chapters, each government received a different “treatment” of campaign strength and
leverage, and each one exhibited some degree of behavior change. Poland experienced
low strength and leverage, the Netherlands experienced low strength and high leverage,
the United Kingdom experienced high strength and low leverage, and France experienced
high strength and leverage. Accordingly, and as will be shown in later chapters, Poland’s
behavior changed little, the Netherlands and the UK exhibited middling behavioral
change, and France ultimately evolved into a champion for the cluster bomb ban.
Figure 1: Categorizing the Cases

In the Netherlands, for instance, the campaign used tactics such as newspaper ads
and radio jingles, and a primetime documentary on the effects of cluster munitions to
raise issue salience; and activated tens of thousands of Dutch citizens to call national
pension funds and government officials about their involvement with cluster munitions.
In the United Kingdom, anti-cluster munition billboards and reports shaming the British
government for their use in Iraq helped activate thousands of citizens to call MPs or send
letters. Both states are now compliant with the 2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions,
and have destroyed their stockpiles ahead of schedule (and their commitment.) In France,
early and widespread campaigning early on made the issue of cluster munitions critical in
the 2007 presidential election, and by eliciting campaign promises from all presidential
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candidates that year (after failing in prior years), the campaign encouraged the French
government to promise to constrain itself before an international agreement was even in
sight. Today, transnational advocates see France as a “friendly government” and a
champion of the Convention on Cluster Munitions. Finally, in Poland, strong incentives
to keep using cluster munitions in Eastern Europe and weak campaigning by civil society
prompted that state to evolve is behavior only minimally. Poland has shifted from
ignoring the norm to justification of its arsenal and unique constraints on cluster munition
use that have prevented Poland from deploying the weapon for the last decade. Under
variegated campaign pressures, those states that saw the largest and most well resourced
campaigns domestically also saw the greatest shifts in their international disarmament
policies. Thus, I argue that governments are not changing their policies because of
changing calculations about the utility of cluster munitions nor changing preferences, but
rather, because domestic pressure to do so outweighs the preference for keeping cluster
munitions. Civil society groups in many States Parties have had to keep up domestic civil
society pressure to ensure the timely destruction of stockpiles, and in the spirit of
overcompliance, have worked widely to convince Parties to ban investment in producers
of the weapons even though the Cluster Munition Convention does not require this.
In order to uncover the specific causal factors that contributed to outcomes in
each case and to rule out alternative explanations, I process trace the sequence of events
in each case. Process tracing alleviates concerns about the role of competing explanations
and the independence of the cases from one another.33 It is expected in this project that a
particular sequence of events fomented by civil society campaigning will result in
33
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behavioral change along the humanitarian disarmament spectrum. In brief, as the process
will be discussed in depth in Chapter 2, behavior change is the result of a call and
response between civil society and government. Transnational civil society identifies a
new issue34 and initiates a call for change, to which governments respond or do not
respond, identifying their positions on the issue. Based on the stances identified, the
transnational campaign identifies likely candidates for persuasion, typically those that
offer a response of neutralizing recognition or stronger on the humanitarian disarmament
spectrum35, and directs national campaigns to domestically target candidate governments.
At the domestic level, campaigns target government with strength in the form of large
allocations of campaign resources and leverage in the form of public political pressure.
Governments will make incremental behavioral changes to relieve this pressure, moving
along the disarmament spectrum, expecting greater behavioral evolution with higher
levels of campaign strength and leverage. Behavioral changes are cemented, finally, with
ongoing civil society watchdogging, alerting the public to any evidence of violation and
rendering violation therefore continually costly.
To build evidence of this process, I relied on research collected from a variety of
sources including televised news reports and print articles, relevant studies conducted by
both government and non-governmental organizations, parliamentary archives,
documentaries, and government archives. Supplementing these sources, I also conducted
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participant observation of civil society campaign work both inside and outside
negotiating fora, and interviews with campaigners.36
To rule out competing hypotheses as drivers of behavior change, finally, I assess
potential alternative explanations within each case. Over the course of the project, three
main alternative explanations are considered: loss of cluster munition utility, convergent
international opinion on how to address cluster munitions, or diffusion of a prohibitionary
norm on cluster munitions.
First, states have outright stated that cluster munitions have had utility. 37 A
potential explanation for the abandonment of cluster munitions might be that newer, more
efficient, or cheaper weapons have rendered them obsolete. While there is the potential
that some Cold War-era munitions still in state stockpiles at the initiation of the cluster
munition ban campaign had in fact lost their utility, and accordingly were abandoned as
concessions under civil society pressure as discussed in the case chapters, states will also
be shown in all four cases to defend their newer cluster bombs with safety mechanisms,
demonstrating a perceived utility for those models. Put simply, I will demonstrate, states
have not abandoned cluster munitions because they are no longer useful. Cluster
munitions can and do also provide utility to states by virtue of the value to states’ national
defense or share in the international defense market. Weapons, inhumane or otherwise,
are abandoned when they are no longer materially useful, either for actual deployment or
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sale. Many of the most reticent states to the cluster munition ban process, such as the
United Kingdom, the second-largest seller of cluster munitions after the United States in
2008, were major dealers in cluster munitions. Utility loss can, thus, also be considered in
terms of declining weapons sales. However, as will be demonstrated in the cases, major
sellers of munitions were still developing new models and attempting to define them out
of the Convention during the Oslo Process.
Second, there is also some international convergence of preferences38 on cluster
munitions to which the project must be attentive. Given the international movement
toward regulation, states would prefer to keep costs to participation within acceptable
bounds, to spread the cost among other actors so as to avoid security or market
disadvantage, and access to design of an agreement that matches existing policy more
closely, reducing future costs for implementation. 39 Groups of governments have
expressed their preferences for keeping costs down in the face of rising pressure to
address cluster munitions by converging around at least two different policy “poles”
during the negotiation of cluster munitions, dominated on one side by the military power
of the United States and its preference for non-regulation and on the other side by moral
power Norway and its preference for strong regulation. However, the development of
competing fora to address the issue, populated by an only partially overlapping group of
state participants and dominated by different configurations of differently influential
states, demonstrates growing consensus, albeit around at least two poles of ideas. As will
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be shown in the cases, international consensus on cluster munitions remains fractured by
the domination of the status quo forum for disarmament, the CCW, and a humanitarian
disarmament alternative, the Convention on Cluster Munitions. The four governments
examined in the project participated in negotiations in both before ultimately selecting
one or the other and neither institution comes anywhere close to universal at the time of
this writing.
Third, states may be increasingly subscribing to an international prohibitionary
norm or taboo on cluster munitions. Under conditions of a broadly accepted cluster
munition taboo, cluster munition users could expect awful or uncertain consequences or
sanctions for violation of the taboo.40 That is, states using cluster munitions might face
castigation or even punishment in the form of sanctions. As will be shown in the case
chapters of this project, the states facing shaming and sanctions about cluster munitions
largely feel the watchful eye of civil society and the shaming of civil society reports and
scorecards rather than shame from other states. However as the Convention on Cluster
Munitions becomes increasingly established, sanctions such as peer shaming, at least
among Parties to the Convention, may form the basis for future taboo-like sanctions for
violation. It is the position of this dissertation that while a taboo on cluster munitions has
been socially constructed, and has achieved a level of broad acceptance at which
Finnemore and Sikkink (1998) would expect for the norm to “tip” to the international
community, nearly half of all governments remain outside the Convention on Cluster
Munitions, including both producers and possessors, past victims of cluster munitions
use, and states with no historical involvement with cluster munitions whatsoever. This
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dissertation posits that immaturity of the cluster munition taboo stems in part from its
newness, as the Convention on Cluster Munitions has only been in force for six years as
of this writing.41 The relative weakness of the taboo and the agreement which instantiates
it to constrain without monitoring by the NGO community does not detract from the
usefulness of the norm as a tool for cluster munitions campaigners seeking to shape state
policy and military practice.42 Persuasion or pressure to participate in the legalization of
new rules for cluster munitions, in fact, may be more successful when the norm still in
the process of becoming consolidated,43 allowing states to (try to) keep the definition of
appropriate behavior within bounds they determine to be acceptable but also drawing in
the participation of actors that may have otherwise acted as spoilers to the ban process.44
It is to these three factors that the case analysis will be attentive in the tracing of
the shift to humanitarian disarmament.
Plan of the Dissertation
In the preceding pages, what has hopefully been illuminated is the puzzle of humanitarian
disarmament behavior within the context of arms control and more broadly the modern
conduct of warfare. Historically, states have prioritized their own interests in general in
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the formulation of their international policy, but many are currently shifting away from
this focus toward the prioritization of human rights provision and protections across
different issue areas. In explicating this shift, national interest remains an important
driver of (status quo) policies for the state, but it is also critical for scholars to examine
the potential sources of humanitarian incentives in order to fully explicate outcomes. For
those interested in humanitarian disarmament, the most interesting question is why states
that once opposed giving up their weapons have shifted their positions completely and
abandoned them, That is the question motiving this dissertation. As argued above, the
theory driving this project is that it is strong humanitarian campaigns that can raise
domestic issue salience and turn out public participation in leverage actions that make
status quo policies too costly for governments to maintain, and thus guide states toward
more humanitarian policy choices along a continuum of potential responses.
While ostensibly a study of arms control behavior, this project has important
broader implications and contributes to the discipline in three ways. It introduces
humanitarian disarmament as a new class of humanitarian agreements in need of study
that stand in opposition to the traditionally state-centric field of arms control. It advances
a new theory of international behavior change that revisits the role of domestic political
pressure as driver of change, improving our understanding of how transnational civil
society approaches and is approached by the democratic world where existing work has
focused more on behavior change within autocratic regimes. Finally, it situates this
theorized process as a new and understudied path to legalization and internalization of
norms to which future scholars should be attentive. This is not only important to our
understanding of how international policy formation works, but also how activism can be
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most effective shaping policy outcomes, thus driving the desirable forward progression of
societies toward broader and deeper protections for rights not just in the international
security arena, but in all arenas. That is, this project has implications not just for future
students of international relations, but also for the civil society activists who wish to
effect humanitarian change.
The plan for the dissertation is as follows. In Chapter 2, I will explicate the theory
and its application in much greater detail, against the backdrop of the history of the
cluster munition taboo and its ban. Through applying the theory to this real world case in
Chapters 3 through 6, it will become clear that competing alternative hypotheses do little
to explain the humanitarian disarmament outcomes. Chapter 3 explores a case of weak
campaign but high leverage in the relatively small Dutch campaign, which was facilitated
by only a handful of non-governmental organizations. Through a series of targeted highsalience campaign actions, Dutch activists successfully sparked mass mobilization over
cluster munitions and were able to affect strong leverage over their government. Chapter
4 examines a case of strong campaign but low leverage in the United Kingdom, wherein
dozens of organizations contributed to the campaign but were unable activate petitions or
demonstrations on the scale seen in the Netherlands and France and thus resorted to
directly targeting politicians later in the campaign. Between Chapters 3 and 4, the relative
importance of campaign strength and leverage in relation to one another is also clarified;
both causal variables can shift state behavior, but leverage emerges as having the stronger
impact on disarmament outcomes. In Chapter 5, France is treated to both a strong
campaign backed by Handicap International (a transnational actor, but itself a French
NGO) and Amnesty International through major petitions and public demonstrations
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shifted the French position more rapidly and completely toward disarmament than in any
other case. France offers the clearest case of a humanitarian shift. In Chapter 6, finally, I
explore a case of weak campaign and low leverage in Poland, wherein the campaign was
tiny and relied on weak international actions to influence that government. While Poland
did not shift to a fully humanitarian disarmament stance, it moved a small amount along
the continuum of responses to recognize and defend itself against civil society’s
prescriptions and ultimately imposed a national moratorium. Lastly, in the concluding
chapter, I distill the findings of the project and discuss its implications for current and
future research. It is to the theory that the project now turns.
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CHAPTER 2
THE THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF HUMANITARIAN DISARMAMENT
States have been increasingly banning the most egregious instruments of war since the
turn of the 20th century, but from the 1990s forward a new model of arms control has
emerged, that of humanitarian disarmament. 45 Under humanitarian disarmament as
presented in Chapter 1, the sanctity of human life is considered prior to the national
interests of states in the design of new arms control regimes. Powerful arms-exporting
and arms-using governments that previously behaved and designed their international
agreements self-interestedly have increasingly shifted toward the design and adoption of
humanitarian disarmament agreements, often at substantial cost to themselves. The
puzzle around which this project centers is not why low-cost behavior change occurs
occurs – as, for example when states agree to ban weapons which they neither produce
nor possess – but rather why certain governments accept high-cost commitments to
abandon large arsenals, moving from away state security-centered behavior and toward
humanitarian disarmament. As will be developed in this chapter, the existing literature
does not fully explain this surprising shift and new theory is needed.
In this dissertation, I argue that where states exhibit behavioral change on cluster
munitions, a new humanitarian disarmament issue, transnational civil society groups have
been hard at work campaigning inside that state. By increasing the salience of the issue
through tactics designed to attract media attention and calling upon the public to
participate in leverage-generating activities, such as mass letter-writing campaigns and
45
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demonstrations, campaigners have pressured even powerful governments to change their
behavior on cluster munitions. Contending that this behavior change may be strategically
driven does not imply that norms and normative persuasion do not matter. In this process,
norms can be tools that transnational advocates can use to persuade governments. While
strategically calculated behavioral change on its own does not constitute socialization
into new norms, new behavior can also, over time, become internalized and unthinking.46
Thus, I argue that even while resisting new humanitarian disarmament norms, states
shifting incrementally toward humanitarian disarmament ultimately contribute to
strengthening these norms. Responses to new international humanitarian regimes are,
rather than a dichotomous choice, a continuum of potential responses.47 By overlaying
national responses onto the continuum of potential outcomes, as will be done in Chapters
3 through 6, it will also be possible to see how much these states’ behavior evolved.
In this chapter, I lay out the theoretical framework for understanding the shift to
humanitarian disarmament and the foundations for a closer examination of humanitarian
behavior change. First, I offer a discussion of the literature on arms control, international
regime development, norms and human rights, locating a gap in our understanding that
might be filled by new theory in the area of humanitarian disarmament. Second, I develop
in detail the theoretical framework for the project, including the process by which civil
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society identifies and pressures states to make humanitarian behavioral change, the causal
factors at work within the theorized process, and the spectrum of responses along which
states under humanitarian disarmament pressures can shift. Finally, the scope conditions
for the framework and the alternative explanations to which the project is attentive are
presented before transitioning to the evidence in the case study chapters.
Conventional Explanations for Disarmament
There has much relevant work in recent years that could be applied to explaining aspects
of the humanitarian disarmament outcome observed in the case of cluster munitions, from
the areas of arms control, human rights, and transnational activism. These arguments go
beyond rationalist-constructivist divisions to include both logics of consequences and
logics of appropriateness toward more complete explanations of the costly and often
unexpected decision to ban and destroy “still serviceable weapons” of war.48 Cluster
munitions, while often referred to as de facto antipersonnel landmines due to their high
unexploded ordnance rates, are still used today and are in fact much costlier to produce,
designating them more profitable and higher utility weapons than landmines,49 especially
among states who own in part or in whole the companies that produce them. This
challenges the realist notion that only useless weapons will be subject to bans.50 At the
same time, the absence of major producers and dozens of non-producers of cluster bombs
from the 2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions renders difficult the characterization of
48
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restraint on the basis of a mature taboo or prohibitionary norm on cluster munitions.51
This section will examine the existent research regarding, in particular, conventional
weapons prohibitions, discussing the relative merits and shortcomings of these
arguments. Three alternative explanations for disarmament will be highlighted here—the
loss of cluster munition utility, the convergence of preferences for a cluster munition ban,
and normative persuasion of the appropriateness of banning cluster munitions. Finally,
the discussion will turn to locating the argument of the dissertation within the context of
this literature.
Given the mixed response to humanitarian disarmament of cluster munitions,
there a number of potentially applicable theoretical frameworks that might be applied. It
is possible, first, that the abandonment of cluster munitions could be explained by the
realist argument of declining weapon utility, or the relatively increasing security value of
alternative weapons. 52 The loss of utility argument for disarmament is based in the
material interests of states: weapons, inhumane or otherwise, are abandoned when they
are no longer materially useful, either for actual deployment or sale. A process of
desecuritization may occur, wherein actors seek to diminish the perceived security
provided by the weapons, making room for alternatives. States may abandon cluster
munitions if they bear a low cost of doing so because the weapon is already being or has
been phased out.53 As they are phased out, the creation or purchase of new precision
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munitions can be legitimated vis-à-vis older, more imprecise weapons.54 In the case of
cluster bombs, imprecise airdropped munitions fell to the wayside in favor of precision,
rocket-mounted munitions with self-destruct mechanisms, as exemplified in the defense
by states of their “modern” cluster munitions through the Oslo Process for a ban on
cluster munitions.55 This, however, does not explain why even weapons with utility and
safety features, such as the popular American-made M26, 56 have been nonetheless
discarded from the active arsenals of states. While prohibition might present a low cost
particularly for states not facing security dilemmas or a non-cost of dismantling an
arsenal that was never possessed, as Price (1998) notes, the utility loss argument also
does not account for the regular reference by disarming states to non-realist phenomena
as justification for prohibition57 such as the humanitarian cost of cluster munitions use.58
Alternatively, in an argument derived from institutionalist approaches,
cooperation on humanitarian disarmament of cluster munitions might be explained by
states’ converging interests, wherein the (internally derived) interests of states converge
around a common focal point.59 New regimes result from bargaining and agreement
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among states and (other actors) to solve specific problems,60 including the problem of
humanitarian harm from particular conventional weapons of war like cluster munitions.
Under a rational design perspective, states either modify existing institutions or design
new owns with a view to furthering their individual and collective goals,61 for instance
monitoring, regulation, and enforcement of the disarmament behavior of others such that
future participants in the institution can avoid security or market disadvantages. In arms
control negotiations, each government seeks to further its national interest—in this case
economic and security costs for reducing the existing arsenal—by analyzing its
preferences for maintaining or abandoning particular weapons, and then negotiates to
advance their particular position.62 Generally, disarmament agreements designed in state
interest should benefit participants by limiting their scope such that the costs to the state,
for instance loss of domestic defense industry market share or requirements for members
in the areas of stockpile destruction or victim assistance, are minimized in the bargaining
around the draft text. It is also possible that domestic interests can raise the political costs
to the state of maintaining or using cluster munitions.63 In debating future disarmament
rules, disarming states may come to an argued consensus that the mutual abandonment of
“dumb” munitions represents an acceptable cost. Under this perspective, the rules that
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states create are expected to be in their interests.64 As Simmons (2009) argues, states
join new arms control agreements they deem to have an acceptable or tolerable cost,
particularly if they reflect past practice of disarmament.65 This may also reflect the
process posited by von Stein (2005) where treaties screen states, collecting support from
states that were already compliant with the new rules.66 Agreements that more closely
reflect a state’s ideals or current practice will also be easier to sell to domestic coalitions
for ratification, similarly reflecting a low cost of participation therein.67
States constrained by different groups domestically and internationally might also
design and join new disarmament agreements to satisfy and relieve pressure from both
sets of interests.68 Domestic disarmament groups clamor for their preferred policy of a
weapons prohibition, creating space for politicians to consolidate power in coalition with
such groups domestically (and internationally). For instance, when questioned in 2005
about why it had not done more to pursue a ban process by civil society groups,
Norwegian policy-makers made clear that they would need the support of a more active
disarmament movement in order to take bolder steps internationally.69 Internationally,
governments seek to maximize their ability to satisfy this domestic pressure by making
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international agreements that meet public demand 70 for humanitarian disarmament
without unnecessarily constraining themselves under high standards for behavior change,
reflected in Norway’s push for a separate Oslo Process to ban cluster munitions that
cause humanitarian harm.71 The two-level perspective is useful as a starting point for
thinking about the variegated sources of pressure for new disarmament behavior, but also
assumes that government is interested in consolidating support from disarmament groups
in the first place and that domestic groups already have an interest or aversion to the
policy. Domestic groups must clamor for the new policy in order to draw the attention of
lawmakers enough that they feel pressure to initiate policy proposals.72 It cannot explain
cases wherein most actors begin with neither information about nor interest in disarming
their cluster munitions. As observed by Erickson (2015), domestic constituencies are
typically uninterested in conventional arms transfers,73 and as this dissertation posits,
conventional arms use, without activity that garners media attention.74
The position of bargaining for common interest is also weakened in the case of
cluster munitions by anti-regulatory pressures from powerful, arms-producing states
which has fractured the dialogue on a cluster bomb ban while pushing allies to reject any
new agreements. During the negotiation of the cluster munition regime, as many states
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advocated for the new treaty as those who resisted it, leading to two distinct “poles”
around which interests converged, the pro-ban states and the major cluster munition
producers. Any regulatory outcome would also be costly for cluster munition producers,
which may or may not be mitigated by the moral or reputational benefit of joining the
agreement, which flies in the face of arguments that states will support low- or no-cost
disarmament agreements (von Stein 2005, Simmons 2009). International interests in
favor of a cluster munition ban have been fractured rather than convergent as shown by
mixed response to United Nations and European Union calls for national cluster munition
moratoria beginning in 2004, and the development of competing institutions in Protocols
to the 1980 Convention on Conventional Weapons and the 2008 Convention on Cluster
Munitions.
A third possibility that could account for the humanitarian disarmament of cluster
munitions is normative suasion, wherein actors are persuaded of the appropriateness (or
not) of owning and using particular weapons on moral grounds.75 Under this perspective,
the interests and preferences of states are open for redefinition and other actors can
influence this content through persuasion.76 This line of argument suggests, first, the
presence of a norm regarding cluster munitions, or a standard of behavior appropriate for
actors with a given identity,77 in this case states. Second, actors can be persuaded (noncoercively) to accept such a norm.78
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Finnemore and Sikkink (1998) argue that the life cycle of new norms begins with
the spread of a new idea about appropriate behavior by norm entrepreneurs;79 persuasion
may be particularly successful regarding weapons norms when still in the process of
becoming consolidated,80 allowing states to keep the definition of appropriate behavior
within bounds they determine to be acceptable.81 Persuasion of states is also likelier
where the nascent norm resonates with already accepted norms, as with democratic states
and norms regarding human rights and human security, to which end the new standard
can be framed as fulfilling existing identity as “liberal” and “democratic.” 82 New
disarmament norms fall into the category of human rights norms where justification of
the practice is framed as humanitarian in nature. 83 As in the case of antipersonnel
landmines,84 the norm regarding cluster munitions use was first framed in terms of a need
to strike the right balance between legitimate military objectives of the state and the
humanitarian concerns caused by the behavior.85 This is strengthened by the adjacency of
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the new rule to existing understanding regarding the humanitarian concerns of
antipersonnel landmines86 and the grafting of moral opprobrium from other delegitimized
practices of warfare rooted in the principle of discrimination between military and
civilian targets, and the prevention of “unnecessary suffering” for the latter.87 Cluster
munitions have been identified as problematic by design;88 that is, by the nature of
imprecision targeting systems and the high rate of unexploded ordnance, cluster
munitions cannot by design distinguish between targets, and cause an overwhelming
proportion of their harm to civilians.89
Suasion can go so far as to identify a behavior as subject to a taboo, a norm which
if violated by a member of the community would elicit awful or uncertain consequences
or sanctions.90 Indeed, the case can be made that a taboo on cluster munitions has been
constructed.91 While a decade ago many advanced, Western democracies with otherwise
strong human rights predilections were still developing and using cluster munitions, a
majority of states now consider cluster munitions unacceptable, evidenced by 100 Parties
to the 2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions that are “determined to put an end for all
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time to the suffering and casualties caused by cluster munitions.”92 The post-conflict
detonation of cluster munitions in civilian hands constitutes one awful consequence of
cluster munitions, and Parties to the agreement which instantiates the prohibitionary norm
on cluster munitions can expect real sanctions and shaming as a consequence of violation.
The uneven acceptance of the taboo as stated in the Convention on Cluster Munitions and
the questionable compliance of some States Parties to the agreement calls into question
the maturity of the cluster munition taboo and its ability to constrain states.
The immaturity of the cluster munition taboo stems in part from the newness of
the norm; as the Convention on Cluster Munitions has only been in force for six years as
of this writing, it may still be early in the taboo’s life cycle.93 At the same time, the
nascent taboo can still be a powerful tool for actors wishing to modify state policy and
military practice.94 Civil society organizations, operating within networks of like-minded
actors, are particularly well poised to strategically influence the terms of disarmament
though issue campaigning. On humanitarian issues, relevant civil society and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) have particular claims to expertise and authority that
enable more effective moral persuasion.95
Transnational activist networks (TANs) are networks of such actors, operating
both domestically and transnationally, distinguishable by the centrality of the principled
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ideas or norms that motivate them.96 TANs are believed to have expertise in their issue
area, moral authority to speak to the issue, and a claim to political legitimacy through the
kinds of actions they take to foment behavior change.97 Through the mobilization of
information about the humanitarian harm caused by particular weapons, TANs have the
potential to construct urgency around disarmament issues and open up space to persuade,
pressure, or otherwise gain leverage over state policy.98 The network can function as a
public good that provides benefits for those organizations that utilize the network,
improving advocacy output. 99 A mature TAN has many actors, extensive pooled
resources which to expend on a campaign, and engages in regular exchange of
information among its members in order to facilitate more successful issue
campaigning.100 The humanitarian disarmament network that generates issue salience or
prominence for cluster munitions 101 is a mature TAN, which derives many actors,
connections, tactics, and resources from the established International Campaign to Ban
Landmines, and has since formally merged with the Cluster Munition Campaign to
become the ICBL-CMC. Within this network, particularly influential organizations such
as Human Rights Watch and Handicap International can strengthen the disarmament
campaign by flexing their agenda-setting power to bring the issue to the fore of
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international debate.102 Such organizations may have power not only to set the agenda,
but also effectively to veto competing agendas, such as the move to weakly constrain
cluster munitions in a Protocol to the Convention on Conventional Weapons.103 Large
membership human rights organizations also have a particular advantage in influencing
the domestic politics of democracies through their own member base, greater media
recognition, and lobbying capital in legislatures.104
The humanitarian disarmament network can influence state behavior in a number
of ways. Through information politics, the campaign can quickly and credibly generate
politically useful information to other parts of the network,105 particularly in windows of
opportunity to stir media attention106 such as instances of civilian casualties from cluster
munitions. Through symbolic politics, humanitarian disarmament campaigns can take
actions around broadly or globally meaningful events; borrowing from the antipersonnel
mine campaign, cluster munition campaigners for instance have engaged in the annual
Shoe Pyramid demonstrations, allowing domestic publics to identify the adjacency of the
problems with cluster munitions with the harm already understood to be caused by
landmines. Through leverage politics, humanitarian disarmament campaigns can link the
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abandonment of cluster munitions (or not) to money, goods, prestige, or reputation.107
Material incentives in particular can motivate states to adopt new norms or prescribed
behavior not in their interest due to higher costs vis-à-vis the status quo.108 In order to
elicit humanitarian disarmament behavior, TANs could affect a variety of pressures on
states, most familiarly through “naming and shaming.” 109 By highlighting harmful
behaviors alongside model ones,110 advocacy networks can draw attention to undesirable
behavior, as the CMC did through the production of Hall of Fame and Hall of Shame
scorecards on cluster bomb policy. Finally, via accountability politics, the humanitarian
disarmament TAN can hold domestic actors to their stated principles and past policies.111
Particularly after domestic politicians have made some tactical concession to alleviate
these pressure politics, they can become “rhetorically entrapped” by the regular
highlighting of future inconsistencies with that initial recognition of harm that justified
earlier concessions such as abandoning “dumb” cluster munitions.112
The characteristics of the TAN’s target partially determine its impact on state
behavior change, specifically the compatibility of the domestic culture with the new
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disarmament idea and the political opportunity structure through which the TAN can
access domestic elites.113 Risse-Kappen (1995) argues that domestic political structure
determines the available channels of access for norm entrepreneurs to reach and form
coalitions among political elites.114 The international community may be moving toward
an ethics of care and an impulse to intervene for the greater good,115 which can be
leveraged to draw attention to the humanitarian impact of practices of war and weapons
use. Democracies especially are expected to confirm to principles of human rights
protection, and are particularly vulnerable to media and public attention to gaps between
professed policies and actual, irresponsible practice.116 Those governments may join new
agreements to improve or protect reputation, if they perceive theirs or the government’s
legitimacy to be vulnerable as a result of external condemnation.117 Domestic elites care
about their reputation, which can be damaged by scandal around failure to fulfill
democratic practice in the conduct of war; while arms control failures rarely swing
elections, they can erode political legitimacy and social prestige. 118 Facing media
attention on humanitarian disarmament failures, domestic elites may swing to more
“responsible” policy to repair reputation, as opprobrium from attention to undesirable
113
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practice carries costs to prestige, status, or even identity. 119 While TANs can draw
attention to disarmament issues, finally, it remains within the purview of legislators to
draft new policy, necessitating the development of coalitions to draft new law or ratify
new disarmament agreements. 120 Domestic political actors may “rhetorically entrap”
themselves when attempting to justify and legitimize their disarmament behavior, where
past policy and behavior can be looked to for inconsistency.121 Once entrapped, they may
seek to diffuse the cost of new behavior or reduce future disadvantages of being
constrained by spreading the cost among other similar actors via broader treaty
participation. 122 As Petrova (2008) argues, it may be a combination of domestic
campaigning, the forging of partnerships with legislators, and skillful use of opportune
moments to “stir media and public attention to the harmful effects of weapons,” in order
to induce behavior change.123
Finally, the nature of the disarmament issue itself matters, specifically whether
the weapon can be credibly and predictably associated with bodily harm to “populations
perceived as vulnerable or innocent,”124 as with cluster munitions, which can be expected
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to cause over 90% of their harm to the civilian population.125 Through the production of
reports in post-conflict areas, TAN experts can construct a causal story of harm from
state use of cluster munitions.126 Further, how the TAN frames the issue can be key to
this. To be effective issue networks must show the issue to be neither natural nor
accidental, identify the responsible parties, and propose some credible solution to the
problem.127 By focusing on the humanitarian concern with cluster munitions such that it
resonates with existing norms and democratic values, activists can amplify the strength of
the frame.128 The humanitarian disarmament TAN does this by demonstrating consistent
harm from cluster munitions use and recommending that the best course of action is to
avoid use. Questioning the utility of cluster munitions in relation to the humanitarian
harm or appealing to potential loss of “hearts and minds” caused by cluster munitions use
can also force domestic political actors to try to justify continued sale or use,129 and
where domestic actors cannot generate “socially sustainable” counterarguments they may
abandon their appeals to utility.130 If concessions must be made to appease pressure,131
however, governments may attempt to ease the burden of concessions by building
loopholes into disarmament agreements or violating them outright. In the area of
disarmament, leverage politics can be particularly effective in curbing such behavior
where desirable change can be linked materially to internal or external political
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support;132 by extension, we might expect to observe greater humanitarian disarmament
behavior outcomes where humanitarian advocates engage in leverage tactics. In the case
of cluster munitions, both democratic and authoritarian states worked to weaken the draft
text of both the Convention on Conventional Weapons Protocol on cluster munitions and
the draft text of the Convention on Cluster Munitions (CCM), but ultimately the Parties
to the CCM agreed under pressure to stringent rules and complete disarmament of cluster
munitions.
Under various internal and external stimuli, states enter the process of developing
international disarmament rules to satisfy normative prescriptions, receive benefits, or
relieve pressures. In debating future disarmament rules, they may come to an argued
consensus about the appropriateness of acts such as abandonment of “dumb” munitions;
however, as they attempt to persuade one another, states can also entrap themselves by
their own arguments and the international agreements that result.133 Ban champions have
pushed for broader treaty participation and deeper commitment in multiple fora, and
international organizations including the United Nations and European Union have issued
multiple calls for moratoria on cluster munitions since 2004, yet anti-regulatory advocacy
from powerful arms producers has fractured the dialogue on a cluster bomb ban and
pressured allies to reject any new agreements. During the negotiation of the Convention
on Cluster Munitions, potential institutional socialization was weakened by competing
groups of states advocating both for and against a ban.
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As will be argued in the next section and throughout this dissertation, the cluster
munition taboo and its institutionalization through the 2008 Convention is only part of
the explanation for patterns of state behavior change. The argument of this dissertation
derives from both strategic and normative decision-making processes, endeavoring to
explain the observed behavioral variation as states engage with new disarmament
agreements along a continuum of potential options, from silence to neutralizing
recognition, concessions, soft and hard rule making, compliance, and over-compliance.134
Behavior change ostensibly motivated by moral positions might come as a result of
unacceptable levels of pressure135 without requiring a shift in values, and states often
backslide when pressure is not maintained. As I argue below, variation in the capacity of
civil society to domestically pressure these governments, through processes of pressure,
can help to explain variation in humanitarian disarmament behavior.
Theoretical Framework
The case of the humanitarian disarmament of cluster munitions, like other recent
agreements such as the 1997 Mine Ban Treaty and 2013 Arms Trade Treaty, highlights a
shift in international responses away from state-centric arms control that is not fully
explained in the literature. The theory put forth by this dissertation, in brief, is that
governments are likeliest to engage in humanitarian disarmament when civil society runs
a strong campaign, increases issue salience, and activates citizens to pressure them to do
134
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so. If salience is high and citizens apply material leverage over their government as
through a vote or the boycott of a national bank, then governments are likeliest to respond
with policy change. If salience is high and citizens can employ material leverage over
their government, I further argue, then governments will exhibit the greatest amount of
behavior change toward humanitarian disarmament. This occurs as a process, which is
initiated by norm-entrepreneurial civil society organizations in the area of human rights,
and is expressed in a continuum of behavioral outcomes: silence, neutralizing
recognition, concessions, soft and hard rule making, compliance, and over-compliance.
The project is agnostic to why particular issues are subject to humanitarian campaigns,136
focusing instead on the particular sequence of events through which humanitarian issues
are eventually instantiated in international humanitarian agreements.
Figure 2: the Humanitarian Arm-Twist

The Causal Process, in Seven Steps
In this dissertation, I hypothesize a causal process, with seven identifiable steps, whereby
civil society organizations may, under certain conditions, produce behavioral change in
their target governments’ disarmament positions, even in the face of initial strong
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resistance. It is not necessary that states pass from step to step in sequence, but due to the
scale and cost of activities at each juncture, drastic behavioral change that would
constitute “skipping” a step is unlikely.
First, transnational civil society groups initiate a campaign that will target states
to change their behavior on a new humanitarian issue. While the campaign is initiated at
the transnational level, government behavioral change is a result of a strong domestic
campaign steered by the umbrella transnational campaign, and it is the implementation of
nationally tailored campaign tactics deployed inside target states that shape state
behavioral outcomes most. Why and how they choose particular issues is less the focus
here than the sequence of events through which those issues shape international behavior.
Advocacy groups use existing international norms such the sanctity of civilians as tools
to advocate for what is generally the minority position in the domestic conversation,137 if
a position yet at all, to call for greater humanitarian consideration in international
behavior. As a starting point, most domestic publics are unaware of the contents of the
state’s arsenal; for an individual, finding this information may be time-consuming or
inconvenient, if it is even accessible. Government use of particular arms is thus not often
an issue of high salience for most people, unless it has already been the focus of media
attention. As a result of this, relevant civil society groups interested in changing the
contents of that arsenal must first provide this information. The campaign thus begins
with raising issue awareness through commenting on relevant news events and the
provision of informative reports, and a first (usually unsuccessful) attempt to persuade
government. At this stage, campaigns can generally be characterized as weak, as they
137
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consist initially of few organizations and pooled resources for the campaign.
Second, if not immediately successful in persuading government, the campaign
must generate more specific policy requests for government. While left-leaning parties in
general are more receptive to the humanitarian disarmament appeal, they are not specific
primary targets for the campaign, which instead seeks out support across parties in order
to build broad domestic support. Government actors are likely to resist persuasion or
make easy but tactical concessions to appease pressure groups,138 thus it is necessary for
humanitarian campaigns to generate a clear preference to present to government and
conduct further campaigning though their member organizations’ domestic offices.
Generating a clear preference allows the categorization of government responses
according to how near or far from advocates’ preferences, and makes clear which policies
are praiseworthy or shameful. A clear preference from the campaign can also help certain
government actors decide whether or not to support early on; those who do often become
civil society’s champions within government, and help move governmental debates in a
more favorable direction for civil society. Finally, clear calls from civil society can attract
other like-minded organizations to the issue campaign.
Third, the campaign is expanded, through the building of a coalition among other
relevant civil society groups. That is, because many civil society groups have limited
resources, staff, and memberships, in order to expand their capacity, they must work
together on issues. The most successful campaigns are able to build coalitions, which are
able to then share the burden on time and resources of running a major campaign. Larger
138
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coalitions are also likely to have a larger membership base, which can be potentially
activated to engage in campaign activities and increase pressure on government. As
Carpenter finds, certain organizations can influence a particular issue’s emergence139 as
prominent but are not necessary to successful pressure for governmental behavior change.
In this way, the campaign improves its strength and thus its capacity to influence
humanitarian outcomes.
Fourth, with the expanded strength and resources of a broadened coalition,
campaign activities are increased. That is, more resources can be devoted to developing
and distributing reports, contacting membership bases, lobbying government officials,
and seeking media attention. With the increased intensity of campaign activities—
especially activity that can generate media attention—salience increases. Over time, as
the general public becomes more aware of the issue through regular coverage thereof,
government debate of the issue also increases.
Fifth, with high issue salience, the campaign activates civil society, often initially
through the membership bases of the coalition, but also activating interested members of
the general public as well. Liberal democratic governments in particular depend on the
consent of citizens to function. It may be possible for civil society to influence this
relationship. By raising the salience of the issue, both in terms of the seriousness of the
issue and also in terms of how the government has behaved regarding the issue, they may
be able to persuade the domestic population that their government should change
behavior. If so, portions of the populace can be mobilized. Depending on the level of
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access the public has and awareness of how to use leverage tools, public action may be
able to add to the pressure already being applied by the campaign in the halls of
parliament and through ongoing media coverage, thus affecting leverage over the target
government. Boycotting national institutions or basing voter preference on policy change
sends a strong signal to government that failure to change behavior will incur costs.
Sixth, when the issue campaign applies both high strength and high leverage to
government, behavior change becomes most likely, in this case the state undertakes to
join the new agreement.
Finally, after states join new humanitarian agreements, there is the necessary
seventh step of watch dogging that helps to uphold state compliance. Civil society uses
the same tools to maintain salience after behavior change, in order to pressure
government to continue comply with its international agreements. In some cases, it has
been possible to induce states to “over-comply,” or go beyond their commitment to form
policy not expressly delineated in international agreements but that comply with the
prescription of the relevant norm. If campaigns are unable to generate much leverage,
however, they may shift to campaigns targeting individual politicians to some success.
Campaigns that are strong in resources, garner much media attention, and activate
large leverage-generating demonstrations and petitions are most likely to garner change
from government. Behavior change is not a given under these conditions, nor is policy
change a dichotomous variable. Instead, the continuum of possibilities can be arrayed
along a continuum from inaction to recognition to increasing policy concessions that in
their strongest form over-comply with the humanitarian agreements to which these states
are bound. The theory predicts that how much behavior will evolve along the continuum
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under conditions of campaign pressure is determined by the strength and leverage applied
by the domestic humanitarian campaign. Ceteris paribus, this process is most likely to
produce lasting policy change when both campaign strength and leverage are high.
The Independent Variables: Campaign Strength and Leverage
Campaign strength is determined by the number of organizations party to the issue
campaign active within the target state. Larger campaigns with more coalition members
have greater campaign strength: coalition size matters because the pool of resources in
the coalition increases with the number of partners. Membership size also matters
because it provides a larger pool of citizens to call upon. Thus, campaigns with larger or
more influential campaign partners such as Human Rights Watch are likely to have
greater campaign strength through larger membership bases and greater financial
resources. Campaign strength finally impacts the amount of media resources and access
the campaign has, and thus the amount of issue salience it can effectively raise.
Salience, again, is the frequency of the issue in the national discourse; at a starting
point, disarmament issues are generally not salient. As civil society activities draw
attention to the issue through providing information as issue experts in the national news,
producing informative government policy scorecards, and through engaging in activities
designed to draw media attention such as public demonstrations, disarmament issues can
become salient. Increased frequency of media coverage provides citizens with more
information about the issue than they previously had, and when regularly packaged with
civil society’s humanitarian frame, it is likely that average citizens will understand the
issue through that frame. Regular media coverage of the issue, particularly through the
humanitarian frame, also reduces the likelihood that status quo government policy will go
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unnoticed and increases the likelihood of government discussion of the issue.
Once a government has undertaken to debate an issue, leverage can be applied to
make the status quo policy even more costly and thus guide the national discussion in a
direction favorable to the issue campaign. Leverage ranges in strength, and thus in impact
on government behavior: low-strength activities may include letter writing and petitions;
high strength activities may include large demonstrations, voting based on issue position
and the boycotting of national banks or other institutions. As the cost of maintaining the
weapon in the face of media attention and public opposition becomes greater than the
benefit, government is likeliest to submit to demands for the policy change.
Strength is operationalized and measured in the number of domestic civil society
organizations active on the issue inside the state, with the participation of gatekeeper
organizations weighted more heavily,140 representing the pool of funding, established
access with the media, and activist labor available to the campaign. In the absence of
many or any civil society organizations at the domestic level, status quo interests are a
expected to continue to dominate the behavioral decision-making. Strength I take to be
similar to the maturity of the domestic issue network, wherein the domestic civil society
campaign has many actors, extensive pooled resources which to expend on a campaign,
and engages in regular exchange of information among its members in order to facilitate
more successful issue campaigning. 141 While this is not a precise measurement,
considering campaign strength in terms of relative numbers of civil society organizations
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can provide a window into the relative efficacy of the campaign. Low strength campaigns
have numbers of civil society organizations numbering one to five organizations, medium
strength campaigns have six to fifteen civil society organizations, and strong campaigns
have over fifteen participating organizations. Gatekeeper organizations142 are weighted at
the approximate value of five smaller organizations by virtue of much larger member and
resource bases, but only four gatekeepers are regularly present in the cluster munition
issue network observed in this project: Human Rights Watch, Handicap International, the
Cluster Munition Coalition steering organization, and the International Committee of the
Red Cross (which while not technically an NGOs has behaved as such within this issue
network). Salience, the relative prominence of the issue on domestic agendas,143 will be
measured by imperfect proxy by Google Trends reporting on the frequency of internet
searches on the issue of cluster munitions within each country over time.144 Leverage is
operationalized as the scale of costly actions the campaign imposes on the state, which
depend on the establishment of a strong issue network and campaign, is measured
explicitly by the scale of participation in petitions, demonstrations, or news attention as a
result of civil society-produced policy reports. Low leverage is operationalized as
publicly organized activities with domestic citizen participation in the dozens to hundreds
(of petition signatures, letters and phone calls, or parties to demonstrations); medium
leverage as participation in the thousands; and high leverage as participation in the tens or
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hundreds of thousands. Again, in the absence of civil society organization around the
issue to bring it to the fore of the agenda, arms control issues are not expected to rise to
the fore of domestic policy debate or action.
Strength and leverage vary across the cases for a number of reasons. First,
strength measured as the size of the presence of relevant civil society organizations,
particularly those that address human rights in general and disabled rights, varied within
each case prior to the initiation of the transnational campaign. This is due to the relative
size and relative homogeneity of interests in each state. The United Kingdom and France
are larger states in terms of population size and area that encompass a wide variety of
domestic interests, and have larger groups of established civil society organizations in the
human rights issue area. The Netherlands, a much smaller corporatist democracy, features
fewer such organizations but also as a feature of corporatism and domestic population
homogeneity features less contentious politics around human rights, necessitating fewer
organizations to address the gamut of humanitarian issues. Poland, while large and
relatively homogenous, is a newer democracy, features a far smaller and less established
set of domestic rights organizations, and those organizations have had less time to
establish membership bases, create channels of access with the government, and develop
media rapport. The relative capacity for the application of leverage tactics recommended
by the transnational campaign in domestic settings in turn depends on the establishment
of the domestic network as well as the resources it possesses. The capacity for the set of
domestic organizations to attract media attention and create issue salience (or scandal)
and cost to governments for status quo behavior thus varies on the establishment of the
domestic issue network.
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The Dependent Variable: A Continuum of State Responses
At one of the spectrum are the weakest responses: silence or total non-recognition of the
norm or relevant existing international law. Governments that do not recognize the issue
do not respond to accusations of engaging in the behavior or using the weapon, and feel
no compulsion to do so. However, states make a recognizable shift when they engage in
neutralizing recognition, either denying responsibility for the behavior or appealing to a
higher authority such as existing international law or the national constitution for
justification thereof. Neutralizing recognition allows actors to engage in delinquent
actions without incurring serious damage to their self-image.145 Neutralizing recognition
concedes that others value compliance with the prescriptions the new norm. Neutralizing
governments are candidates for effective application of pressure because while they may
not feel a pull to comply with the prescribed behavior, humanitarian campaigns and
humanitarian-minded states can create costs for delinquents. Costs might include damage
to reputation, economic sanctions, or exclusion from participation in the design of new
international institutions.
The nature of the state target of the issue campaign partially determines the
impact of civil society activism on disarmament behavior change, specifically the
compatibility of existing domestic values and norms with new disarmament ideas, the
institutional structure through which the campaigners access domestic elites,146 and the
capacity for the campaign to use that access to make status quo behavior costly for
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domestic political elites. Democracies, which are the subject of this dissertation, are
expected to accept a basic set of human rights values and to conform to principles of
human rights protection in the conduct of their international relations. Democracies
further have more developed civil societies, and allow a greater level of access for civil
society to the policy-making process that determines state behavior change, as opposed to
autocracies wherein these groups are often shut out, if allowed to operate at all. Liberal
democracies are particularly vulnerable to media and public attention to gaps between
professed policies and actual, irresponsible practice.147
Governments of either type may shift to humanitarian disarmament to improve or
protect reputation, if they perceive theirs or the government’s legitimacy to be vulnerable
as a result of external condemnation,148 although due to the democratic concern with
human rights this effect is greater in democracies whereas in non-democratic or
transitioning states, humanitarian behavior may simply be “window-dressing.” 149
Domestic elites care about their reputation and see damage to reputation as costly, which
can be facilitated by civil society’s introduction of “scandal” around failure to fulfill
democratic practice of responsible arms use and sales.150 Facing media attention on
humanitarian disarmament failures, domestic elites may swing to more “responsible”
policy to repair reputation, as opprobrium from attention to undesirable arms exports or
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cluster munition use can create costs for their prestige and status.151 While arms control
failures rarely swing elections, they can erode political legitimacy and social prestige.152
While domestic civil society activity can draw attention to salient disarmament issues
through the regular provision of authoritative reports on state practice, finally, it remains
the purview of legislators to draft new disarmament policy, necessitating the development
of coalitions with supportive members of the legislature and the executive to draft new
law or to sign and ratify new disarmament agreements.153 Domestic actors under fire for
inconsistent disarmament practices may try to justify their behavior in order to maintain
some legitimacy, however the highlighting of past practice and rhetoric can serve to
constrain these actors. Once entrapped by past commitment, these actors may attempt to
diffuse the cost of accepting new commitments by focusing on universalization too new
agreements, thus reducing future disadvantage. 154 Alternatively, where an agreement
seems inevitable, civil society can shift tactics to provide praise for governments that
participate even if slowly at first, allowing them to take ownership over and advance the
international disarmament process.155 It first is a combination of domestic campaigning,
which can facilitate access to and the forging of partnerships with a coalition of domestic
legislators, and skillful use of opportune moments to “stir media and public attention to
the harmful effects of weapons,” that allows campaigns to raise the cost of status quo
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behavior. 156 However, it is the influence of leverage through mass participation in
disarmament campaigns through petition, letter writing and phone calling, and
demonstrations that raise the cost of status quo domestic for political elites such that it
tips the balance in favor of disarmament behavior change.
Governments can engage in an array of concessions to relieve those costs ranging
from verbal support for international regimes to dismantling older, out-of-use weapons
while justifying the remaining arsenal vis-à-vis safety mechanisms. As concessions grow
stronger, they evolve toward rule making about the behavior: soft rule making entails
national rules around the issue that self-constrain the state without allowing an incursion
of international law onto national sovereignty, and hard rule making goes further,
through participation in and willingness to self-constrain under the provisions of new
international rules about the issue.
Willingness to self-constrain is not the same as compliance, however; compliant
governments not only express willingness to self-constrain but also follow the behavioral
prescriptions of the new agreement, including condemnation of states which continue to
engage in delinquent weapons sales or use. Some governments may even go further than
the letter of the international agreement to engage in over-compliance, wherein national
self-regulation is even stronger than the provisions required by the treaty, for instance
bans on investment in weapons producers or pledges of extra effort on universalization.
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Figure 3: the Continuum of Humanitarian Disarmament Behavior

Silence: nonrecogni+on of the
norm.
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Hard Rule-making:
recogni+on of
consistent harm;
par+cipa+on in all
IL processes aimed
at banning the
source of harm;
willingness to
declare future
intent to comply.

Compliance:
recogni+on of
consistent harm;
par+cipa+on in all
IL processes aimed
at banning the
source of harm;
signature and
ra+ﬁca+on of a
ban; condemna+on
of norm viola+on;
compliance if
coupled with
regular
watchdogging;
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Over-compliance:
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compliance with
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regula0ons than
required by ban;
condemna+on of
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Almost all responses to civil society pressure begin with neutralizing recognition
of the issue; with low campaign strength and low leverage, governments are unlikely to
go further than this. For a policy to become costly enough, government actors must feel
pressure: both strong campaigns and leverage are necessary, but as governments are
beholden to their voting populace, effective application of leverage has the stronger
bearing on government policy in democracies.
Controlling for Alternative Explanations
There are several potential alternative explanations to which the study will be
attentive: loss of utility, convergence of interests, or normative persuasion could account
for behavior change. While these variables may matter more in certain contexts, a strong
campaign and leverage over government are most likely to affect disarmament
outcomes, as will be uncovered through a careful process tracing of the four cases. With
a strong campaign but weak leverage, governments are likely to respond by bargaining
for a weaker agreement and officially voicing reluctance to join the agreement, and with
slow or partial compliance.
Once constrained by an agreement, behavior counter to the agreement becomes
much more difficult and less likely. Constrained states become vulnerable to legal in
addition to moral shaming, should they fail to meet compliance standards. With a weak
campaign but strong leverage, governments are likely to respond by bargaining and
voicing reluctance to join, but ultimately with full compliance, as they are held
accountable by leverage. Governments experiencing both a strong campaign and high
application of leverage still resist and bargain at first, but they comply fully and rapidly,
and afterward apply pressure on other governments to join. To show their full
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commitment, these governments often partner up with civil society on universalization
efforts and over-compliant domestic rules. To ensure this, norm entrepreneurs continue
to engage in activities that raise salience and apply leverage, encouraging increased and
ongoing compliance. While states may change policy at any time, they are most likely to
do so as a result of continued pressure, and the most reticent states are likely to require
continued pressure to remain compliant with the new agreement.
As discussed previously, there are three main potential alternative explanations
to which the project must also be attentive and which will be addressed in the case
studies: loss of the utility of cluster munitions, convergent ideas that a cluster munition
ban is in state interest, or the spread of a prohibitionary norm on cluster munitions.
Cluster munitions have had utility vested in them by many governments as demonstrated
by outright declarations of their utility,157 their efficiency, or the lack of comparable
alternative weapons.158 Where cluster munitions have lost their utility, it is expected that
the language of utility, efficiency, and viable alternatives would disappear from official
government statements, and in some cases the descriptor “dumb” weapons exemplifies
this shift. Older, airdropped cluster munitions may well have diminished utility vis-à-vis
alternative weapons, as exemplified by the voluntary abandonment of “dumb” munitions
by the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and France. Abandoning low utility munitions
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demonstrates a low cost to states. However, efforts to defend certain cluster munitions
with safety mechanisms and precision targeting systems, or to exclude them outright
from the Convention on Cluster Munitions, as done by nearly all of reticent participating
states to the negotiation of the convention, demonstrates the ongoing utility of certain
modern cluster munitions for states.
Convergent international interest in addressing cluster munitions is a second
alternative explanation to humanitarian disarmament. New disarmament regimes result
from bargaining and agreement among states and (other actors) to solve specific
problems,159 including the problem of humanitarian harm from particular conventional
weapons of war like cluster munitions but also the problem of security or market
disadvantage from early adoption160 of disarmament behaviors. In order to secure their
interests, states either modify existing institutions or design new owns with a view to
furthering their individual and collective goals,161 for instance monitoring, regulation,
and enforcement of the disarmament behavior of others such that future participants in
the institution can avoid security or market disadvantages. In arms control negotiations,
each government seeks to further its national interest—in this case economic and
security costs for reducing the existing arsenal—by analyzing its preferences for
maintaining or abandoning particular cluster munitions, and then negotiates to advance
their particular position.162 Agreements designed in this particular way should benefit
participants by limiting their scope such that the costs to the state, for instance loss of
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domestic defense industry market share or requirements for members in the areas of
stockpile destruction or victim assistance, are minimized in the bargaining around the
draft text. It is also possible that domestic interests can raise the political costs to the
state for maintaining or using cluster munitions163 particularly in democratic states with
centralized decision-making.164 In debating future disarmament rules, disarming states
may come to an argued consensus that the mutual abandonment of “dumb” munitions
represents an acceptable cost. Under this perspective, the rules that states create are
expected to be in their interests,165 or have an acceptable or tolerable cost, particularly if
they reflect past practice of disarmament. 166 Convergence might be evidenced by
increasing numbers of states participating in international discussion of the issue and
emergent consensus about how best to address the issue, absent the normative
argumentation that might be expected of suasion or norm diffusion. The case studies will
on this count be attentive to increasing participation around focal institutions and the
extent to which consensus on cluster munitions universalized; as will be shown, at least
two poles of state influence fractured consensus on cluster munitions in two different
over the course of the Oslo Process, however with the entry into force of the 2008
Convention on Cluster Munitions, it may be possible to observe greater convergence
around this new focal institution.
Finally, the case analyses must be attentive to the potential for the spread of the
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prohibitionary norm on cluster munitions in the international community. Suasion,
persuasion by moral argument, might be seen in the adoption by states of normative
arguments about cluster munitions,167 or the abandonment of arsenals on the merits of
humanitarian considerations such as civilian casualties. Here a norm, or a standard of
behavior appropriate for actors with a given identity,168 in this case states, must be
established, which constrains state behavior. States can be persuaded (non-coercively) to
accept such a norm by civil society and other actors.169 Persuasion may be particularly
successful regarding weapons norms when still in the process of becoming
consolidated,170 which allows states to keep the definition of appropriate behavior and
thus the costs of fulfilling normative prescriptions within acceptable bounds. 171
Persuasion of states is also likelier where the nascent norm resonates with already
accepted norms, as with democratic states and norms regarding human rights and human
security, to which end the new standard can be framed as fulfilling existing identity as
“liberal” and “democratic,” 172 and where justification of the practice (or cessation
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thereof) is framed as humanitarian in nature.173 The norm regarding cluster munitions
use was first framed in terms of a need to strike the right balance between legitimate
military objectives of the state and the humanitarian concerns caused by the behavior,174
which is strengthened by the adjacency of the rule to existing understanding of the
humanitarian concerns of antipersonnel landmines 175 and the grafting of moral
opprobrium from other delegitimized practices of warfare such as the principle of
discrimination between military and civilian targets, and the prevention of “unnecessary
suffering.”176 However, it may still be early in the taboo’s life cycle.177 While the taboo
on cluster munition use is still consolidating and spreading among states, and can still be
a powerful tool for actors wishing to modify state policy and military practice,178 it has
not achieved a strong prescriptive status among all members of the international
community and is unlikely to constrain on its own. By considering and observing for
evidence of these alternative explanations at work in the case analyses, the theory
presented here gains greater traction by honing in on the true sources of humanitarian
behavior change.
Conclusion
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I have more deeply explicated in this chapter the theoretical process by which states shift
to humanitarian disarmament, and argued that it is not the result of the weapon losing its
utility, convergence of preferences among states, or normative persuasion. I have offered
a new theory, arguing that this behavior change is more likely where civil society stages
a strong campaign, raises salience of the new issue, and activates populations to use
leverage to pressure their governments. I have also argued that this occurs as a process
with discrete stages, which can be studied empirically in each case. Civil society selects
an issue, and designs a campaign that targets government; it clarifies its goals such that
they consist of specific policy outcomes, and determine which governments should be
praised or shamed; it grows campaign strength through the building of a coalition; it
increases campaign activities, especially those that generate media attention, in order to
raise issue salience; it activates civil society, through requests to the membership bases
of the coalition and interested members of the general public to join leverage activities;
finally, as pressure reaches a high point, government is persuaded to change policy. The
same campaign may also use these same tools to maintain salience after policy change,
in order to pressure government to remain compliant with its international agreements.
Finally, I have argued that the dependent variable of behavior change can be looked at as
a continuum of response: from silence, neutralizing recognition, concessions, soft and
hard rule making, compliance, and overcompliance.
As an issue that began with relatively low international salience and as a policy
option was relatively unthinking at the beginning of this process, cluster munitions offer
an excellent case to study how pressure movements can persuade states to change
policies that they otherwise would not. The case studies that follow represent variation
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in the causal variables of campaign strength and leverage, leading to different behavioral
outcomes in each case, which the following chapters will now proceed to demonstrate.
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CHAPTER 3
‘THE CLUSTERBOMB FEELING’: CULTIVATING NATIONAL OWNERSHIP
IN THE NETHERLANDS
“The Dutch government believes that the use of cluster munitions under
certain circumstances is justified and legitimate after careful
consideration.”179
—Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
2007
“The use of cluster munitions cause unacceptable human suffering. The
use of cluster munitions poses serious dangers for the civilian population
because of unreliability and inaccuracy … It is for this reason that in
2011 the Netherlands became a party to the Convention on Cluster
Munitions.”180
—Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
2014
The Netherlands is a former user, producer, importer, and reported exporter of cluster
munitions.181 Despite having deployed cluster munitions only the previous year during
the 1999 NATO campaign in the former Yugoslavia, in 2000 the Netherlands assumed a
leading role in the early development of Convention on Conventional Weapons (CCW)
Protocol V. The Dutch delegation proposed the inclusion of explosive remnants of war
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(ERW) in 2000, and coordinated the negotiation of the text for the new Protocol.182 In
2003, at the behest of the domestic humanitarian group Pax Christi Netherlands, the
Dutch government provided initial funding for the Coalition on Cluster Munitions, the
coordinating organization that would become the driving force behind the anti-cluster
munition campaign. From this point, the Netherlands would continue to work for the
regulation of cluster munitions through the negotiation of Protocol V.
However, the mandate of Protocol V never progressed beyond mitigation of the
after-effects of cluster munitions use, as the Netherlands pushed mostly a program of
post-conflict clearance measures rather than real restrictions on cluster munitions.183 The
group of states preferring a preventive solution, a comprehensive ban on the weapons,
defected to an independent forum, the Oslo Process, which would eventually culminate
in the Convention on Cluster Munitions. As the norm instantiated in the treaty
negotiations developed from mitigation of post-conflict effects to prohibition of use, the
Netherlands fell behind the humanitarian pack.
While it had been reducing the size of its stockpile at the behest of the public in
2005, the Dutch government maintained in the same year that, “cluster munitions are
legitimate and necessary weapons.”184 The Netherlands joined the Oslo Process early,
but repeatedly voiced its preference for the CCW Protocol V framework, which
privileged state participants to the exclusion of much of civil society, and expressed its
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reservations about the draft text for a comprehensive ban. 185 It sought to exclude
particular cluster munition models with a low failure rate and conducted publicized tests
with the Norwegian government to determine which models belonged in this
category.186 During an Oslo Process conference in May 2007, the Dutch government
stated that it was against a comprehensive ban. When pressed to explain, the
Ambassador Johannes Landman made the case that the aim of the Oslo Process was not
to ban the entire category of weapons.187
Interestingly, just one year later, the Netherlands would sign and begin the
ratification process for a comprehensive ban on cluster munitions, and by 2012 it would
successfully pursue a series of domestic policies that would disallow production,
purchase, use, sale, and even direct and indirect investment in producers of cluster
munitions. These policies go above and beyond the text of the 2008 Convention on
Cluster Munitions to constitute over-compliance, and indicate a fundamental shift in the
Dutch position from just neutralizing recognition to the strongest possible behavior shift
on the humanitarian disarmament spectrum.
The aim of this chapter will be to uncover the process through which the Dutch
government elected to change its position on the comprehensive cluster munitions ban.
Recalling the basic theory of this dissertation, I hypothesize that government behavioral
change is a result of a strong domestic civil society campaign steered by the umbrella
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transnational campaign, followed by strong application of leverage to seal the deal for
Dutch behavior change. Imperative to public activation in the Netherlands was high
salience of the issue, propagated by the distribution of information about the issue
through campaign activities and media coverage, which infiltrated the Dutch media.
Once activated, publics engage in leverage politics by targeting the material interests of
the state, through votes or investment in particular institutions, here the Dutch national
pension funds, to achieve the desired change. Maintaining some pressure, as will be
discussed, is also instrumental to continued compliance with the new policy. The
specific process expected is broad advocacy for the behavior change; identification of
key governments; clarified campaign call for a ban; expansion of the coalition and
maximization of its campaign strength; maximized salience to activate the public; public
participation; government behavior change; and finally, monitoring and upkeep of
pressure from civil society to maintain good behavior.
The Netherlands offers an interesting case for the theory, in that it hosted a
relatively small campaign, but faced a relatively strong application of leverage, and thus
the theory would expect partial government behavioral change for the Netherlands.
Process tracing through the following analysis renders it possible to uncover evidence of
the hypothesized causal processes designated in Chapter 2, and to be attentive to and
possibly rule out potential competing explanations. In this case, as will be demonstrated
below, domestic civil society would launch a successful campaign to sway the Dutch
position, culminating in late 2007 in a primetime film by activists about the involvement
of the Dutch pension funds in cluster munitions producers. Massive public outcry over
cluster munitions would be key to the decision to accept the comprehensive ban.
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Continued salience and pressure would eventually persuade Dutch politicians to go
beyond the treaty commitment and close a key loophole in the ban, on indirect
investment, through legislature including punitive actions for even indirect investment in
the producers of cluster munitions. In the Dutch case, alternative explanations of the loss
of weapon utility, convergence on how to address cluster munitions, and diffusion play
weaker roles than that of civil society. As exemplified in statements about utility and
defense of the weapons well into the negotiation of the Convention on Cluster
Munitions, the Dutch vested utility in the weapons. As the Dutch government was
pummeled on both sides with arguments, on one from the UN, the EU, and civil society
and on the other from the United States and NATO, and participated actively in both the
state-centric and humanitarian fora, convergence was not a strong influence on the
Netherlands. Finally, while the Dutch today make statements on the unacceptability of
cluster munitions, this language did not appear in Dutch official statements until after
the entry into force of the Convention on Cluster Munitions, which it took two years
longer to ratify than the UK or France. The remainder of this chapter proceeds an the
analysis of the sequence of events in the Netherlands over the course of the cluster bomb
ban campaign, the role of the theorized causal factors of strength and leverage, and the
potential role of alternative explanations.
Pushing the Norm
The earliest venue for regulation of cluster munitions was the 1980 Convention on
Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain Conventional Weapons Which May
Be Deemed to Be Excessively Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Effects, or the
Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons (CCW), Protocol V, which would enter
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into force in 2004. The CCW itself aimed to protect military personnel from inhumane
and excessive injury,188 and to prevent noncombatants from accidentally being wounded
or killed by indiscriminate weapons.189 When the CCW entered into force in 1983, the
treaty only applied to incendiary weapons, mines and traps, and weapons designed to
injure through the dispersal of very small fragments.190 Following the use of cluster
munitions in Kosovo in 1999, and in Afghanistan in 2001, groups that had been active in
the campaign to ban anti-personnel landmines such as Mines Action, Handicap
International, and the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) began to call for
the inclusion of cluster munitions in the CCW protocol under negotiation at the time,
Protocol V.191 The mandate for Protocol V was explosive remnants of war (ERW), in
which category cluster munitions could be included on account of their relatively high
failure rate.192
The high contracting parties of the CCW and Protocol V included, however,
many of the world’s leading producers and users of cluster munitions, which would
favor their own interests over broad regulation or prohibition of the weapons. In the
188
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early 2000s, the nascent advocacy network targeted these large militarily powerful
states, in particular the United States,193 which was deploying cluster munitions at that
time in Afghanistan. The issue campaign on cluster munitions was also less organized in
its goals at this time. Some advocates preferred a ban on the weapons, similar to the
recent Ottawa Treaty or Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention; others, notably Human
Rights Watch and Mines Action Canada, hesitated to press governments for a
comprehensive ban, arguing that a protocol for regulation of the existing weapons would
be a more likely candidate to attract powerful states.194 The lack of solidarity in mission
led to different messages from different organizations early on, ranging from
improvement of existing weapons to comprehensive ban and stockpile destruction. This
resulted in a fairly weak message to the contracting governments about the expectations
of civil society. The powerful states, for their part, and especially the United States,
pressured their allies to support a Protocol V that would be favorable,195 which meant
preventing regulation on cluster munitions and prevention of any convention that would
make cooperation within NATO difficult by disallowing existing NATO practices, such
as the use of cluster bombs. As will be seen in the chapters to come, all four states
studied in this dissertation entered the CCW Protocol V negotiations advocating the
regulation, and not the elimination, of cluster munitions.
The Netherlands was active at the beginning of the Protocol V negotiations. In
2000, it co-sponsored and circulated a paper on ERW, advocating for its inclusion in the
193
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protocol and coordinating the negotiation of the protocol’s text, and the following year it
met with advocates from the International Committee for the Red Cross (ICRC) and
several of its allies to discuss cluster munitions. 196 In 2003, at the request of the
organization IKV Pax Christi, the Dutch government provided the initial funding to
found the Coalition on Cluster Munitions (CMC), and Dutch Foreign Minister Jens
Scheffer spoke at its launch.197 At this time, the Netherlands ostensibly supported the
new norm, and it received little canvassing by early cluster munitions ban advocates.
The Dutch government was also potentially sensitive to the issue of cluster
munitions in this period; just one year prior, it was involved in the cluster bombing of
Niš, Serbia. During the 1999 NATO bombing of the former Yugoslavia, Dutch F-16s
dropped cluster bombs targeting the Niš Airport; the bombs missed and fell near the city
center, resulting in the highest civilian casualties involving cluster munitions of the
entire NATO bombing campaign. 198 After the Niš incident, the Dutch ceased the
deployment of cluster munitions for the NATO campaign, 199 and anywhere else.
However, the Niš incident had little impact on official military policy, and when later
questioned the Dutch government blamed NATO for the targeting of the city, 200
engaging in neutralizing recognition by appealing to the authority of NATO and the US.
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The Dutch deployment of cluster munitions at this time, and the effects of cluster
munitions on civilians, simply was not yet salient to the Dutch public.
So, facing few campaign activities because of its early Protocol V participation,
little backlash for its NATO cluster munition deployment, and not being one of the large
states targeted by the anti-cluster munitions movement at this time, the Netherlands
made a case for regulation of cluster munitions rather than prohibition. The text it
proposed for Protocol V in 2004, and ultimately that was accepted by the high
contracting parties, addressed the issue of cluster munitions in general terms primarily
by requiring post-conflict remedial measures rather than preventative measures.201 In
spite of its non-use of the weapons, the Dutch government also continued vest utility in
the weapons: official Dutch policy maintained cluster munitions as part of the arsenal,
produced cluster munitions through 2002,202 and made plans to modernize the cluster
munitions stock in 2005.203
Setting the Sights
As civil society began to solidify its expectations for state behavior change around
cluster munitions, it became much clearer which states were behaving appropriately and
which states were not. The states that emerged as strong on the new norm through their
responses received praise from transnational civil society; the states that emerged as the
heel-draggers became targets for the campaign. As the goal remains behavioral change
201
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along the continuum of disarmament responses, civil society also targeted the most
likely candidates for behavior change: states with a history of joining normative
agreements, or that display good behavior such as cessation of use, production, or sale of
the stigmatized weapon.204 As a result of pressure, target governments begin to become
more likely to shift behavior.
From 2001, a Group of Governmental Experts (CCW-GGE)—the states charged
with evaluating how to deal with ERW and particularly interested in cluster munitions—
was appointed to work with NGOs on the issue through the forum of the review
conferences to the protocol. Dutch Ambassador Chris Sanders co-chaired this group.205
The CCW-GGE advocated for a binding instrument to which states could be held, but
still only called for the regulation of existing munitions models, and improvements for
models with high failure rates.206
In 2003, the CCW remained the primary forum for discussion of any regulation
of cluster munitions. The goal for the advocacy network at this time was for a freeze on
the use of cluster munitions,207 as opposed to a ban. Led by the United States and the
other major producers and users of cluster munitions,208 discussions remained fixated on
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issues of interest to those states. The 2003 draft of the Protocol did not regulate cluster
munitions in any capacity;209 rather, it addressed the explosive remnants of war in
general terms, which although it does include unexploded cluster munitions is intended
only “to minimize the risk and effects” of unexploded ordinance.210 While concluded in
2004, Protocol V did not obtain enough participants to enter into force until 2006. The
subsequent review conferences of Protocol V, particularly the Third Review Conference
in 2006, sought to include at least a substantive mandate for future work specifically on
cluster munitions.211
This failure to include cluster munitions in 2006 led to Norway’s initiation of a
separate forum of states interested in a comprehensive cluster munitions ban
specifically, the Oslo Process. This new process would eventually produce the 2008
Convention on Cluster Munitions. 212 This forum was strongly supported by the
coalescing Cluster Munitions Coalition (CMC), which as noted in the previous section
was formed in 2003 with initial funding from the Dutch government. The Oslo Process
was ultimately a humanitarian initiative by a group of predominantly small and mediumsized states—especially Austria, the Holy See, Ireland, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway
and Peru— in partnership with, eventually, over three hundred civil society
organizations under the umbrella CMC. These were not states territorially affected or
potentially threatened at home by cluster munitions, but rather advocating for prevention
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of their use elsewhere in the world, and appropriate reparations in cases where they had
been used already. Where many of these states began to initiate unilateral good behavior
toward cluster munitions—ceasing use, production, and sale of cluster munitions, and in
several cases preemptively banning the weapons at home 213 —others, in spite of
participation in the process, behaved counter to the spirit of the negotiations and the new
norm. Those states that were members of the European Union received little pressure
from the supranational organization; the European Parliament recommended limitations
on cluster munitions around the same time as the first unilateral bans, but little
pressure.214
While eventually it became an important mover in the Oslo Process, the
Netherlands was slow to embrace the process and was not supportive of a broad
prohibition on cluster munitions until the end of the negotiations on the Convention on
Cluster Munitions (CCM) in the latter half of 2008. A full ban on cluster munitions
represented a high cost for the Dutch government, in terms of dismantling its stocks, as
well as in terms of costs to participation in NATO and cooperation with its important
ally, the United States.
In 2003, its official position on cluster munitions was for an improved Protocol
V that would include better post-conflict provisions specifically for cluster munitions.215
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The Netherlands began reducing its stockpiles in 2005, but in spite of growing public
pressure and the raising of the matter by leftist opposition Members of Parliament, the
Dutch government continued to publicly maintain that cluster munitions were still
legitimate and necessary weapons.216
In October 2006, Dutch opposition parties supported the call of several civil
society organizations headed by IKV Pax Christi to end Dutch possession of cluster
munitions.217 During the same month, opposition Parliamentarians218 initiated a motion
calling on the government to commit itself to an international agreement that “constrains
or forbids” the use, production, and trade of cluster munitions. The motion was
rejected.219 The following month, the Third Review Conference of the CCW convened,
where an “urgent” meeting of the CCW-GGE was called on the matter of an agreement
on cluster munitions.220 The Netherlands opted not to support a proposal submitted to
the conference participants for a mandate to negotiate a legally binding instrument “that
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addresses the humanitarian concerns posed by cluster munitions.”221 Nor did it join the
several dozen nations that called for a new agreement that would prohibit the use of
cluster munitions in civilian areas, prohibit the use of cluster munitions that “pose
serious humanitarian hazards because they are … unreliable and/or inaccurate,” and
require the destruction of stockpiles of such unreliable cluster munitions.222 Following
this meeting, in November 2006, Norway announced the initiation of the Oslo
Process.223
The Netherlands participated in many of the meetings of the Oslo Process, but it
made clear that it preferred the framework of the CCW, and frequently expressed its
reservations about the draft convention text, regarding provisions on interoperability,
transfer, and the text for a comprehensive ban.
At the first conference in Oslo in February 2007, for example, the Netherlands
made the case that Protocol V represented a convention on cluster munitions already in
place.224 During the Lima conference in May, it stated that it was not in favor of a
comprehensive ban. 225 At the Vienna conference in December 2007, the Dutch
representative stated, “Since that ‘founding meeting’ of the Oslo Group the discussion
papers tabled at the follow-on meetings in Lima and Vienna have drifted away from
221
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[the] original aim” of the Oslo Process: to ban those cluster munitions that cause
unacceptable harm226, implying that some models did not fit that description. Dutch
representatives went on to argue in favor of exceptions for cluster munitions with low
failure rates and self-destruct mechanisms, and for cluster munitions containing fewer
than 10 submunitions, 227 demonstrating some continuing utility for these cluster
munitions. The argument for these states continued to be that not all cluster munitions
have unacceptable consequences for civilians, based on measurements of reliability and
accuracy.228
During the Wellington conference in February 2008, the Netherlands aligned
itself with the “like-minded group,” including but not limited to many of the cluster
munitions producers and users that had been active during the negotiation of Protocol
V—mainly military allies of the United States229—that put forward several proposals to
weaken the draft text. During the Oslo Process, the United States participated as an
observer and talked behind-the-scenes to its allies about specific provisions that it felt
would hamper joint missions,230 and went so far as to threaten that it would be unable to
cooperate on some humanitarian missions in the future if its vehicles and ships were
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incidentally carrying cluster munitions on board.231
In addition to opposing a broad prohibition, the Netherlands and other likeminded states supported “the deletion of special obligations for past users of cluster
munitions,”232 which would lighten the load of reparations and clean up for past users,
including the United States. It also endorsed a call for provisions that would facilitate
“interoperability” (joint military operations with states not party) of cluster munitions.233
These positions became more difficult to sustain as many NGOs participating in the
process—allowed to join in talks, advise, and lobby states throughout Oslo—brought
mounting evidence about the dangers of cluster munitions to the table. Key at this time
were reports submitted that tested the failure rates for cluster munitions used during the
recent Israel-Lebanon conflict of 2006, reporting much higher failure rates and more
missed targets than reported by the producers of the munitions models themselves.234
During the final round of treaty negotiations prior to the treaty signing in Dublin
in May 2008, still pressured by the United States, which would continue to push for
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cluster munitions to be addressed in the CCW until 2011, the Netherlands increased its
emphasis in the Oslo Process on interoperability, arguing this would be vital to
achieving consensus.235 Dutch participants argued that the Netherlands would not be
able to join a convention that would affect its choice of military partners.236
In April 2008, the Dutch Ministry of Defense inquired into precision and
reliability as criteria by which to distinguish “acceptable” from “unacceptable” cluster
munitions. What they reported was that reliability rates of weapons depend on the
context and are therefore difficult to ascertain; therefore, the government decided it was
preferable to use properties such as the presence of self-destruction and selfneutralization mechanisms237 in order to categorize the weapons. In Dublin, it proposed
that the convention should employ a three-tier approach to prohibition, with,
“Exemptions for munitions with a low number of submunitions; a middle
range of cluster munitions which would be subject to cumulative
requirements; and a bottom tier of a “massive number” of cluster
munitions which would be subjected to prohibition outright.”238
The conversation on cluster munitions continued throughout this period in both the
review conferences of Protocol V and in the Oslo Process. In part due to the competing
treaty models and the work of states supporting the Protocol V framework, the Cluster
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Munitions Campaign (CMC) continued to have trouble developing a united campaign
call in terms of which forum was most appropriate, and which behavior was expected by
the norm, and what should be included in a document on cluster munitions.239 However,
as the two processes continued to compete, it became clear that particular states involved
in Protocol V but not officially participating in Oslo were pressuring others to weaken
the Oslo outcome. The United States specifically engaged in pressure but not
participation, as its delegation observed but did not speak up in the meetings. The
Netherlands was one of the states to receive pressure from both civil society and its
allies, and it was clear from its positions that its interest in the U.S. as an ally, and
NATO, limited severely its willingness to work toward a comprehensive cluster
munitions ban.240
Through the Oslo Process, the CMC also honed in on particular treaty provisions
as imperative to the legalization of the cluster munition taboo, especially a binding and
comprehensive ban on all types of cluster munitions possession, production, transfer,
and use. As the Oslo meetings in 2007 and 2008 continued, member organizations of the
CMC railed against any and all attempts to weaken those provisions in the Oslo Process,
as a Convention on Cluster Munitions that did not comprehensively ban the weapons
would be the first time in history that a weaker arms control agreement proceed a
stronger one. As a result, the Dutch government became a key target for domestic and
transnational civil society in the two years leading up to the 2008 Convention on Cluster
Munitions.
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Turning the Tide
Recall that according to the theory guiding this project, once governments identify their
position vis-à-vis the new issue and civil society’s call for action, campaigns hone in on
more specific calls for change and set their sights on likely targets. With the necessary
targets in sight to achieve a best possible ban agreement, transnational (and domestic)
civil society ramped up the pressure on those target states, raising salience through
media coverage-seeking events, the publishing of reports, and government and public
canvassing. If a major event is available to which to attach the norm, the campaign will
do so to raise salience even further. These activities culminate in a salience tipping
point, at which the population becomes activated, or so strongly accepting of the norm
as to be moved to act on behalf of the norm and join the campaign. The public, and
usually some members of government, accept the norm.
While the goals of the campaign took time to solidify, the strategies were very
clear: collect and present evidence, develop simple and sound byte-able arguments,
educate the public, and encourage debate.241 Of these, public education strategy received
the most airtime. It focused on both indirect provision of information and campaign
tools through the web, as well as direct education work including but not limited to
“public meetings, debates … may be incorporated into other events – member
organization events, pop concerts, festivals and virtually any occasion open to the
public.” 242 Regardless of venue, the message is simple and clear: “ban cluster
munitions.” Even early in the campaign, the “essential element of public awareness is
241
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engaging the media.”243 Engaging the public through media coverage, then, encourages
debate. While the word salience was not openly used in official campaign strategy, what
is clear is that the campaign was very aware of the need to raise salience to the public, in
order to make the issue an important one, and encourage debate and finally action.
At the onset of the Oslo Process, the CMC had set the sights on Western European
military powers as key targets to give any new treaty the legitimacy of their backing—
including, along with France, Germany, and the United Kingdom, the Netherlands. In
spite of its small size, the Netherlands possesses one of the most modern and
technologically advanced military forces in the world,244 and is highly participatory in
NATO deployment.245 Its greatest concern with any new cluster munitions agreement
was, accordingly, the issue of interoperability. As discussed above, although they had
frozen usage of the weapons, the Netherlands and other targets were against the idea of a
binding and comprehensive ban on cluster munitions. The main concern for the
Netherlands, rather than pressure by its military to keep the weapons, was its ability to
cooperate with the United States and NATO, which were core features of its defense
policy. The goals of the CMC were, of course, in favor of such a ban; further, in the
Netherlands, the supporters of the norm also focused on behavior not regulated by the
text of the new treaty, such as investment in cluster munitions producers.
The earliest strategies involved the production of reports on the effects of cluster
munitions and who was using them. Directed by the steering committee of the
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transnational campaign, Dutch domestic organizations IKV Pax Christi and Netwerk
Vlaanderen became key coalition partners and produced a number of reports on the
humanitarian impact of the weapons, calling in their conclusions for a comprehensive
ban.246 Specific to the Netherlands at this time was a focus on the issue of investment in
cluster munitions, the focus of several reports and, later, a documentary film, which will
be discussed later in the case study. These reports received little attention when they
were first distributed.
However, during the same period that the Netherlands and other “like-minded”
states were digging in their heels over munitions model failure rates and interoperability,
the CMC campaign was beginning to supply more serious pressure. As the Oslo process
began in earnest and a treaty document became a real possibility, member organizations
of the CMC not only lobbied and advised government officials directly at each meeting,
but also turned up the pressure at home, extending the campaign beyond just the
members of their organizations to the general public. In addition to standard canvassing
on the issue, the Dutch contingent purchased advertisements in newspapers; gathered
petition signatures; published articles; published web blogs and videos; and called a
series of action days, which turned out increasingly larger crowds on the Parliament
square.247
The CMC was able to use two major events to focus attention on cluster
munitions in the Netherlands, one before the drafting of the treaty, and one after, which
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will be discussed in a later section. The first was in 2007, when Dutch public television
aired a documentary filmed by Dutch anti-cluster munition activists titled “The
Clusterbomb Feeling,” an examination of major Dutch pension funds’ investment in
companies involved in the production of landmines and cluster munitions produced by
campaigners.248 The documentary found that a number of national pension programs had
invested hundreds of millions (USD) in firms that produce cluster weapons and
landmines.249 At the time of the airing, there existed no ethical guidelines for what
investments were acceptable, “as long as returns (on the investment) are good.”250 This
was particularly damaging to the Dutch government, implicated in the investments—but
the program also implicated a complacent public for allowing their own pension plans to
be invested in this way. Memorably, the leader of Pax Christi Netherlands learned for
the first time on camera that her pension plan portfolio invested in cluster munitions
producers.
The program generated considerable public outcry, including thousands of
complaints from pension scheme members and news media coverage, and sparked a
Parliamentary debate on the issue.251 Media coverage of cluster munitions also spiked at
the airing of the film,252 and data from domestic NGO- and CMC-produced reports was
incorporated into much of the ensuing news coverage. Shortly after the airing of the
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program, PGGM (the Dutch pension fund for nurses) and APB (the pension fund for
Dutch teachers and civil servants) announced the intent to end investments in cluster
munitions manufacturers,253 regardless of whether a national ban on investment existed
or not. These events sparked a cascade of disinvestment by many of the other national
pension programs, including Royal Dutch Shell.254 The film itself has since been used as
an official campaign tool by the CMC.255
These activities as a whole drove Dutch sentiment on cluster munitions to a
tipping point right before the final negotiation in Dublin, which would culminate in a
complete policy reversal over the course of a week of negotiations. Some Dutch citizens
gathered on the Parliamentary square to demonstrate and play dead (of cluster
munitions).256
Making the Norm Work
At the salience tipping point, with an activated public, civil society can engage in largescale campaign activities at home such as demonstrations and mass contact with
government, to an extent that would override the counterpoised concerns of the
government. The scale of active participants and height of issue salience ultimately
results in enough pressure on government that it will change its policy to fit the
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prescription of the norm. This campaign activity is most effective if citizens can directly
levy pressure over the material interests of government, wielding votes or investment in
state institutions.
The Dublin conference, at which members had agreed they would produce the
text for the new treaty, was the main goal for civil society: get the strongest possible
treaty, and win the key military powers’ approval. According to one participant, the
CMC drastically intensified its activities in the lead-up to Dublin; it tapped into
government contacts it had developed in recent months, called out its expanded
constituencies in those states, and “in the Conference chamber itself, the CMC was
limited to a few representatives, but they made good use of their delegation with a
highly effective 'front-bench' of experts, each specializing in particular issues.”257 On the
Dutch home front,
“IKV Pax Christi sent DVDs to all Members of Parliament which
explained the human suffering caused by cluster munitions. Radio jingles
were broadcast on Dutch radio, including messages from recognized
military experts. Public (demonstrations) on the parliamentary square
increased the pressure and put the issue high on the political agenda.”258
At the Dublin conference itself, the Dutch negotiators actually increased their emphasis
on the problem of interoperability and continued to try and categorize the weapons by
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failure rate.259 However, observers in Dublin said that there were signs that these states
were feeling pressure for a successful outcome at home.260 As the talks went on, media
coverage and salience were very high at home, with citizens playing dead on the
Parliamentary square in protest of cluster munitions as well as demonstrating outside the
talks in Dublin. In the Netherlands, that same week, the lower house of Parliament
decided to accept a motion for a comprehensive cluster munitions ban,261 calling for “the
strongest treaty possible.”262 Following this move, the attitude of the Dutch negotiators
in Dublin began to change, and while they announced they were not entirely happy with
the treaty outcome, they were willing to join consensus, adopt the agreement, and ask
other states to do the same. 263 The treaty would be officially signed in upcoming
December.
The Netherlands also continued to support work in the CCW framework to deal
with cluster munitions, but its attitude toward the weapons appeared changed. At several
CCW Group of Governmental Expert (CCW-GGE) meetings following Dublin, it
indicated that any CCW document weaker than the new Convention on Cluster
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Munitions (CCM) would be unacceptable.264 In fact, it argued at a November 2008
meeting of the CCW-GGE that the CW must negotiate a real protocol rather than a
proposal to avoid making the CCW “a laughing stock,” and stated it would not even
spend its taxpayers’ money on the issue unless a protocol was negotiated.265 It continues
to encourage a cluster munitions protocol within the CCW framework in the hopes of
drawing in states not party to the CCM.
The Cluster Munitions Coalition lauded the acceptance of the CCM by many of
the “like-minded” states, but did not cease their campaign. Rather, it shifted the focus to
ensuring ratification and cooperation with the new treaty, and reinvigorating its
campaign to ensure complete acceptance of the norm, by targeting the secondary activity
of direct investment in producers or indirect investment in funds that support those
producers.266
Watchdogging
After the initial policy change, civil society can maintain high salience for the issue to
ensure ratification of the ban and the necessary changes to meet the requirements of the
agreement. This allows for effective monitoring, pressure to maintain good behavior,
and even advocacy for policies befitting of the norm but above and beyond the treaty
commitment. In this case, above and beyond means legally closing the loopholes for
direct and indirect investment in cluster munitions, and even instating penalties for
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violators of the policy. In time, with these policies in place, the norm can become
unthinking within the state.
After Dublin, the CMC encouraged the Dutch government and other “likemindeds” to advise others to sign the convention in Oslo in December 2008; it also
encouraged the early destruction of stockpiles, producing reports on the status of
stockpiles.267 By the time of the second focal event, the death of Dutch journalist Stan
Storimans by a cluster munition during coverage of the 2008 Russia-Georgia conflict,268
the Netherlands was already talking about the importance of wide ratification of the
CCM. The Dutch Minister of Foreign Affairs actually spoke of the journalist, whom he
had met in Afghanistan, when he signed the CCM in December 2008. “… cluster bombs
kill,” he said; the convention will “attach such a stigma to cluster bombs that even
countries that are not present today to sign it will think twice before using these
weapons.”269 He further encouraged states not party to the new CCM to continue work
toward a cluster munitions protocol for the CCW.270
The Netherlands signed the CCM in December 2008 but while committing to
immediately begin the ratification process, did not ratify it until August 2011.271 During
this time, the Netherlands made good efforts to behave as if the treaty were already
267
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ratified, reducing its future costs of doing so. The Dutch immediately began destroying
their stockpile however; in 2011, the Netherlands sent the remainder of its cluster
munition stocks to the more advanced Norwegian NAMMO destruction facility for
complete destruction.272 Furthermore, while transit of the munitions across Dutch soil
and military cooperation with States not Party to the CCM were not technically
outlawed by the treaty, it stated that transit of cluster munitions through Dutch territory
will not be “appreciated,”273 and that prior to any military cooperation with States not
Party to the CCM wherein cluster munitions use could not be ruled out, “certain national
reservations would be made by the Dutch government.”274
During the interim, the Dutch government received congratulations from the
campaign in various cluster munitions state behavior report cards275 as it begun to
destroy its stockpiles and encourage the same for other states. In the alternative CCW
Protocol V framework, it in fact worked for three more years to negotiate a cluster
munitions protocol that would include more of the states that had not participated in or
signed the CCM. Regardless, the Dutch Red Cross, IKV Pax Christi, and other
organizations continued to publish reports and news articles criticizing the government
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for slow ratification and pressuring it to do so quickly.276
However, in addition to keeping to the text of the CCM, the issue of
disinvestment, was still on the table. The policy of the CMC organizations had been both
to show support for states whose behavior had improved, but also to pressure these
states to ensure cooperation with the spirit of the norm. In the Netherlands, from 2008
forward, the policy shifted more toward the latter. It created a new sub-campaign
especially designed to target the specific behavior of bad investment or allowing bad
investment, Stop Explosive Investments277 in which it produced campaign materials and
reports specifically targeting, and directing citizens to target, both the governments that
allowed the practice and the institutions or businesses that engaged in the practice.
Organizations Netwerk Vlaanderen and IKV Pax Christi published a yearly report on
“explosive investments,” marking several Dutch companies and hundreds of foreign
companies as guilty for allowing investment in cluster munitions, and calling for a ban
on such investments.278
At the time of the CCM signing, the official Dutch government stance was that
investment in producers of cluster munitions run counter to the spirit of, but is not
banned by (emphasis mine), the CCM and further, the Convention “cannot be applied to
private institutions or persons.”279 It preferred instead to encourage transparency and
self-regulation among companies, rather than impose restrictions, citing the outcry
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against the pension funds back in 2007 as the exemplar for a more hands off policy.280
By 2009, only a handful of Dutch banks still engaged in the practice, having suffered
loss of face and business as a result of calls, demonstrations, and media coverage of the
issue. The same year, Parliament accepted a motion by MP Krista van Velzen to ban all
investment by banks and pension funds in cluster munitions producers; 281 however, the
government decided not to carry out the motion.282
The Netherlands was still feeling some pressure from non-CCM allies, but had
grown more confident in its assertions that a comprehensive ban was necessary, whether
it come from the CCW or the CCM. In response to the failure of the 2011 CCW review
conference to conclude a cluster munitions protocol, a Labour Party motion was
accepted which declared the Convention on Cluster Munitions to be “the standard within
international law regarding cluster munitions.”283 It requested that the CCM treaty be
quickly ratified, and further requested the government to “create legislation regarding
the prohibition on demonstrable direct investments in the production, sale, and
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distribution of cluster munitions for all financial institutions as soon as possible.”284 The
Dutch government ratified the CCM in August that year, and the treaty entered into
force for the Netherlands as the CCW conferences concluded.
In response to a publication by IKV Pax Christi on investments by Dutch
financial institutions in cluster munitions producers, two Members of the House of
Representatives asked for a joint response of the Finance Minister, the Foreign Minister,
and the Secretary of State for Development on the conclusions of the report.285 In March
2012, the Minister of Finance stated, “Although there is no international consensus on
this (yet), the discussion, just like the convention, is based on the central principle that
an end has to be put to the humanitarian harm caused by cluster munitions. This
consideration has led the cabinet to the decision to … introduce a legal prohibition on
direct investments in cluster munitions by financial institutions.”286
The prohibition on direct investments will be implemented by a new provision to
the Financial Supervision Act that “imposes an obligation that prevents an enterprise
directly supporting any national or foreign enterprise which produces, sells or distributes
cluster munitions” so as to restrict, as much as possible, investments in cluster munitions
producers.287 Any institution found to be in violation of the new law can be sanctioned
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with a maximum fine of €1,000,000. The law entered into effect as of January 1, 2013.
A Dutch official responding to the new provision reiterated the view that investment,
while not openly prohibited by the text of the CCM, is part of the “spirit” of the
convention.288 The new bill was lauded by the “Explosive Investments” campaign as
exemplary of strong action on cluster munitions, and Dutch institutions had divested to
such an extent that its institutions made only “Hall of Fame” (good practices) lists in the
most recent reports on cluster munitions investment.289
Conclusion
In the case of the Netherlands, the cluster munition campaign was instrumental in
changing the behavior of the Dutch government on cluster munitions, before and after
the international ban. The Netherlands had little incentive to join the CCM, pressured by
the United States and its NATO allies, facing costs of cleanup and stockpile destruction,
as well as indirect costs to future cooperation. While some of Holland’s neighbors called
for the ban, many others, including close allies, opposed a limitation on cluster
munitions, and the Dutch government felt pressure from the EU and the UN to shift
toward humanitarianism while at the same time being pressured by the US and NATO
not to. This fractured reception of the norm and the new treaty played out in both the
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European Union and in the United Nations. Throughout the Oslo Process, the Dutch
made claims that only some kinds of munitions should be banned, and the attempt to
categorize out other munitions shows a weak effect for the prohibitionary norm on
cluster munitions as well.
In all four cases, the causal sequence began with a call from civil society to cease
the use of cluster munitions due to their high failure rates. The Netherlands was an early
participant in work on unexploded remnants of war in the Convention on Conventional
Weapons forum, and when civil society reporting from Niš, Serbia found that RBL755’s dropped by Dutch planes killed a number of civilians and left behind unexploded
submunitions in a populated area, the Dutch stopped using their cluster munitions in
Serbia. However, they identified their position by stating cluster munitions were
legitimate if used under existing principles of international humanitarian law, a
neutralizing recognition of cluster munitions, thus making themselves a civil society
target. From 2003, campaign report cards found Dutch cluster munition policy lacking
year after year, and the campaign developed a rapport with and access to Parliament and
the media, regularly garnering issue coverage in the Dutch media and sparking
parliamentary conversations. As a result, the small campaign was able to activate large
scale participation in petitions and phone call campaigns, and some participation in
demonstrations, effectively applying leverage to the Dutch government up through the
end of 2008. In the final days of the Dublin Conference for convention on Cluster
Munitions, the Dutch delegation reversed position. Under the campaign’s watchdogging
and often with its assistance, the Dutch have seen some of the strongest compliance and
over-compliance of all treaty participants, with stockpile destruction ahead of schedule
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and an over compliant domestic ban on cluster munition investment. In short, the
process appears to hold.
In this chapter, I also considered three alternative explanations alongside the
hypotheses of the dissertation: loss of cluster munition utility, convergent international
interest in regulating cluster munitions, or normative suasion of the unacceptability of
cluster munitions. In the Netherlands, the Ministry of Defense made claims to the
legitimacy of cluster munitions through 2007, asserting that since the Dutch consider
cluster munitions under a framework of international legal considerations, it was
possible to use the weapons in an acceptable way. Once discussions shifted to
categorizing cluster munitions according to their acceptability vis-à-vis their safety
mechanisms, the Dutch delegation focused on excluding munitions, being of the position
that the purpose of the Oslo Process for a ban on cluster munitions was not to ban all
cluster munitions.290 For the Dutch, the utility of cluster munitions was also maintained
to some extent based on their value for the Dutch relationship with close ally the United
States; warnings from the US not to join a ban or else risk a damaged relationship also
represented some of the fractured interests dividing states on the cluster munition issue.
From the Convention on Conventional Weapons talks through the Oslo Process,
governments were divided into like-minded states that still maintained the utility and
legality of precision cluster munitions and teetotaler states asserting all cluster munitions
had precision issues and thus caused unacceptable harm. This split was reflected in
discussions at the United Nations and the European Union, and to some extent in the
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Wikileaks cables between NATO states. Only at a very late hour in the Oslo Process did
the Netherlands pivot toward the ban, maintaining the anti-ban language of the likeminded group up to that point rather than the normative language expected of suasion.
Not until reversing course to support the Oslo treaty did the Dutch call for “the strongest
treaty possible,”291 but as argued and demonstrated in this chapter, the Dutch positional
shift was the result of internal civil society pressure.
Early civil society targeting of the Dutch government allowed cluster munitions
to be put on the agenda even before the treaty became a feasible option, with the public
television film drawing massive attention to the issue of the pension fun investments.
Large sections of the population suddenly discovered a new morally repugnant product,
a product that they themselves had been unwittingly putting their own money into, and
pushed back against a government that condoned such investment. The high salience of
cluster munitions after this event allowed the Cluster Munitions Coalition to activate
members of its subsidiary organizations to pressure the Dutch government, while at the
same time it saturated the media with information about cluster munitions, as the CCM
drew near. This pressure on both fronts made it infeasible not to sign the Convention.
Upon signature, pressure continued where necessary. The issue of investment,
not entirely dealt with by the CCM, was maintained on the agenda by the campaign
through continued production of reports, the exposure of specific institutions and report
card activities, demonstrations, and calls for media coverage. With the issue of
291
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investment already especially salient to the public, inaction was not politically viable,
resulting in a bill with extensive disincentives for even indirect financing of cluster
munitions and a complete rejection of cluster bomb related activities in the Netherlands.
From this point, the theory expects it will not be possible to go back to talking about or
engaging in their use, production, sale, purchase, or investment of any kind. Future cases
in which the penalties are applied will only serve to reinforce the infeasibility of these
acts, and in time they will become unthinkable.
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CHAPTER 4
BRITAIN’S BALANCING ACT: NATIONAL INTEREST AND HUMAN
RIGHTS
“The United Kingdom believes that cluster munitions are legal weapons,
that international humanitarian law is adequate to govern their use, and
that the international community would be better served by implementing
existing law in a consistent manner when using cluster munitions.”
—Adam Ingram, Minister of Defense for the Armed Forces, 2006
“We want nothing less than a full global ban on cluster munitions …
There can be no place in the international community for cruel and
indiscriminate weaponry such as cluster bombs.”
—Gordon Brown, Prime Minister, 2010
In 1943, the United Kingdom was the second victim of cluster munitions when Germany
deployed the butterfly bomb; in 2003, it was the second biggest user and producer, after
the United States, of cluster munitions.292 With one of the largest defense industries in
the world,293 the United Kingdom has extensively produced, exported, and used cluster
munitions,294 most recently in the Falkland Islands in 1982, in Iraq and Kuwait in 1991,
in the former Yugoslavia in 1999, and in Iraq in 2003.295 The British-made BL-755 antitank bomb has been exported to “or otherwise finally possessed by” twenty different
countries, including Iran, Pakistan, and throughout the former Yugoslavia.296
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The United Kingdom participated in the Oslo Process talks for a Convention on
Cluster Munitions from the first meeting, but was part of the “like-minded group” that
opposed a potential comprehensive treaty, which included mainly arms-producing
NATO states. The UK delegation insisted that only certain types of weapons should be
banned based on their precision and reliable detonation, the states should retain some
stock for training, that deadlines for stockpile destruction and for removal of foreign
stockpiles should be extended, that states should be allowed to continue with joint
operations with states not party (interoperability), and that post-conflict assistance
should be provided only to the direct victims of cluster munitions and not to their
communities.297
Only interoperability made it into the final treaty text. However, just two days
prior to the signing ceremony of the 2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions, British
Prime Minister Gordon Brown issued a public statement that, “In order to secure as
strong a Convention as possible in the last hours of negotiations we have issued
instructions that we should support a ban on all cluster bombs, including those currently
in service by the UK,” and the British delegation announced at the conference that
instructions had already been given to the military to withdraw all cluster munitions
from service.298 This move was a factor in may other states’ decision to support the final
convention text. The United Kingdom has since ratified the Convention, and its Cluster
Munition (Prohibition) Act bans all production, purchase, use, sale, and transfer in
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cluster munitions; it has further ruled that direct investment in cluster munitions
producers is prohibited under the bill, although indirect investment is still under
discussion.299
This chapter will examine the process through which the British government
chose to join the comprehensive cluster munitions ban and has largely maintained
compliance with the letter and the spirit of the treaty. In this case, the issue of cluster
munitions has been in the public discourse since 1999, when munitions it sold to the
Netherlands were used in the former Yugoslavia and resulted in civilian casualties. The
London-based Cluster Munitions Coalition was able to use its network to garner media
attention and raise salience during key events and discussions of the cluster munition
issue inside the United Kingdom. The second causal factor, leverage, came into play
after British ratification of the Convention on Cluster Munitions, pressuring the
government and other institutions to comply with their commitment.
The case of the United Kingdom is key to the argument of this project. As the
second biggest user and producer, and major exporter, of cluster munitions, the CCM
represents for the British government the highest cost for any State Party in terms of
compliance with stockpile destruction, foreign stockpile removal, ease of military
cooperation with allies, loss to export income, and cost of reparations. Furthermore, the
United Kingdom faced major pressure from its allies in NATO not to join, especially the
United States, with which it has had a longstanding and important relationship. In the
face of domestic criticism from 1999 on, it maintained the necessity and legitimacy of
most of its arsenal until the final days of the CCM negotiations.
299
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In spite of these hurdles, the United Kingdom changed its policy at the last
minute to support the agreement and has been largely compliant. This case exhibits high
salience and low leverage,300 thus the theory could expect the treaty and compliance
outcomes to have gone either way. The competing explanations of a history of signing
similar agreements, peer pressure from neighboring governments, or a low cost of
compliance with the norm, can and will also be ruled out. As will be demonstrated, high
salience maintained by the Cluster Munitions Coalition successfully activated thousands
of British citizens to join shoe pyramid campaigns, to demonstrate outside Parliament,
and to call their banks demanding they not invest in cluster munitions producers to the
point that the status quo policy was no longer feasible, and any deviation from
compliance was met with strong and organized public backlash. The following will
demonstrate this process.
Before the Campaign
Cluster munitions have been on the radar for the United Kingdom since 1999. That year,
NATO aircraft dropped cluster munitions containing 295,000 submunitions in Kosovo,
Serbia, and Montenegro.301 At the time, the cluster munition ban movement had only
loosely begun to coalesce: only a handful of non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
were working on the issue of cluster munitions, as many of the likely candidates were
hesitant to divert resources from the newly created Mine Ban Treaty,302 and the natural
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forum for the issue of cluster bombs was the Convention on Conventional Weapons
(CCW),303 at which there was no agenda to specifically include the weapons in new
protocols. Reporting on the civilian casualties in Nís, Kosovo, Human Rights Watch
called them variously disproportionate, a violation international humanitarian law, a
violation of human rights, indiscriminate, problematic, improper, illegitimate,
questionable, and misdirected,304 deriving from the norm of disproportionate force and
the legitimacy of the Geneva laws. The Human Rights Watch report called for a ban on
the weapons, but “the core of the report's criticism (was) that NATO could have done
more to minimize the number of non-combatants killed by its raids.”305
The main cluster munition used in former Yugoslavia was the RBL-755,
modified from the original BL-755, the British cluster bomb that later became the
exemplar for “dumb” weapons.306 The RBL-755 is dropped from an altitude safe for the
pilot, and relies on the pilot’s aim and gravity for targeting, which in many conditions
can make it quite imprecise. It also has an 11% failure rate,307 which in Kosovo alone
reflects 32,000 unexploded munitions, including in the controversial Dutch bombing of
Niš, Serbia that struck a market and hospital when the bombs landed off target.308
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After the Niš incident, civil society made the first systematic collection and
examination of data on the humanitarian effects of cluster munitions.309 The British
government faced criticism after the details of Niš surfaced. Human Rights Watch
accused NATO of using an indiscriminate weapon and causing one to two hundred
civilian deaths,310 noting that while American and Dutch forces ceased the use of cluster
munitions after Niš, British forces continued to use the RBL-755.311 The Kosovo report
dealt another blow to the case for cluster bomb utility, finding that unexploded ordnance
from the weapons killed more NATO troops after the conflict than were killed by the
Serbian forces during the conflict.312 In response to media coverage of the report, the
British government doubled down on the military utility of the weapon, insisting cluster
munitions were quite effective and that casualties could be expected even where military
forces took precautions.313 At a news briefing during the 1999 bombing campaign, a
complaint was addressed to British Major General Wald about the number of brightly
colored packages (cluster bombs) dropped in populated areas; the general responded that
the sooner NATO prevailed, the fewer such packages would be left.314
The British media focused on the casualties in the immediate aftermath of the
bombing, but civil society was unable to maintain the salience of cluster munitions
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without a clear call for action and an arsenal of evidence to show the need for change.
What outrage did arise over cluster munitions use died away “all too quickly.”315 The
British response marked the United Kingdom as unsympathetic to the issue of cluster
munitions; as will be discussed in the next sections, the arsenal of evidence against
British behavior in Kosovo and Iraq would make it a good target for the campaign.
Later, this would also impact the decision to base the headquarters of the Cluster
Munition Coalition in London.
Toward a New Norm
As the cluster munition issue campaign took shape, the British defended cluster bombs
as more humane than alternatives. This neutralizing recognition of the problems with
cluster munitions, along with continuing cluster munition use, marked the UK
government as a prime target for advocates. Early campaigners pushed for increased
measures to prevent casualties from cluster munitions and ultimately cessation of cluster
munition use.
In 2003, during the early phase of the Second Gulf War, American and British
forces used nearly seven times as many cluster munitions as they had in Kosovo during
the three weeks of major combat in Iraq.316 Hundreds of cluster munitions were fired
into urban areas, leaving thousands of submunitions unexploded in Iraqi cities.317 These
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munitions resulted in at least 1,000 civilian deaths. 318 When questioned about the
casualties in April 2003, British Secretary of Defence Geoff Hoon responded,
“… use of all weapons involves striking a balance. All weapons are
capable of damaging the civilian population as well as those against
whom they are targeted. It is necessary to strike a balance between not
only the risk to civilians, but equally the protection of coalition forces. In
relation to the use of cluster bombs, I am confident that the right balance
has been struck.”319
Secretary Hoon further asserted that the British cluster munitions deployed in Iraq were
used in accordance with the international rules of proportionality and distinction, noting
that they were extraordinarily effective in comparison with other more damaging or
higher yield weapons.320 His neutralizing comments suggest a perception of utility in
cluster munitions, although the Defence Ministry did not explain what those alternatives
were. Other elements of the Ministry and the military repeated this kind of response in
the media and responses to Parliament.321
By 2003, issue advocates had ample ammunition on the British use of cluster
munitions. The movement to shift British behavior, headed by Human Rights Watch,
focused on compiling evidence on civilian casualties, which they would use to admonish
the British administration. They argued that the humanitarian impact of cluster
munitions, regardless of any military utility, was unacceptably high. According to the
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December 2003 Human Rights Watch report, the use of cluster munitions in populated
areas caused more civilian casualties than any other factor in the coalition conduct
during the period of heavy fighting in March and April 2003.322 The main culprit, they
argued, was the Multiple Launch Rocket System used by British forces, which can cover
a half a square mile with 4,000 cluster bomblets—around 16% or 600 of which could be
expected to fail.323 These specific munitions had brightly colored markings and arrived
with tiny parachutes, much like toy army men, endangering and injuring mainly
children.324 One officer in Baghdad explains in the report, “bomblets are what kids pick
up. There is a nice ribbon on the end. It’s nice for carrying.”325 The British also used a
new munition, the L20A1, which they claimed had only a 2% failure rate; because of the
low dud rate, British forces reported less reluctance to use them.326 This model, too,
arrived with bright paint and was attractive to children, and troops on the ground even
recognized children playing with the duds.327
The Human Rights Watch report noted that this failure rate had enabled more
careless use of the weapon, and that the British, who had promised not to use the
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weapons in or around Basra, were found to have done so regardless.328 The report
charged both sides with the use of these weapons during the conflict, and confirmed the
suspicions that the failure rates of the munitions in use were in fact significantly higher
than those claimed by their manufacturers and the governments that used them.329 At its
conclusion, the report called for at minimum for a moratorium on cluster munition use
until the dud rate could be guaranteed at 1%. In response, Defence spokesman Michael
Moore said, “This is a very significant report which raises some very serious issues. …
The jury may be out on the political legacy of the coalition's time in Iraq but the military
legacy could be absolutely devastating.”330 Parliamentary answers also confirmed that
the Ministry of Defence had carried out no reviews or assessments of the civilian
casualties caused by unexploded cluster bomblets used in the Gulf region, Kosovo, or
Afghanistan.331
The Human Rights Watch (HRW) report exemplifies a tactic deployed
throughout the campaign to ban cluster munitions, in which the well-timed release of
humanitarian reports picked up media attention in target states to pressure behavior
change. However, these were not front-page stories, often buried in print editions or
online only. The UK government’s response continued to repeat the argument that other
weapons would have resulted in higher casualties, in spite of the cluster bomb failure
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rate.332 Civil society would need to build further evidence against the users of cluster
munitions and ramp up the pressure to capture sufficient attention. Organization into a
coalition with a specific message and goals would be key.
Figure 4: Searches for “clusterbommen” and “cluster munitie” in the Netherlands over
time

Setting the Sights
In 2003, the Convention on Conventional Weapons Group of Governmental Experts
(CCW-GGE), which included the UK, failed to recommend meaningful regulations on
cluster munitions after the large-scale cluster bombing of Iraq. In response, advocates
working on cluster munitions—many of which had been active on anti-personnel
landmines—came together in 2003 to form the Cluster Munitions Coalition (CMC).
That year, the first unified call came through the Coalition: the human impact of cluster
bombs was unacceptable and there must be a moratorium on their use until weapons
producers could guarantee a 1% or lower failure rate, which would provide the
foundations for an eventual ban. From 2003 forward, this pressure would take the form
of demanding proof that cluster munitions had been thoroughly tested and did in fact
332
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have sufficiently low dud rates. As the British would find, the burden of proof was
shifting to them, and if they could not prove their cluster bombs “safe,” transnational
civil society would expose it. In response to a May 2004 parliamentary question about
whether the government would support the calls for a moratorium on cluster munitions,
Adam Ingram, Minister of State for the Armed Forces, responded, “No. Cluster bombs
are legal weapons that are not indiscriminate. ... In many instances, using munitions
other than cluster bombs may pose a far greater risk to civilians at the time of attack.”333
In 2005, this began to change. At an early CCW 2005 meeting, the British
delegation presented a paper on the military utility of cluster munitions, arguing that
they wanted to continue to use cluster munitions but that they would commit to
improving their failure rate to 1%. Going a step further, they recognized that the
controversial BL-755 and RBL-755 models did not meet this standard, and would
eventually be taken out of service.334 The remainder of the arsenal would be maintained
as, they argued, the right balance had been struck between military utility and
humanitarian concerns.335 The Coalition responded in November 2005, with a report of
its own.
The report, entitled Out of Balance, demonstrated that the British government
not only had not assessed the humanitarian impact of the weapon, as it had claimed, but
also had kept inconsistent track of the numbers of cluster munitions used, where they
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were used, how many casualties had been caused, and how many had been removed.336
It concluded that the government, rather than carefully assessing humanitarian concerns
had systematically given preference to the military.337 This attracted significant media
attention in the United Kingdom and the Independent ran a full front-page cover story,
“UK’s Deadly Legacy: the cluster bomb.”338 It raised concerns that the Ministry of
Defence had met the questions of Parliament concerning cluster bomb use in former
Yugoslavia and Iraq with equivocation. The government responded to the report with
“stony silence,”339 but would for the next several months continue to make the case that
existing humanitarian law was sufficient to deal with cluster munitions, provided they
not be used in civilian areas. During the CCW preparatory meetings, the British
delegation made several appeals to the CCW not to address cluster munitions outside
existing international humanitarian law, arguing that existing law was sufficient to deal
with explosive remnants of war, and by extension, cluster munitions. Creation of a new
international law, they argued, would be “counterproductive” and “unnecessary.”340
The August CCW meeting was punctuated by news of Israel’s “massive and
horrifying” use of cluster munitions in Lebanon in August 2006,341 with a majority of
shelling during the ceasefire negotiations. In spite of massive media attention on the
cluster bombing, multiple statements from the CMC, and pleas for action from the UN
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Emergency Relief Coordinator, the Lebanese Ambassador to Geneva, and the Holy See
delegation, cluster munitions were barely mentioned by CCW participants.342 The CMC
highlighted the humanitarian impact in southern Lebanon by presenting images of
unexploded cluster munitions hanging from trees and lying in homes, driving home the
need to act, either with the CCW or without it.
In the United Kingdom, the CMC picked up issue coverage with the BBC, the
Independent, and the Guardian, and began to find its political allies. Just prior to the
Review Conference, British International Development Minister Hilary Benn wrote to
the cabinet in a leaked letter that the government should reconsider its cluster munitions
policy “in view of their humanitarian effects.”343 He stated in the letter that the United
Kingdom should go into the review conference advocating for an effective ban of
“dumb” cluster munitions.344 Significantly, he did not call for a ban of all cluster
munitions. However, the Ministry of Defence continued to maintain the stance that
existing law was sufficient to regulate their use into the Review Conference and that no
outside treaty was necessary. They had made a shift that many other anti-ban states
would follow, by separating their older and less reliable models from the newer ones.
Since they would be removing the “dumb” models from the arsenal, they argued, the
humanitarian impact would already be minimal and could be addressed in the
framework of the CCW. In response to parliamentary questioning by several members
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of the House of Lords345 as to whether the United Kingdom would join a ban on cluster
munitions, Lord Triesman replied, “Lords, we have no such plans. Cluster munitions are
legitimate weapons when used in accordance with international humanitarian law.”346
There was also an unsuccessful attempt to introduce ban legislation in the House of
Lords, tabled over defining “dumb” cluster bombs.347
The Cluster Munition Coalition had cultivated relationships from 2005 on with
British parliamentarians, in both the Houses of Commons and Lords, including MP
Roger Berry (Labour), MP Frank Cook (Labour), Lord Rodney Elton (Conservative),
Lord Alfred Dubs (Labour), Lord David Ramsbotham (Independent), and Lord David
Hannay. These parliamentarians would be important allies, raising the issue of cluster
munitions and making early attempts at regulative legislature thereof; the Labour
members of this group were also significant in that their party position was supportive of
maintaining the weapon, and they would provide pressure from within against this
stance. They would be well equipped early on with the rhetoric of the campaign,
including the Out of Balance report that showed neither “dumb” nor “smart” cluster
munitions had been adequately tested to make the claim that they were not
indiscriminate. The language used in the House of Lords in 2006 reflects the stance of
the CMC:
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“As a result of the use of cluster bombs, there are hundreds of thousands
of unexploded munitions, causing intolerable risks and dangers to the
civilian population. Surely it is time to put cluster bombs in the same
category as anti-personnel landmines and ban their use.”348
With the conversation on cluster munitions turning in their favor, the campaign
approached the November 2006 Review Conference expecting action on cluster bombs
but prepared to leave the CCW forum if necessary. However, as noted in the previous
case, the States Parties to the conference failed to make any meaningful commitment.
Under instruction from London to take the lead at the negotiations, the British caused
trouble at the Review Conference, opposing the proposals from ban advocates such as
Sweden and Norway to negotiate a mandate for a ban on cluster munitions. While they
agreed that certain cluster munitions with high failure rates should be removed from
service, they chose not to join the 25 states calling for prohibition on cluster
munitions,349 and offered their own proposal that included the same rhetoric they had
been repeating for the past year: to apply existing law on explosive remnants of war and
cluster munition design, reliability, and humanitarian impact. 350 The major cluster
munition users and producers participating in the CCW, especially the United States,
supported the document, and it was ultimately the proposal adopted by the Review
Conference. The main action to come out of the Review Conference was a weak
agreement to continue work on negotiating a proposal on cluster munitions within the
CCW in the future.
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This prompted Norway, with support from the Cluster Munition Coalition, to
initiate a separate process outside of the CCW framework. With the issue out of their
hands, the British delegation were disappointed, but accepted Norway’s invitation to
participate in the negotiation of the Oslo mandate. In her reply, British Foreign Minister
Margaret Beckett made clear, however, that “we would not want to create a parallel
track of the ongoing, valuable and essential activity within the CCW,”351 in spite of the
goal of the Oslo Process to do just that. Defense Minister Ingram also reiterated after the
Review Conference the position that cluster munitions were legal and could be
addressed through existing international law.352
It was felt by both the Campaign and Norwegians that the British would be
important to have on board with the Oslo Process, as a key U.S. ally and NATO member
that could help other NATO states to feel more comfortable with joining the Oslo
Process. Civil society would work closely with the Norwegians and others to help push
the British delegation in the right direction. There was also a sense among campaigners
that because the British government had made claims to be playing a leading role on
cluster munitions internationally—in reference to its work in the CCW—that it should
be held accountable for those claims, 353 by responding appropriately to the issue of
cluster munitions. Civil society was still working for the behavior change, but the
meaning of possible had gone from regulation to prohibition, and the sights were clear.
The British, and many others, were going to have to give up their cluster munitions.
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Turning the Tide
With the expected participation of the British government in negotiations, it was time for
the Cluster Munition Coalition to ramp up the pressure with media attention, reports,
and canvassing both of government and the British public. The focus would be on
canvassing, strategic use of the media, and public events targeting individual policymakers, using the Oslo Process meetings as focal events.354 The instigation of a few
Members of Parliament (MPs) with evidence from the Campaign kept the issue of
cluster munitions on the table for discussion at home while the Oslo Process continued
abroad. The CMC also now had a clear goal: a complete ban on cluster munitions,
destruction of cluster munition stockpiles, and an ambitious timeline for both.
For its part, the British government was reticent on several key issues, including
the definition of cluster munitions themselves, a timeline for their removal from service
and destruction, and several issues involved in cooperating with states not party—
mainly the United States—that would come to be collectively called interoperability.
The U.S. government leaned heavily on the British during the process, but domestic
campaigners promised to impose political costs on the government should it fail to
support the Oslo Process for a ban.355 The road to Oslo would culminate in a high
salience point for the discussion on cluster munitions at the Dublin meeting, and with so
much attention to the issue both at home and abroad, the British would ultimately
354
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join.356
Campaigners determined that having France, Germany, and especially the United
Kingdom on board was critical to a successful comprehensive ban on cluster munitions,
however these governments were of the position that cluster bombs could be classified
according to their failure rate, with the so-called “smart” models excluded from any
resultant treaty on cluster munitions. In December 2006, prior to the first Oslo Process
meeting, the British announced that they would remove their “dumb” cluster munitions
from service, including the controversial RBL-755 and M26, within ten years.357 This
marked a shift in British behavior from just neutralizing recognition of cluster munitions
to concessions, meant to justify the remaining, “safer” arsenal.
The first Oslo Process meeting gathered nearly fifty states and a handful of nongovernmental organizations together to draft the mandate for a Convention on Cluster
Munitions. Borrowing a tactic from the International Campaign to Ban Landmines,
CMC campaigners chipped away at the utility of cluster munitions through the sharing
of survivor stories358 and video footage of cluster munitions in Lebanon clearly failing to
self-destruct,359 redirecting the conversation toward humanitarian concerns.
The British participated cautiously in Oslo. After their previous insistence on
cluster munitions being addressed by Convention on Conventional Weapons (CCW),
they lobbied for reference in the text to ongoing work “in other fora” which would allow
356
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for the inclusion of all major users and producers of cluster munitions,360 which the new
text could not promise without participation from states like the US. The British also
made clear that their goal for the meetings was not to produce a categorical ban but
rather a ban of certain types of cluster munitions, and that facilitation of any of these
goals would require a generous transition period.361 The United Kingdom and other
“like-minded states” were concerned that prior to Oslo, the agenda had been “those”
cluster munitions that caused unacceptable harm, while at Oslo the word “those” had
been dropped. This created the possibility that through the process it was possible that
all cluster munitions would be subject to the Oslo declaration.362 The NATO participants
were particularly nervous about joining such a declaration, due to American pressure
and concerns about NATO cooperation, as will be discussed below. In London, there
were last-minute consultations between the Foreign Office, the Ministry of Defence, and
the Department for International Development, with Development Minister Benn again
working to persuade his counterparts that the United Kingdom should join.363 The final
declaration called for a legally binding instrument that would “prohibit the use,
production, transfer, and stockpiling of cluster munitions that cause unacceptable harm
to civilians.”364 With the proviso that a transition period would be needed to arrange for
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an alternative to cluster munitions,365 the British joined the Oslo Process.
A month later, Defence Secretary Des Browne announced that the United
Kingdom would be withdrawing its “dumb” cluster munitions, not in ten years, but with
immediate effect.366 “Some cluster munitions address (humanitarian) concerns including
through inbuilt self-destructing or self-deactivating mechanisms, reducing the risk of
harm to civilians,” he argued. “Dumb cluster munitions do not.”367 However, he also
stated that other types would be retained, and that they were “legitimate weapons with
significant military value,” 368 again neutralizing precision cluster munitions while
making a concession with imprecise munitions. The Cluster Munitions Coalition
responded that the decision to keep “smart” bombs in the arsenal was worrying, as even
they could fail.369 Secretary Browne reiterated that the government preference was for
the CCW:
“We continue to press for wider agreement to ban dumb cluster
munitions through the convention on certain conventional weapons
(CCW) and complementary initiatives like the Oslo conference on 23
February, where we, alongside other nations, agreed to work towards an
international ban in 2008.”370
In May 2007, Oslo Process participants would meet for a second time in Lima, Peru, at
which twenty-seven new states participated, most of which endorsed the purpose of the
365
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Oslo declaration, and there was wide support for the “easier” issues of victim assistance,
submunition clearance, stockpile destruction, international cooperation and assistance,
and deadlines for clearance and stockpile destruction.371 However, during the Lima
meeting, the governments that would become known as the like-minded group coalesced
into a bloc to challenge proposals seen as overly stringent. These states, mainly
European NATO states and US allies, 372 pushed back on a strict definition of cluster
munitions throughout the Oslo Process. The British had several concerns beyond strict
definitions, including longer transition periods to replace stocks, retaining munitions for
military training purposes, and the issue of interoperability—or cooperation with states
not party to the treaty, particularly the U.S., that might use cluster munitions. Referring
to the Oslo Process as complementary to the CCW rather than the main forum for work
on cluster munitions, the British sought an international treaty that reflected existing
domestic policy rather than costly changes.373
A month later, discussion in the British parliament revealed that the Ministry of
Defense had revised its definition of cluster munition.374 In 2006, the British CR-V
rocket equipped with nine M73 submunitions was a cluster munition,375 but in June 2007
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its direct-fire capability and low number of submunitions made it a “smart” weapon.376
Asked about the CR-V system, Minister of Defense for the Armed Forces Ingram stated:
“So-called ‘dumb’ cluster munitions are those containing numerous submunitions, each with an explosive content but without either a target
discrimination or self-destruct, self-neutralization or self-deactivation
function … the two systems that met this definition … have now been
withdrawn from service. We retain our other cluster munition, the ‘nondumb’ M85.”377
This response was in line with the ongoing attempt by the like-minded group to exclude
weapons from the cluster munition treaty text.
Over the summer of 2007, a flurry of independent media coverage driven by civil
society reports began to increase the salience of the British cluster munition arsenal,
noting parliamentary calls for legislation and highlighting the government’s past use of
cluster munitions.378 As major outlets picked up the story, 379 critically, they echoed the
framing of civil society through statements from the Red Cross and information about
why cluster munitions were on the table for a ban.380
Civil society was also engaged in frequent dialogue with staff at the Foreign
Office, the Ministry of Defence and the Department for International Development,
advisors in the Labour government ministers of these departments, and the Prime
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Minister’s office on the issue of cluster munitions. 381 In August 2007, two Select
Committees in the House of Commons produced reports recommending the withdrawal
of the remaining cluster munitions still in service.382 The report by the Foreign Affairs
Committee requested that, “the Government state whether it is prepared to accept that
the failure rate of ‘smart’ cluster munitions could be as high as 10%, and if so, how it
justifies continuing to permit UK armed forces to hold such munitions.”383 The Defense,
Foreign Affairs, International Development and Trade and Industry Committees report
went further, calling on government to “withdraw ‘smart’ cluster bombs, provided that
an operational alternative is available.”384 In response, the Defense Ministry argued that
doing so would “impose serious capability gaps on our Armed Forces,”385 showing a
split in government on the utility of cluster munitions.
In November 2007, Prime Minister Gordon Brown said in his first foreign policy
speech after taking office, “having led the way by taking two types of cluster munitions
out of service, we want to work internationally for a ban on the use, production, transfer
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and stockpiling of cluster munitions that cause unacceptable harm to civilians.”386 It was
not entirely clear by this statement whether he was referring to all cluster munitions or
using the intentionally vague language of the Oslo Process, by which certain munitions
might still be excluded. Especially since, at the next meeting in Vienna in December
2007, the British again insisted that only certain munitions needed to be prohibited. The
models they wanted to exclude either contained a limited number of submunitions (such
as the CR-7) or met “specified reliability benchmarks.”387
In Vienna, in addition to the exclusion of its favored cluster bombs, the British
also raised again the issues of transition time and interoperability, expressly arguing that
the latter would be a major concern for states operating in multinational military
coalitions with states not party. It also added the concern that on the issue of victim
assistance, while the need for victim care was clear, the legal provisions for such care
could be “discriminatory” toward past cluster munitions users, and place obligations
thereupon, if based on the mechanism of injury.388 Civil society was well organized and
active in Vienna, and brought with them an important report on the M85 cluster
submunition, a model which the British and other like-minded states continued to
support as “smart”.389 The report analyzed the M85, which has an advanced self-destruct
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mechanism, as used in Lebanon, where Israeli forces had deployed it extensively. The
report found that in use, the M85 had on average a 10% failure rate, which was well
above the 1% rate that manufacturers and states users claimed made it an acceptable
weapon.390 According to those present, the presentation of this report had a strong
impact on many participants and made difficult further claims to the legitimacy of even
“smart” cluster munitions.391
The United Kingdom would continue to argue in favor of these “smart” weapons
regardless.392 They were concerned that they were not at the heart of these negotiations,
and they were at risk of “being taken hostage” by a process that they had not been able
to shift to suit their interests.393 It was clear that the negotiations were moving in the
direction of a comprehensive ban and did not address British concerns about stockpile
destruction deadlines, victim assistance, and interoperability. “Our concern in
Wellington …” a British diplomat later stated, “was that the text should not get any
worse … if that text had become any worse … we would have had great difficulty
signing up to the Dublin process.”394
In January, the CCW Group of Governmental Experts (CCW-GGE) met to begin
negotiating a definition of cluster munitions. The final product of the meeting
established only a basis for further negotiations, and the participants had such difficulty
with the definition that the outcome draft contained over forty bracketed terms on which
390
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they could not yet agree.395 After the abortive CCW-GGE meeting, the CMC had the
opportunity to lobby the British Ministers of the Foreign Office, the Ministry of
Defense, and the Ministry of Trade and International Development. Defense Minister
Browne defended the need to keep certain cluster munitions, but it also became clear
that “the government wanted to be part of the eventual cluster munition treaty.”396 This
encouraged the campaign to “lobby hard” for the British to join a comprehensive treaty
at the final meeting in Dublin.397
At the penultimate meeting in Wellington in February 2008, the United Kingdom
and other like-mindeds reiterated their reservations from previous meetings, but his time
were met by an opposition “teetotaler” group of states that would accept no cluster
munition exceptions in the final treaty. As a result of fractured agendas between the
groups, proposals from both sides were included as a compendium to the draft to be
considered at the final meeting in Dublin.
A further complication, emanating from the United States, was pressure not to
join or to disrupt the treaty process, marked by the State Department warning that
“cooperation within NATO is in the crosshairs of the Oslo treaty.”398 State Department
official Richard Kidd further remarked,
“In this process NGOs are given the same prominence as state
395
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delegations and … these NGOs were allowed to heckle state delegations
in plenary and surrounding venues … to attack the positions of other state
participants. Is this the kind of international system that any
administration wants to work in?”399
It was known that the United Kingdom was under notice from the Americans to resist a
ban on cluster bombs. Defence officials stated that a range of issues was at stake for
their relationship, including munitions stored at U.S. bases in Britain and the legal status
of British soldiers serving alongside Americans where the U.S. uses cluster munitions.400
British parliamentary “trouble makers” also kept the discussion on cluster
munitions fresh at home. In oral evidence from Lord Malloch-Brown, the House of
Commons learned the Government was still reluctant to give up its arsenal.401 MPs
responded that this exclusion was inconsistent, calling for a categorical rejection of
cluster munitions.402 The British position specifically had attracted detailed coverage in
the British and international media. Landmine Action conducted a poll of 2,000 Britons
the week before the Dublin meeting, which reported that 79% of Britons wanted the UK
to support an international ban;403 50% said they would be “very disappointed” if the
government failed to do so.404 The NGOs told their political contacts, based on these
findings, that it would be a public relations disaster if the British walked away from a
treaty in Dublin, which was a sore point for the Brown government, having recently also
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suffered a poor election outcome.405 These conversations would come to a high point in
May 2008, with media coverage, civil society action, and the final negotiations in
Dublin. The cluster munitions ban was all but a reality.
Making the Norm Work
With the United Kingdom still dragging its heels on issues of definition, victim
assistance and interoperability, the Cluster Munitions Coalition gave a major push at the
end of the Oslo Process, with major activity in Parliament, public engagement, and
media coverage at home, and major engagement with diplomats at the Dublin
negotiations. The salience of cluster munitions to policymakers, and the media attention
to both the Dublin meeting and the British position would make it extremely difficult for
them to maintain their unpopular stance on cluster munitions. There was already
division within the government on the ban, with the Defense Minister Browne against a
categorical ban, Foreign Office minister for Africa, Asia and the UN Lord Brown
“uncomfortable” about a partial ban, and Environment Secretary Hillary Benn in
favor.406 The Prime Minister, too, was under pressure to fulfill his campaign promise for
a ban on the cluster munitions that cause unacceptable harm, and it was less clear
whether this meant all cluster munitions. On the other hand, as was later revealed, in
conversations with the U.S. the British Ministry of Defence claimed that it valued its
cluster bombs and assured the Americans that their participation in Dublin was only a
“tactical maneuver.” 407 Lobbying from the Campaign and debate from supportive
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elements within Parliament, however, would tip the balance in favor of joining the
Convention on Cluster Munitions on the final day of negotiations.
On the opening day of negotiations, British policymakers were greeted by a letter
in the Times, signed by nine British former commanders, calling on them to give up
their remaining cluster munitions and agree to the “strongest possible ban on the weapon
in the treaty negotiations in Dublin.”408 The former commanders clearly appealed to
elements in the Ministry of Defence, but they also referred to the casualties to both
civilians and soldiers. They argued that,
“If we are to be accepted as legitimate users of force then we must
demonstrate our determination to employ that force only in the most
responsible and accountable way. Our current standing in the world
suggests that our leadership of moves to ensure an international ban on
cluster munitions will not only be respected and recognized, but will also
strengthen our ability to use force effectively in the modern world.”409
It was not in the language of the norm, but it appealed rather to the perception of British
legitimacy in the world. Civil society responded to the letter, “We hope that the UK
government will listen to the appeal of its senior former commanders and take a stand to
protect the innocent and the vulnerable.”410 The Independent took a much stronger
stance on the letter, stating that the British Government stands accused of being “the
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chief obstacle to the signing of a treaty to ban cluster bombs.”411 Former British Army
soldier and director of Landmine Action Simon Conway argued, “Insisting on keeping
some weapons and saying they are not negotiable is a deal breaker … the position of the
UK is a huge stumbling block to achieving a comprehensive treaty.”412
Against this backdrop, the British approached the Dublin Diplomatic
Conference. In spite of the media attention, they pushed initially for many of the same
arguments they had been pursuing throughout the Oslo Process. They lobbied for
changes to the text that would support interoperability, and supported a proposed
addition that could address “Relations with States not Party.” 413 They pushed for
exemptions on several types of cluster munitions, including devices that included safety
mechanisms, “direct fire” munitions, weapons with less than a certain number of cluster
submunitions, and weapons to be used only in an “air defense” capacity.414 It also sought
to retain munitions for clearance and military training purposes. These provisions
collectively would allow the United Kingdom to keep their remaining arsenal roughly
intact. Finally, they sought to weaken the provisions on victim assistance, by defining
victim narrowly to the affected individual rather than extending it to family and
community, and reducing the obligation to past cluster munitions users from a legal to a
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political one.415 As it was clear that the position was indefensible to other delegates, they
would consent to the broader definition of “victim” early in the negotiations.
The Campaign buttressed this work with a public advertising campaign showing
images of injured cluster munitions survivors,416 public action with prominent Irish civil
society members, the establishment of a satellite link to provide footage for news
organizations and participants elsewhere in the conference, making campaigners
available for interview at short notice, and uploading campaign video and materials in
new media such as YouTube.417 Their message was for a cluster munitions treaty with
“NO exceptions, NO delays, and NO loopholes,”418 speaking loud and clear to the likeminded that the kinds of issues they had pushed for in Oslo, Vienna and Wellington
were simply not going to fly in Dublin. The pressure of the campaign seemed to be
having effect, as early in the first week of negotiations, the Prime Minister’s office
issued the following statement:
“The Prime Minister had issued instructions to our negotiators in Dublin
that we should work intensively to ban cluster bombs that cause
unacceptable harm to civilians. We had already gone further than other
permanent members of the Security Council by banning two types of
cluster bombs … The Prime Minister had asked the Ministry of Defence
to assess the remaining munitions to ensure there was no risk to civilians
…”419
The Prime Minister’s statement was received as a move in the right direction by
415
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civil society, which responded with, “we now expect the UK to give up the M-85 and
the M-73,” 420 the remaining British cluster munitions. The definition the delegates
finally agreed to did exclude weapons designed to disperse flares or smoke, and a certain
type of cluster munition: a model with under ten submunitions, electronic selfdetonation, and “direct-fire” munitions that could “engage a point target in a pre-defined
area.”421 Such a definition would outlaw the entire British arsenal, and every model that
the like-mindeds sought to exclude.
The other issues which the British fought much harder on were interoperability
and the hosting of stockpiles, which would affect their cooperation with the U.S. The
text as it arrived in Dublin outlawed assistance in any activity prohibited to a State Party
to the Convention, which meant both interoperability and stockpiling, which the British
in their treaty compendium statements strongly disagreed with.
The U.S. had stated it would be unable to cooperate with any ally that had signed
a treaty that outlawed interoperability in cases where cluster munitions might be used,
particularly the British. There was a concern that it was likely the Americans had cluster
munitions stockpiled in their bases on British soil that, if the British signed the
convention, would place them in violation. 422 The draft text further obligated States
Parties to discourage other states not to use cluster munitions, on which the British were
not particularly comfortable engaging the Americans. They held firm on both issues
through the negotiations. However, it was also clear that both issues were going to move
forward, with or without the British onboard.
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By the second week of negotiations, the United Kingdom was unhappy with the
text, and there was a split in the Cabinet between the Defence Minister and the others on
joining.423 They seemed to recognize the game was up for most of their concerns, at
least in Dublin. They had participated publicly and at high levels throughout the Oslo
Process, and the high cost of exiting now and the media coverage it expected if it did so
were too high. With the exception of the issue of interoperability, it had relaxed its
demands for the treaty, and on the final day of negotiations, the Prime Minister
announced,
“In order to secure as strong a Convention as possible in the last hours of
negotiation we have issued instructions that we should support a ban on
all cluster bombs, including all those currently in service by the UK.”424
The single concession given to the like-minded group in the final day was the issue of
interoperability. The text of the Convention on Cluster Munitions permits States Parties
to cooperate and engage in operations with cluster munitions users provided they do not
possess, use, or have control over the selection of cluster munitions among alternatives
in any joint operation.425 States Parties are however obligated to notify their allies of
their obligations to the Convention, and to encourage allies to join. The media did pick
up on the loopholes for smart weapons and for interoperability.426 The Convention on
Cluster Munitions is binding, of unlimited duration, and subject to no reservations.
As a result of high pressure from civil society within and without the Dublin
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negotiations, the attention of both the domestic and international media, and the
discussion in the British Parliament and Cabinet, the cost of not joining the Convention
on Cluster Munitions became very high. The cluster bomb issue was quite salient,
peaking in May 2008. As a result, the United Kingdom was among the first thirty states
to commit to the Convention in Dublin on May 30, 2008.
Watchdogging
After the British signed the Convention on Cluster Munitions (CCM), the work of the
Coalition was not over. They would be instrumental in encouraging relatively rapid
implementation of domestic legislation on cluster munitions required for treaty
ratification, and with the Convention and domestic law in place, they would also have
new ammunition with which to pressure the British government. After ratification, civil
society would also push for compliance with not only the letter but also the spirit of the
new cluster munitions taboo, by monitoring and calling out the British government on
any behavior counter to the new norm. This would entail compliance with the
Convention on Cluster Munitions and also investment in cluster munitions, by both
public and private institutions. It was during this “watchdogging” phase that the
mechanism of leverage would also come into play.
Upon signing the Convention on Cluster Munitions in Oslo in December 2008,
British Foreign Secretary Miliband called the treaty a “remarkable achievement,” and
pledged the support of the United Kingdom to “encourage those countries not here today
to accept that the world has changed, and that we have changed it.”427 This reflects the
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continuing desire by the British to be seen as at the forefront of the issue, and the
continued rhetoric would be used by civil society as a tool to later help enforce the
British government’s international commitment. In March 2009, they stated that the next
step would be to implement the necessary legislation for ratification.428
British Parliament enacted the Cluster Munitions (Prohibitions) Act in March
2010 with little resistance; the law includes criminal punishments for the use,
production, acquisition, possession, sale or transfer of cluster munitions.429 “Cluster
munitions cause immense suffering to civilians caught in conflict zones, and leave a
deadly post-conflict legacy for future generations,” Prime Minister Brown stated, “I am
hugely proud that with this bill receiving royal assent, Britain is leading the world in
banning the use of these munitions and moving to end the harm they cause.”430 With
domestic legislation in place, the United Kingdom ratified the CCM in May 2010, and
became a State Party in November 2010 at the CCM First Meeting of States Parties in
Vientiane, Laos. At this meeting, it also stated that it considered cluster munitions in the
highest category of prohibited exports under its Export Control Order of 2008.431 Under
the Vientiane Action Plan, the British pledged to promote the universalization of the
CCM.432
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Ostensibly, the British had accepted the new cluster munitions taboo and were on
their best behavior. However, several revelations in recent years have exposed some
backsliding, which the Cluster Munitions Coalition (CMC) has sought to draw attention
to and made calls for better compliance with the letter and the spirit of the Convention.
The first event involved American cluster munitions on British soil, a concern
for the British during the CCM negotiations that returned to haunt them. In December
2010, it came to light via Wikileaks that the U.S. and the United Kingdom had agreed,
“any U.S. cluster munitions currently stored on British territory (Diego Garcia) would be
permitted to stay until 2013, while any new cluster munitions … would require the
temporary exception.”433 The possibility that new cluster munitions might arrive on
British soil after the CCM entered into force was particularly troubling. As the CCM
does not permit “temporary exceptions” or new acquisition by any agreement, the deal
went against of the spirit of the Dublin Declaration, violated the Convention on Cluster
Munitions, and contradicted multiple statements made by the British government after
May 2008. This agreement was made at the highest levels, leaving Parliament out of the
discussion, as Parliamentarians continued to promise that all foreign stockpiles would be
gone from British soil by the agreed deadline in 2013; they were unaware that their
statements might be untrue.434
The backlash to this revelation was major, attracting front-page attention from
the Guardian, the Times, the Telegraph, and the BBC, as well as foreign coverage by
CNN, the Washington Post, the New York Times, and other outlets. The Coalition
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immediately responded, “It’s disturbing that the US is seeking to determine British
policy on cluster munitions. Britain is bound by the Convention on Cluster Munitions
and should not be assisting the US, or any other country, in using the weapons.”435
“This was embarrassing for the British, they looked stupid,” Nash noted in a
later interview. “But nothing can be done about the Americans.”436 Parliament, which
had been sidestepped, responded by calling on government not to,
“Allow the United States' to use or store any cluster munitions on Diego
Garcia itself, nor to allow any United States ships carrying such
munitions access to the island and further to arrange international arms
inspectors to check and to confirm that all such munitions have been
removed from Diego Garcia.”437
The American stockpile at Diego Garcia was removed by mid-2012.
The second British embarrassment involved cluster munitions on display at a
British arms fair. Two stalls at the Defence and Security International fair (DSEi) in
London promoted artillery-launched cluster munitions.438 Similar concerns about these
companies were raised during the 2009 DSEi arms fair: “It was totally unacceptable
when cluster bombs were promoted at DSEi in 2009, but it's frankly baffling that the
DSEi can have made the same mistake two years later.” 439 Just a week prior,
government delegates were attending the Second Meeting of States Parties to the
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Convention on Cluster Munitions in Beirut, where they reaffirmed their commitment to
bring all countries on board the treaty and to eradicate cluster munitions completely. The
British ambassador had stated, “the fact that countries are still using cluster munitions
should enrage us.”440 Civil society’s response to the cluster munitions display was swift
and organized, with scathing press releases and a demonstration outside the arms fair
that resulted in the stalls being closed down.
The final embarrassment for the British involved investment in cluster munitions
by Oxford University and a number of British banks, particularly the Royal Bank of
Scotland, in 2011. It is in this case that civil society rallied public support to use material
leverage against government, in several ways: through media coverage, and citizen
engagement. The former can be seen clearly in a glance at media coverage of cluster
munitions in 2011:
Figure 5: Searches for “cluster bomb” and “cluster munition” in the UK over time

In 2011, United Kingdom legislation did not include a prohibition on investment
in, or the provision of financial services to, companies involved in the production of
cluster munitions. In 2009, in response to Parliamentary questions, the government
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issued a Ministerial Statement confirming that, “under the current provisions of the
(UK) bill, the direct financing of cluster munitions would be prohibited. The provision
of funds directly contributing to the manufacture of these weapons would therefore
become illegal.”441 However, the statement went on to say that the Convention did not
prohibit indirect financing of cluster munitions—that is, funding or investment in
companies that produce goods potentially including cluster munitions and cluster
munitions components—and committed the government to working with the financial
sector, NGOs, and other parties to promote a “voluntary code of conduct to prevent
indirect financing”.442
The British government has faced considerable public pressure over the issue,
raised by civil society, largely as part of the Stop Explosive Investments Campaign that
followed on the success of the Ban Cluster Bombs campaign. Domestic groups,
including Amnesty International United Kingdom and the Church of England, have
submitted to Parliament that they do not consider investment in companies that produce
cluster munitions appropriate.443
In 2011, the government faced a public movement to boycott the British Census
over its ties to Lockheed Martin, a cluster munition and nuclear weapon producer, with
protestors willing to pay up to a $1,500 USD fine for failure to submit.444 The 2011
report “Worldwide Investments in Cluster Munitions,” released by Netherlands
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organizations IKV Pax Christi and Netwerk Vlaanderen fingered 12 UK financial
institutions for continued investment in cluster munitions445—including Aberdeen Asset
Management, Aviva, Barclays, Baring Asset Management, Henderson Global Investors,
HSBC, Invesco, Lloyds Banking, Newton Investment Management, Prudential, Royal
Bank of Scotland, and Veritas Asset Management.446 The report named the Royal Bank
of Scotland as the top British financial institution for investing in companies involved in
cluster munitions. Lloyds TSB, Barclays and HSBC were also named as major violators,
which caused HSBC to alter its policy to cut ties with the arms trade outright.447 Student
activists at Oxford University also found that the university had invested an average £4.5
million per year into arms dealers, including cluster bomb manufacturers. 448 This
resulted in further public protest over the issue, and Handicap International United
Kingdom organized a letter campaign targeting the British banking regulation minister
specifically on banning domestic cluster munitions investment.449 To date, Oxford has
continued to defend these investments.450
The Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS), one of the world's largest global banking
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groups and majority owned by British citizens, has been especially hard-pressed by the
campaign to cease its investments in cluster munitions. Named by Amnesty International
United Kingdom for using a loophole in British law to continue financing the
manufacturers of cluster munitions, RBS initially denied alleged investments.451 In an
embarrassing investigation by Amnesty International United Kingdom and Channel 4
News, an RBS executive was caught on film stating that the bank makes an average of
£20 million profit per annum in such investments.452 The employee disdained any notion
of not lending to companies who manufacture them.453 Following this scene, the narrator
states, “They (the funders of cluster bomb producers) don’t have to listen to us, but
you’re their customers, and they have to listen to you (emphasis added).”454
The British section of the human rights group called on its members to email
RBS' CEO demanding that the bank stop providing financial services to producers of
cluster munitions. Two weeks, a social media campaign, and 15,000 angry written
demands later, the financial services company announced in a statement:
“We have identified some defense sector clients whose activities could be
considered to be outside the spirit of the Convention. As a result, we will be
suspending all further services to any client where we cannot be certain that
they are in compliance with our policy.”455
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The RBS Group has since written to thousands of customers and campaigners, including
10,000 Amnesty International members, declaring its intention to stop lending money to
cluster munitions manufacturers.456 It stated that the Group would no longer knowingly
support funding or financial services for companies that would lead to “contravention of
the Oslo Convention on cluster munitions.”457 Thus far, it has followed through with this
commitment. Major firms Aviva, the Lloyd’s Banking Group, and the Co-op have
followed the RBS example; Barclays and HSBC are also expected to follow.458 It is the
clearest example in the British case of material leverage by citizens, effectively
pressuring institutions to comply with not only the letter of the Convention on Cluster
Munitions, but also its spirit.
Conclusion
In the case of the United Kingdom, the Cluster Munition Coalition was instrumental in
changing the behavior of the British government on cluster munitions, before and after
the international ban. At the onset of the process, the British had more incentives to keep
cluster munitions than to give them up. It was one of the heaviest users and the second
largest producer of the weapons, and was under pressure by the U.S. and NATO to
maintain a relationship in which this use and production could continue without
hindrance. While it felt some pressure from the Norwegian government and its
neighbors, the British tendency to give priority to its Transatlantic relationship over
European interests took precedence through 2007 and early 2008. It wanted to be seen as
456
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a leader in international action, and did so by giving up some of its cluster munitions and
participating in two international processes on cluster munitions, while at the same time
attempting to legitimize the remainder of its stockpile.
As in the Dutch case, the British entered into the process with a vested interest in
its cluster munitions—as the largest producer to join the ban, disarmament represented
for the UK the highest cost. When civil society called for the British to stop using cluster
munitions in former Yugoslavia, not only did they not do so and responded without
recognizing any problems with their cluster munitions, but they went on to use them in
large scale in Iraq just a few years later. The British non-response to cluster munitions
marked that government as a target for the campaign very early on; early reports
targeting the UK, including Out of Balance in 2005,459 highlighted equivocation on the
part of the Defense Ministry about cluster munition failure rates, forcing a response of
neutralizing recognition. With this successful shift, the campaign continued with annual
shaming, working with Parliamentarians across parties and Houses of Parliament to
garner support, and generated some attention in the press to raise the salience of cluster
munitions. Unlike in the Dutch case, however, there was not the same kind of large scale
public outcry; the campaign compensated for the relatively weak leverage by directly
targeting Defense Ministry officials in their home districts and strategically campaigning
to give the sense of larger scale public participation.460 Under regular, embarrassing
attention, the British government also pivoted to disarmament in the final days of the
treaty negotiations in Dublin. Absent strong leverage, the UK government has backslid
459
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some on its cluster munition policy, necessitating watchdogging in the UK more so than
in the Netherlands or France, drawing attention to treaty violations to successfully
dissuade government from continuing those behaviors.
Three alternative explanations were also considered in this chapter, again the
potential loss of cluster munition utility, the convergence of international positions
around a cluster munition ban, and moral suasion of the unacceptability of cluster
munitions. Throughout the British case, the Ministry of Defense repeated regularly that
cluster munitions had utility, and that they were legal and legitimate weapons; this
assertion continued into 2007, well into the negotiation of the Convention on Cluster
Munitions. The British had frequently and regularly used cluster munitions, but also the
large scale sales of the weapon were part of the high cost of disarmament. The utility of
the status quo remained high for the British. As in the Dutch case, international
convergence also played little role for British behavior change: the UK’s major
investment in cluster munitions sales relationships abroad as well as pressure from the
US and NATO to avoid a cluster bomb ban tempered the strength of calls from
organizations like the EU and the UN to disarm or declare moratoria, calls to which the
British did not respond. Finally, regarding moral suasion, the British discussion of
cluster munitions has been relatively devoid of normative language, calling at the Dublin
conference for the “strongest possible” treaty rather than to prevent civilian harm.461
After the treaty, backsliding behavior has also not been indicative of moral suasion, as
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the government has required pressure to cease noncompliant behaviors such as storing
American cluster munitions.462
Status quo behavior marked the United Kingdom as a problem government for
the civil society campaign, but its attempt to take a leadership role would be used by
civil society to leverage pressure on the United Kingdom to live up to the image it
seemed to want to maintain. Strong and well-organized campaign elements in London
were able to cultivate relationships in parliament and in the British press, to bring the
issue of cluster munitions frequently to fore. This allowed the Campaign to raise
salience at home, while also organizing at the meetings of the Convention on
Conventional Weapons talks and the Convention on Cluster Munitions negotiations. The
strong media attention to the issue, in conjunction with campaign lobbying, made
resistance to the Convention on Cluster Munitions difficult to resist, and were ultimately
successful. After signature and ratification, this campaign organization was put to use to
bring the population into the conversation through boycotts, demonstrations and letter
campaigns that directly pressured institutions behaving counter to the cluster munitions
taboo. By the time of the Explosive Investments campaign, the issue of cluster
munitions was able to draw three times the coverage of the Dublin negotiations,463 and
the response institutions to public protest was quite strong. The use of issue salience was
key throughout the negotiation of the new norm and after, while the use of leverage
came into play after the Convention and the norm were in place. Future violations of the
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taboo are likely to receive similar response, and the United Kingdom is expected to
continue along the trajectory toward unthinkingness of such violation.
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CHAPTER 5
SELF-CONSTRAINT IN THE FRENCH SENAT, OR:
THE BENEFITS OF BEING GOOD
“Cluster weapons are legal under international law. They are considered
militarily essential for the neutralization of surface military objectives.”
—French Ministry of Defense, 2006464
“France is very attached to the Oslo convention on cluster munitions and
its universalization. … The damage caused by these weapons is an
unacceptable effect. No consideration of defense or security can justify
the proliferation of unexploded munitions that continue to injure and kill
many years after the end of conflict.”
—French Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2012465
France is a former user, producer, importer and exporter of cluster munitions. 466
According to its Ministry of Defense, France has not exported cluster munitions since
1989, last deployed them in 1991, and ceased production in 1992.467 In response to
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parliamentary questions, this sequence of policy choices is frequently characterized as
exemplary: the government contends that France has been mobilized for years, both
domestically and internationally, to fulfill its responsibilities regarding the humanitarian
consequences of cluster munitions.468 However, the claims of the Ministry of Defense
are weakened in the face of its approach to regulation of cluster munitions in the
Convention on Conventional Weapons, the Oslo Process, and the 2008 Convention on
Cluster Munitions. France would not come to support the cluster munition ban until after
intense and ongoing action by domestic civil society.
France was not as active as, for instance, the United Kingdom or the
Netherlands, in early discussion of cluster munitions. But like those states, it preferred
the forum of the 1980 Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons (CCW), which
privileged states and generally relegated civil society to the lobby, for discussion of
cluster munitions. France participated in the CCW Group of Governmental Experts
(CCW-GGE) on explosive remnants of war (ERW), where it presented in 2002 on
minimizing the impact of cluster projectiles through self-destruct mechanisms and
standardized markings.469 In that paper France recognized that cluster munitions “can
have an appreciable failure rate and consequently occasion a significant humanitarian
risk to civilians,” but also suggested that these safety upgrades would mitigate such
effects and justified existing French policy.470 In 2003, the CCW-GGE mandate was
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expanded to striking “the right balance between humanitarian concerns and military
utility of mines other than anti-personnel mines” (MOTAPM)471, implicitly targeting
cluster munitions. It was understood however that a ban was not a feasible outcome for
most participants, and that would not be a goal of CCW-GGE work, 472 but talks
nevertheless did move in the direction of a ban.
As France favored weak requirements for ERW cleanup, it did not endorse any
of the proposals on either ERW or MOTAPM in the 2003-2004 meetings. It had last
used cluster munitions in 1991 in Iraq and Kuwait, along with other coalition forces,
including the United States and the United Kingdom.473 During those operations, Iraq,
Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia were heavily contaminated with cluster munitions; any
agreement on ERW with post-conflict decontamination requisites for past users would
implicate France and the others in an extensive and expensive cleanup operation.
However, France’s recognition of cluster munitions’ humanitarian impact
coupled with hesitance on regulation would mark it early on as a potential target for the
Cluster Munitions Coalition. In 2003, founding member Handicap International
committed to the goal of a ban on cluster munitions, and added ERW and cluster
munitions to the cause of its annual shoe pyramid demonstrations for landmine victims,
drawing thousands of participants in 30 cities across France.474 The following year, issue
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champion Francois Rochebloine proposed a bill in the National Assembly to expand the
ban on landmines to include weapons with the same effect as landmines, including
cluster munitions475; while the bill failed to pass, it launched an ongoing conversation on
the issue between parliamentarians and government, through questions and debates, that
would continue through 2008. For its part, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs replied that
France did not consider the problem sufficient to require an international ban, but rather,
that cluster munition issues could be mitigated through the application of existing
international law (the Geneva Conventions) and responsible military practices (in which
France considered itself already engaged).476 When pressed on the 2004 European Union
resolution for a moratorium on cluster munitions, the Ministry of Defense stated it did
not intend to follow the call.477
At the Third Review Conference of the CCW, in November 2006, the UN
Secretary-General urged States Parties to “devise norms that would immediately reduce
and ultimately eliminate the humanitarian and economic impact of cluster munitions,”478
with the goal of including cluster munitions in the recent Protocol V on ERW. The
Review Conference, however, failed to produce such an outcome. France did not
support Norway’s call to work on cluster munitions outside the CCW, and just one
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month later, the French Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defense produced an
official report that echoed previous governmental responses that called for better
implementation of existing international humanitarian law, characterized its current
policy as exemplary, and urged continuing work in the CCW.479 So, when Norway
initiated the Oslo Process at the end of the Review Conference, it saw France as
unsupportive of its goal (to achieve a ban on cluster munitions) and did not initially
invite it to participate.480 In late 2006, the Ministry of Defense expressed weak support
for the alternative process, but stated that the appropriate forum for dealing with cluster
munitions was still the CCW481; ultimately, however, the French would not be left out of
the Oslo meetings.
Throughout the Oslo Process, along with the rest of the like-minded group, the
French delegation negotiated heavily on the definition of a cluster munition, aiming to
exclude certain favored systems from the treaty. It continually referred to the CCW as
the premier forum for dealing with cluster munitions, even after Protocol V failed to
address the weapons. In addition, the French pushed for a longer transition period for
stockpile destruction, interoperability with states not party, fewer responsibilities for
past users in cluster munition cleanup, and partial stockpile retention (for training). It
pushed for these policies even in spite of a major domestic anti-cluster munition
campaign spearheaded by Handicap International France that began back in 2003.
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In the end, two French weapons were not considered cluster munitions: the
BONUS system, co-produced with Sweden, falls short of the requisite number of
submunitions, and the Apache-KRISS anti-runway system is considered too heavy to
count as a cluster munition.482 However, as will be the focus of this chapter, domestic
campaigning from civil society, and large-scale public participation in campaign tactics,
made non-signature of the final Oslo document an untenable option for the French
government and ultimately it caved to that pressure.
As discussed in previous chapters, the strength of the domestic civil society
campaign, high issue salience for both politicians and the public, and effective use of
leverage tactics contributed to the shift in the French position. Throughout the Oslo
Process, France was the target of a strong campaign by at least 25 NGOs483, headed by
Handicap International and L’observatoire des Armaments, with a dual focus on both
government and corporate responsibility with regard to cluster munitions. Handicap
International’s call back in 2003 for a ban, and government responses of both
recognition of the problem of cluster munitions and justification thereof, identified
France as a prime target. With a strong campaign, French parliamentarians took up the
issue earlier and with greater intensity than observed in the previous cases; intensive
482
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lobbying in parliament sparked over 100 questions on cluster munitions in 2005, and
nearly that many in 2006.484 At the same time, the campaign garnered the support of half
a million French citizens in petition for a ban, and Shoe Pyramid demonstrations in
dozens of French cities drew tens of thousands of participants annually. With such
strong participation, media coverage was no problem for the campaign: mainstream
media sources not only covered the issue but endorsed the campaign. Thus, the
government faced a strong campaign as well as major leverage from its public. Like the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom, the government made a concession to dismantle
its older cluster munition, the M26 Rocket, but rather than relieving pressure this only
encouraged further campaign pressure for the ban, leading up to and through the Oslo
Process. In spite of expressing preferences for the alternative forum of the CCW and
discomfort with the restrictive new treaty, at the end of final negotiations in Dublin,
French Minister of Foreign Affairs Bernard Kouchner declared, “Yes we can! We can
… sign this treaty!” France has since ratified and is in full compliance with its treaty
commitment, and it even considers both direct and indirect investment in the weapons
banned,485 although the treaty does not require this distinction for compliance. Finally, it
has built facilities to receive and destroy cluster munitions to aid in its own as well as
others’ compliance. Unlike the UK, France has not violated any of its commitments
since ratification; as of this writing, France has over-complied with the 2008 Convention
on Cluster Munitions. Thus, vis-à-vis the other cases, the French policy turnaround on
cluster munitions has been the strongest and most comprehensive. This chapter will
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uncover the sources of ongoing French resistance and demonstrate in depth the impact
of the Campaign to Ban Cluster Munitions on France’s policy U-turn.
Pushing the Norm
As a participant to the CCW-GGE, France recognized back in 2002 the potential dangers
involved with cluster munitions use. In the working paper it presented at the July 2002
meeting, France stated that cluster munitions represent a majority of the challenges
posed by explosive remnants of war, due to their high failure rates; however, in the next
line, it also suggested that there was no more efficient weapon to use in the
neutralization of particular targets.486 The purpose of the paper, and the meetings, was to
discuss potential means of ameliorating the after-effects of cluster munitions
contamination, which the French paper suggested could be done by modifying the
weapons rather than reducing stockpiles.487 The technical fixes offered in the French
paper would form the basis for reasoning in both the CCW, and later in the Oslo
Process, that munitions over a threshold of size and submunition count, and those
without safety mechanisms such as self-destruct or recognizable color designations,
constituted the problems with cluster munitions.488 Weapons that accounted for these
particular issues by design did not suffer the same downsides, and thus, their utility
outweighed their potential harm. Cluster munitions were not yet a salient issue,
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however, and the first question on cluster munitions or ERW in the French parliament
would not come until 2004.489
Several founding members of the Cluster Munition Coalition, including
Handicap International France, were also present at these meetings. Over the early
months of 2003, concerned NGOs met twice in Ireland, looking to form a coalition
modeled on the success of the AP landmines movement; in June, they called for a
moratorium on cluster munitions until adequate long-term measures could be negotiated.
That same month, many of the same NGOs that attended the CCW-GGE meeting
reconvened to make the call again—to little effect on the outcome of the meetings.490
So, it was time to get to work.
At this early stage, campaigners relied on the tactics and resources of the
relatively recent successful International Campaign to Ban Landmines, culminating in
the Ottawa Treaty, to which France was Party. In October 2003, Handicap International
held its 9th annual Shoe Pyramid demonstration, initiated in the mid-90s to create public
awareness for the humanitarian concern of anti-personnel (AP) landmines. 491 The
populace was encouraged to publicly donate old pairs of shoes, resulting in a “pyramid,”
to recognize limbs and lives lost due to AP landmine contamination. This year, in 30
cities across France and for thousands of French citizens, the Pyramids also symbolized
a new concern: the dangers of unexploded remnants of war and cluster munitions.492
While France had last used the weapons in the First Gulf War, the use thereof had the
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potential to be relevant domestically, as at the time CCW negotiations for the Protocol V
on ERW were discussing potential ways to address cluster munitions therein, and the US
and the UK were again using cluster munitions in Iraq.
In November, the United Nations Inter-Agency Standing Committee issued a call
to the Parties to the CCW for an immediate freeze on the use of cluster munitions.493 It
expressed extreme concern that “little has been done to regulate the use of these terrible
weapons,” and cited disturbing Human Rights Watch and Mines Action reports, and its
own decontamination efforts, of casualties from cluster munition use in Afghanistan and
Iraq.494 The outcome of the Protocol V document would not explicitly speak to cluster
munitions, but it did require Parties to clean up ERW contamination in all territories
under their control. States Parties, including France, found the Protocol satisfactory as
an instrument to address cluster munitions.495 It was not yet a salient issue at home, and
in spite of this activity at the CCW, the first question on ERW or cluster munitions in the
either house of the French parliament would not be raised until 2004.496
In early 2004, the National Commission for the Elimination of Antipersonnel
Mines (CNEMA) met in Paris to discuss implementation of the Mine Ban Treaty, where
attendant NGOs raised similarities between anti-personnel landmines and cluster
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munitions.497 The campaign continued in this theme, stressing the similarity between the
two weapons, and initiated a public petition calling for a prohibition on the use,
production or transfer of cluster munitions until the humanitarian problems arising from
those weapons were resolved, garnering over 60,000 signatures by September 2004.498
That same month, Deputy Francois Rochebloine, with the support of thirty other
parliamentarians, filed a bill seeking to expand the implementation powers of CNEMA
and to include in its jurisdiction a new weapon with “the same functions” as landmines:
cluster munitions.499 While the bill was tabled, just days later, the 10th annual Shoe
Pyramid action drew citizens in 35 French cities, with the focal call this time on a cluster
munitions ban.500 With this flurry of actions, the campaign was able to raise the salience
of the issue in France much earlier and reach a larger audience than in the previous
cases, but their work was far from over. In November, the CCW-GGE, including France,
met again to renew the mandate on explosive remnants of war, but included no new
mandate on cluster munitions.
Setting the Sights
Clearly, the campaign had gained some traction in 2004. Like the Netherlands and the
UK, France made some concessions on its cluster munitions early in 2005. In March, it
announced that it had destroyed its stock of BL-66 Belouga rockets, which it had used in
Iraq and Kuwait, and stated that it intended to cease use of its M26 multiple launch
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(MLRS) rockets, which have a 16% failure rate—but only until they were
modernized.501 It joined a multi-state program, including among others the UK and the
United States, to develop guided MLRS rockets with self-destructing submunitions.502
This concession was not enough.
That spring, Handicap International, Agir Ici and the Observatory of Arms
Transfers launched the next phase of the domestic campaign, “Cluster Munitions: antipersonnel landmines that don’t say their name,”503 and called for a total ban, no longer
including the earlier qualifier of a moratorium until the humanitarian concerns could be
addressed. In April, coalition partners Handicap International Belgium, Human Rights
Watch, and Netwerk Vlaanderen organized a briefing in Brussels on the European banks
and companies involved in the production and financing of cluster weapons, garnering a
large amount of media interest.504 The Human Rights Watch report, released in July,
pointed to several French companies for investing in cluster munitions—BNP Paribas,
Calyon, CIC, and Société Générale—and defense companies MBDA and Thales, the
latter of which produced several models through its subsidiary Thomson Brandt
Armaments.505 Following this release, the European Parliament adopted a resolution
calling for a ban on investment in the production of landmines and cluster munitions;
when questioned as to whether France would follow this call, the Ministry of Defense
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responded that it had no intention of doing so.506 State positions on a cluster munition
ban would remain fractured in the EU through 2008.
Around the release of the Human Rights Watch report, campaigners in France
met with members of both houses of parliament and in both major coalitions 507 ,
encouraging over 100 questions on cluster munitions submitted in 2005. 508 These
questions speak to the humanitarian consequences of cluster munitions, often in the
language of the campaign; government responses, for their part, repeated the argument
for the legality of cluster munitions under international law and the legitimacy of their
use where existing principles of international law are applied.509
In early September, Handicap International met with representatives of weapons
producer MBDA, and then with the Minister of Defense at Matignon, to appeal on the
issue of cluster munitions. From the Defense Ministry, the campaign found that France
was primarily interested in technical improvements to its existing munitions, and that it
was still opposed to a ban on the production, use and transfer of the weapons.510 Further,
Defense Minister Michele Alliot-Marie said in a letter to Handicap International cluster
munitions are “legal weapons which to this day remain essential for our armies,”511
echoing similar claims made by the Dutch and British governments. When the CCWGGE met again in August, they renewed yet again a mandate without cluster munitions.
In response, in the lead-up to the 11th annual Shoe Pyramid, the campaign sought
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to activate more of the French populace. Its international petition had garnered by this
time over 100,000 signatures, a majority of which originated from the campaign in
France. In October 2005, Handicap International organized a symposium on the issue of
cluster munitions in the French Senate to seek further political support in that house; on
this occasion, the representative of the Ministry of Defense argued it would be
unreasonable to give up the weapons carelessly, and that technical improvements to
existing munitions were an effective solution to the problem.512 The next day, members
of the Cluster Munition Coalition met in Paris to discuss effective lobbying of
government and prepare for the Shoe Pyramids.
On October 8th, the Pyramids were raised in 36 cities across France, asking
citizens to reiterate their commitment to banning cluster munitions and to call upon the
French government to join such a ban. In that one day, the Handicap International
petition was able to gather 71,710 signatures in favor of a land without mines and cluster
bombs, bringing the international petition to over 200,000 signatures total.513 With such
a large and rapid response from the public, one would expect some attention from
government; in November, Deputy Georges Hage filed a new bill to extend the
landmines ban to cover cluster munitions, which was also tabled.514 At the November
CCW meeting of States Parties, however, cluster munitions were again left aside. Thus,
activists in France determined to turn up the pressure on the French government through
2006 and early 2007.
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The 2007 election would be a focal point for the coalition in France, which
devoted major effort to winning parliamentary commitments from multiple parties in the
lead-up. In addition, November 2006 would see the Third Meeting of States Parties to
the CCW, at which the coalition hoped to see the negotiation of a specific mandate on
cluster munitions. To these ends, in early 2006, the campaign met with representatives
of the major French political parties in order to persuade them to include the issue of a
cluster munition ban in their platform for next year’s presidential election; they garnered
support from the Communists, the Greens, and the centrist Union for French
Democracy.515 Communist Senator Hélène Luc went two steps farther, proposing yet
again a to broaden the domestic landmine ban to address cluster munitions and
additionally the formation of a special committee on cluster munitions under the Senate
Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Armed Forces, 516 the latter of which
committed to producing a report on the status of cluster munitions by that fall. These
acts reflected a split between the left and the center on the issue of cluster munitions,
with the left favoring stronger and swifter government action than the center, which
would be reinforced in parliamentary debates throughout 2006. For its part, in spite of
recent concessions on the BL-66 and the M26, it was clear that the French still wanted to
keep their cluster munitions and would not support the call of the campaign. Thus, it was
time to step it up.
Turning the Tide
In the summer of 2006, at the height of the Israeli-Lebanese conflict and the largest
515
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deployment of cluster munitions in recent history, the CMC launched a media canvass in
France, purchasing Internet, print, television and radio spots. Rather than highlight the
ongoing casualties from cluster munitions use that summer, the ad campaign highlighted
Belgium’s new law, the world’s first domestic cluster munition ban, and asked, “What is
France doing?”517 Later in the summer, the call also addressed moratorium initiatives in
Norway, Austria and Germany as they occured. At the same time, the campaign targeted
domestic insurance companies, in particular the insurance giant AXA Group,
challenging them to divest in cluster munitions.518
At the end of the summer, in a letter published in Le Monde, the CEO of
Handicap International called out the excessive use of cluster munitions by Israel,
seizing the moment to point out the failed implementation of existing international
humanitarian law during the 2006 July War.519 Against that backdrop, he highlighted
French opposition to regulation of cluster munitions hitherto that point, and called on
presidential candidates to take action. 520 Several days after the Le Monde article,
Handicap International submitted an appeal for a ban to Parliament, backed by the
signatures of 37 members from both houses, representing multiple parties, as well as
authors, professors, musicians, and other prominent French personalities, which was also
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published in the daily Libération. 521 On September 21st, the National Consultative
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Commission on Human Rights (CNCDH), charged with monitoring France’s human
rights compliance, also adopted a position on cluster munitions. Recognizing claims by
the government that cluster munitions could be addressed through existing law, the
CNCDH recommendations invited the government to demonstrate its commitment to
international humanitarian law by doing more on cluster munitions.522The CNCDH
document recognized the role of growing civil society mobilization and over a hundred
questions to government on the issue of cluster munitions.523 It argued that existing
French policy, which was presently to ratify CCW Protocol V—which addressed
explosive remnants of war but not cluster munitions—was not sufficient to the problem,
and called on it to enact a national moratorium as well as to act in favor of a legally
binding international law on cluster munitions.524
Boosted by this recognition, the campaign maintained its mobilization through
the fall. On September 30th, the 12th annual Shoe Pyramid action called on France to
follow Belgium’s example and garnered 65,000 signatures that day. 525 In October,
encouraged by the campaign, a number of prominent political cartoonists produced
pieces on cluster munitions.526
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Figure 6: French political cartoons about cluster munitions

Issue champion Armand Jung (Socialist) also filed, unsuccessfully, the first of several
bills that he would submit on cluster munitions.527 The tone of government in responses
to parliamentary questions changed somewhat during this time as well; while it
continued to reiterate its commitment to upholding existing international law, it also
began to note the work it had commissioned toward updating the existing arsenal to
meet safety expectations, and made a concession to the campaign: it announced the
phasing out of its M26 multiple launching rocket system (MLRS). 528 This policy
concession happened much earlier in France than in the Netherlands or the UK, which
both announced similar phase-outs in the following year.
The momentum leading up to the CCW Review Conference continued into
November with a new Handicap International report on cluster munition impact
worldwide, highlighting France’s past uses and ongoing issues. Coinciding with and
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citing that report, the well-circulated daily Libération ran a multi-page cover story on the
problem of cluster munitions, echoing the calls of the campaign to a broad audience.529
By November, the campaign had also managed to secure support for a ban from all but
one of the French presidential candidates: Nicolas Sarkozy (UMP), who reiterated
ongoing government claims that cluster munitions did not violate existing international
law, and stated that they should not be prohibited.530
However, in spite of the flurry of campaign activity at home, at the CCW Review
Conference, over which France presided, it made no move in the direction of a
moratorium. Recall the weak mandate proposed by the British, which was supported by
the United States and other major arms producers, to discuss cluster munitions within
the CCW framework but not the concerns for humanitarian harm. France made its
support for the British proposal loud and clear, 531 which was significant given its
position at the conference and given its opposition to most of the other European
delegations. In the face of backing from 15 European Union members for a mandate on
cluster munitions, France chose not to support the mandate, and nor did it support the
initiative of Norway, which announced at the end of the conference it would seek a new
framework outside the CCW, which would later be called the Oslo Process.532 To the
chagrin of civil society, the French delegation continued to reiterate the position that
existing international legal instruments were sufficient and that a new ban was not
necessary. The French government again reiterated this position in December 2006, with
529
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the release of the Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Armed Forces
report on the status of cluster munitions.

533

The report recommended strict

implementation of existing law, future development of technologies to ameliorate
contamination issues, and a preference for the CCW over the outside Norwegian
process. 534 The leftist parties in particular criticized the report, several of which
encouraged its members to abstain on its findings.535
With the CCW Review Conference failure on cluster munitions and the
disappointing Senate report, the domestic campaign turned to getting France on board
with the Oslo Process. Given its past rhetoric on cluster munitions, Norway did not
initially invite the French to Oslo;536 indeed, not having received an invitation as of
November 2006, the French declared they would not be participating.537 Not to be left
out, France later had to ask to be invited.538 In spite of having shown no support for a
ban prior to the first meeting on cluster munitions, France was one of a handful of
cluster munition producers to attend and participate in the February 2007 Oslo
conference. It would find the dynamic in Oslo much different from the CCW: the NGOs
were not just in the room; sometimes they were even leading it.
At the Oslo conference, the French made their reluctance obvious, stating at the
start of the conference that the CCW was the “most relevant forum” to deal with the
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problem of cluster munitions, and arguing for the benefits for having more users,
producers and exporters on board. 539 Somewhat counter to the purpose of the
conference, France also called for restrictions on cluster munitions on a national basis,
rather than an international one.540 It echoed this sentiment in government responses at
home, reiterating its feelings that the guarantor of effectiveness in the CCW was its
universality.541 The French delegation would maintain this position well into the Oslo
Process, in addition to further demands on definition and interoperability; the latter
concern is particularly interesting as France was at the time not part of the NATO
military command and had less reason to be concerned with interoperability.
Unexpectedly, the French delegation decided to join the Oslo Declaration, which
committed participants to draft a cluster munition ban by the end of 2008, but they made
their support contingent on recognition of the work being done in the CCW.542 The
commitment provided the campaign with a series of major events around which to focus
major activity in France. That France had taken a backseat to other states in the new
process did not go unnoticed at home, as for instance MP Christine Taubira pointed out
after Oslo that France’s voice has been inaudible on the international stage (regarding
cluster munitions).543
That spring, the presidential election also loomed large, and the prospect of
539
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holding the candidates to their word would be key. The campaign continued to challenge
all candidates to support an international ban of cluster munitions, maintaining the
salience of the issue with regular media activity.544 The only candidate not to endorse
the call, Nicholas Sarkozy, wrote to Handicap International in March indicating his
willingness to change his mind.545 Outgoing president Jacques Chirac also wrote to HI in
the spring, recognizing the need for France to commit to an international ban.546 In April
2007, on the eve of the election, Handicap International and media research company
IPSOS conducted a poll that found 87% of French wanted their next president to
prohibit cluster munitions immediately after election.547 When the elections went to a
second round, Handicap International successfully challenged the two remaining
candidates to pledge their support for a ban if elected;548 Nicholas Sarkozy arrived in
office already committed, at least by his word, to the goals of the campaign. Telling of
the shifting tide, his election also ushered in an unusual Foreign Minister, Bernard
Koucher, co-founder of Medecins Sans Frontieres, who would be highly invested and
participate heavily in the Oslo Process going forward.
In time for the presidential election and the next Oslo Process meeting, the
Coalition also released a new report that focused on the humanitarian disaster of cluster
munitions, culminating in the finding 98 percent of recorded casualties from cluster
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munition casualties were civilian.549 Finally, the Coalition took its targeting of the
private sector to a new level: unable to get a response to its calls on the Axa Group to
divest from companies that produce landmines and cluster munitions, Amnesty
International France and Handicap International France made the high leverage move of
terminating their insurance contracts with Axa. 550 A few months later, Axa would
announce its decision to divest with the statement, “While no international convention
banning cluster bombs is yet in place, the Axa Group acknowledges that there is an
emerging international consensus around the banishment of certain types of cluster
bombs.”551
In April 2007, the hundreds of parliamentary questions, which to this point had
met with standardized responses on existing French policy, began to receive a different
kind of response, denoting the beginnings of a sea change in the government’s position.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs called the Oslo conference an occasion to mark growing
international conscience on the “humanitarian scourge of the use of the most dangerous
cluster munitions” to provide impetus for future work.552 In the same response, while
recognizing the problem and growing consensus around it, the French government also
declared that the future international instrument to come out of the Oslo Process should
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take the form of another protocol to the CCW,553 a position it would repeat throughout
the negotiations, and this regular vocalization helped identify and update its position for
the campaign. For instance, in response to parliamentary questions in April, the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs stated that it had made a “major political commitment” to a legally
binding international instrument to ban the worst cluster munitions and to diplomatically
engaging cluster munition users, producers and stockpilers not party to the
negotiations.554 But then the response goes on to detail how this would be best done
through the CCW.555
In mid-May, the new French government and the presidency of Nicholas
Sarkozy commenced; the new Ministers of Foreign Affairs and Defense were both
signatories to Handicap International’s call to government for a ban, and Sarkozy
himself reiterated his commitment to a ban.556 The questions from parliament on cluster
munitions now included both members of the left and the right coalitions, 557 now that
the UMP held control of government.558 With policy-makers moving in a favorable
direction for a ban, the French delegation’s behavior just days later at the next cluster
munitions meeting seemed mismatched. At the opening of the Lima conference, France
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challenged the agenda on the floor, proposing to move weapon definitions to the top of
the list, supported by the Netherlands, the UK, and others.559 Especially from Lima
onward, the French delegation gravitated toward the like-minded group, which consisted
of NATO members and other US allies with concerns about categorization, stockpile
destruction deadlines, and interoperability with states not party. Specifically, the French
supported a partial ban for only the most dangerous weapons, calling for exclusions for
cluster bombs with 10 or less submunitions and for weapons with self-neutralization
mechanisms. 560 They called for a transition period between entry into force and
compliance deadlines, and warned that too-ambitious stockpile destruction deadlines
would deter states from participation.561 And they called into question the legitimacy of
the Oslo process by continuing to express their wish to return talks to the CCW, the only
“universal” forum to address cluster munitions.562 This was challenged by the left, which
noted that the statements from the French delegation in Lima suggested a return to the
last government position, to oppose any prohibition of cluster munitions.563
At the end of the summer, the Coalition called on France in its annual Shoe
Pyramid action to remove any ambiguity about its support for the Oslo Process and to
work toward the adoption of an international treaty banning cluster munitions, collecting
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77,500 signatures in one day.564 A major ambiguity in French policy was whether it
would continue to work in both the Oslo Process and also in the CCW, which made
cluster munitions a major agenda for its November meeting. The dominant position at
the CCW emanated from the United States delegation, which promoted “a negotiation
on cluster munitions within the CCW framework, which is most likely to achieve a
result that balances humanitarian concerns with military and is, therefore, likely to have
a more substantial impact than a result that fails to garner the support of many military
powers.”565 The French shared this position.
After the CCW meeting, the government revealed its priority was a legally
binding agreement with the “principal military powers” to ban the most dangerous
cluster munitions.566 Boldly, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Human Rights claimed
French credit for the new CCW mandate to negotiate a protocol on cluster munitions,
and declared France’s intent to participate in both the Oslo Process and the CCW,
contending that they were “mutually reinforcing.” 567 A month later, at the Vienna
conference on cluster munitions, the French delegation pushed for a treaty model that
would categorize cluster munitions according to their severity: the worst (“dumb” or
imprecision) weapons should be banned outright, the weapons that could cause
unacceptable harm if used in populated areas which should be banned “eventually,” and
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the acceptable models.568 This position of categorizing cluster munitions protected at
least three weapons in the French arsenal, and was supported by members of the “likeminded” states that preferred the weakest treaty provisions. Foreign Minister Bernard
Kouchner made an effort to sell this position to the public in an article published in
Libération, in which he argued for the benefit of working with the United States, Russia,
China, India, Brazil and Israel—by name—at the CCW, and also the benefit of the Oslo
Process, stating, “those States do not participate because it is bolder.”569 He categorized
the French dual effort as exemplary vis-à-vis other states. Handicap International CEO
Richardier replied to Kouchner in the same publication days later, challenging the
government to pick amongst the two agreements, one of which clearly would weaken
the other.570 The campaign would continue to the view work in the CCW as weaker and
less committal, dominated as it was by the major military powers and arms producers,
and to challenge the French attempt to straddle both processes.
In February 2008, France took a leading role among the like-minded states571 at
the penultimate meeting of the Oslo Process in Wellington. The French demanded,
additional to its ongoing calls for the exclusion of particular munitions from the treaty
definitionally and continued the use of some munitions for a transition period, weaker
requirements for past users in cleanup assistance, and provisions to allow
568
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interoperability with non-parties using cluster munitions.572 The French pushed very
hard for its proposals to be added to the Wellington declaration, which outlined the
general contents of the ultimate treaty text to be signed in Dublin in May. These
demands reflected concerns raised by like-minded states in the CCW framework, in
particular the concern that the Oslo treaty would impede cooperative NATO operations,
and as the negotiations moved toward a comprehensive ban, the like-minded doubled
down on their demands. At the conclusion of the Wellington conference, France made a
statement on behalf of the like-minded group expressing dissatisfaction with the
conference, which it contended did not take the various participants’ views into account
in a balanced way.573
With only three months until the treaty was to be signed, the French government
still had not shifted to a favorable policy position, in spite of the election-time claims of
many major players. The Cluster Munition Coalition had maintained issue salience
around the French position through the Oslo Process and was even able elicit the
sentiment from the French delegation that, “the French public is concerned over the use
of cluster munitions,”574 but it would need to make major efforts up to the finish line.
The French “Tipping Point”?
The government of France would not make a visible shift in its policy stance until after
it had signed off on the final treaty text in Dublin, but it had already made a public
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pledge to the policy preference of the campaign (for a ban) through the campaign
commitments of its major ministers—to keep its promise, it simply needed to join the
convention. In March and April 2008, Handicap International continued its media work
with TV and radio spots, and strategic advertising, to remind the new government to
follow through as the final Oslo Process meeting approached. Figure 7 shows a spike in
salience in the second half of 2006, around the release of reports of cluster munition
casualties in Lebanon, and then two secondary, weaker spikes in attention to cluster
munitions bookending the Oslo Process, showing a jump in media coverage at those
times.
Figure 7: Searches for “bombes à sous-munitions” and “BASM” in France over time

In parliament, champion MP Gerin and 18 other Communist MPs submitted a bill
calling on the government to join the agreement concluded by the Oslo Process; the
Gerin draft named all four cluster munitions in the French stockpile as targets of this
proposed prohibition.575 Following the failure of this proposal, the campaign decided to
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bring the case right to parliament:
A month before the Dublin conference, a joint effort between Handicap
International, MP Etienne Pinte (UMP), and the Irish Ambassador to France organized a
panel debate on cluster munitions at the Palais Bourbon. The goal of the “conferencedebate” was to fully inform MPs on the issue of cluster munitions prior to the Dublin
conference, and to challenge again the position of France to support both the Oslo
Process and the CCW. At the parliamentary debate, it was noted “the current political
climate seems favorable for our country is heading towards a ban,” specifying the
broadening support in both major French coalitions and noting past promises from
President Sarkozy, Foreign Minister Bernard Kouchner, and Defense and Veterans
Affairs Minister Jean-Marie Bockel to support a ban on cluster munitions.576 In reply,
Foreign Ministry representatives reaffirmed that while France was committed to the
Process, it did not support a total ban on cluster munitions and reiterated the intent to
negotiate exceptions, mentioning issues of excluding “smart” cluster munitions and
interoperability.577 To drive the point home one more time before the May conference,
Handicap International CEO Richardier and two Serbian cluster munition victims, both
mine clearance technicians, presented the French parliament with a book of over
500,000 signatures collected by Handicap International on behalf of the international
ban, the majority of which were unique French signatures.578
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In Dublin, owing to its role as the voice of the like-minded, France was named
one of the Vice-Presidents of the Conference. During the negotiations (and the
demonstrations outside), the French Ministers of Foreign Affairs and Defense released a
statement announcing that their government had decided rather than to transition out the
M26 eventually to immediately withdraw the rockets from operational service,
accounting for over 90% of France’s cluster munitions.579 However, after making its
concession on the M26, the French continued to push for interoperability, and played a
key role in extending the stockpile destruction deadline, raising the number of
ratifications to trigger entry into force, and weakening the retroactive cleanup
commitments.580 Two French weapons with submunitions were also not captured by the
definition of a cluster munition, the BONUS system and the Apache-KRISS missile.
Having successfully weakened part of the treaty, France was able to comfortably
fulfill its commitment both to the international community (via its Dublin signature) and
to the French public (via its 2007 campaign promises) to join the final Dublin document,
and it was among the governments to commit to signing the treaty at its official
ceremony in December. Such treaty weakening is not telling of normative persuasion,
but rather calculated protection of the arsenal and of the sanctity of existing domestic
policy, which France would not have to change very deeply. However, having France on
board was still a victory for the campaign, as the shift in France toward supporting the
ban provided a base from which to direct future desirable policy choices, and also
provided cover for weaker NATO states and US allies who also wished to do so. France
579
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had also revealed another interest, which was the universalization—to the extent that it
was possible—of the 2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions. That is, France wanted to
ensure commitment from as many states as possible, which helps to explain in part its
preference to work in both the CCW and the CCM, which had only partial membership
overlap.
France would seek the support of civil society to act on its commitment to treaty
universalization, as it recognized the power of voices like Handicap International on the
issue, and would continue to shift policy on cluster munitions. As it noted at the July
meeting of the CCW-GGE, France expressed a wish that the negotiations would lead to
concrete results (which had been unsuccessful thus far) and also a concern that the Oslo
Process had discredited the work being done in the CCW.581 As would be made very
clear by the campaign, the CCW protocol was seen at best as a distraction, and at worst
an attempt to undercut the Oslo treaty. To this end, in July 2007, Minister of Foreign
Affairs Kouchner proposed a joint approach between French embassies and Handicap
International to promote the treaty in Oslo in December; by autumn, the joint effort was
active in 34 French embassies.582 For its part, Handicap International viewed this as a
step in the right direction, as it allowed HI to have a greater role in treaty
implementation, particularly on the universalization issue. In November, the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and Handicap International held a joint press conference announcing
that France would sign the Oslo treaty next month. 583 France also announced the
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withdrawal of its OGR shell from operational service,584 as it fell within the category of
weapons that would be banned when the treaty entered into force. Regardless, in
December Foreign Minister Kouchner signed the 2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions
in Oslo, and declared in his speech, “Yes we can. Yes we can. The US can sign this
treaty, Russia can sign, China can sign this treaty!”585 And France signed the treaty,
rapidly implemented into domestic law, and has continued to strengthen both its
relationship with the domestic cluster munition network as well as its interpretation of
the new law.
(No Need for) Watchdogging
Within months, France ratified the Convention on Cluster Munitions (in June 2009),
passing unanimously in the Senate. 586 It rapidly implemented the convention into
domestic law, with the 2010 Law on the Elimination of Cluster Munitions, which
included some proposals from civil society and was unanimously adopted by both
houses of parliament.587 During consideration of the proposed text, Defense Minister
Hervé Morin said that France intended to finish destruction of its stocks in 2016, two
years before the deadline imposed by the Convention. 588 The same year, France
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outlawed domestic direct investment in cluster munitions, declaring that “any financial
assistance directly or indirectly, knowingly, to a manufacturing or trading activity of
cluster munitions would be considered as an assistance, encouragement or inducement
(of the domestic cluster munition law) falling within the scope of criminal law.”589 In
2010 it ruled that all investment in cluster munitions, including indirect investment, was
illegal under the law.590
On the issue of universalizing the Convention on Cluster Munitions, France
expressed at the 2011 UN General Assembly First Committee, that it “deplore(s) the fact
that the countries which have the largest stockpiles of antipersonnel mines or cluster
munitions feel unable to ratify the Ottawa (Mine Ban Treaty) and Oslo (Convention on
Cluster Munitions) conventions in the near future.”591 The ongoing partnership with
Handicap International to broaden treaty membership continues through the French
embassies, as mentioned by Minister of Foreign and European Affairs Alain Juppé in
2011, “we will continue to work in that direction through a permanent mobilization of
our diplomatic network.”592 The Handicap International Shoe Pyramids are still staged
annually, and the petition has now reached over two million signatures, maintaining
regular support and visibility for the cause.593
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At available opportunities, the French have indeed made strong showings of their
commitment to the Convention on Cluster Munitions. For instance, on the issue of
interoperability, for which the French strongly negotiated during the Oslo Process,
France has avoided cluster munitions use in its joint operations. At the outset of joint
military operations in Libya in 2011, France notified parties to the operation of its
obligations under the convention to not use cluster munitions or assist in their use,
informed them that it opposed any use of cluster munitions, and called on nonsignatories to join the convention.594 Whether or not due to France’s request, cluster
munitions were not used by the coalition in Libya.595
France also continued to work toward a CCW Protocol VI on cluster munitions;
to challenge this, the campaign encouraged parliamentary questions on whether any new
Protocol would weaken the fledgling Convention on Cluster Munitions, published a joint
op-ed in Le Monde on the government’s position at the CCW, and sent letters to several
key cabinet members.596 At the CCW Fourth Review Conference, Juppé explained that a
protocol on cluster munitions was necessary as the “Convention on Cluster Munitions
only applies to States that possess around 10% of the worldwide stockpile of cluster
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munitions,”597 expressing the anxiety that major users and producers such as the United
States were outside the Convention. The Review Conference ended without adopting a
protocol and with no proposals to continue negotiations, marking the end of CCW work
on cluster munitions. Afterward, France nonetheless expressed its willingness to
continue working on cluster munitions in the CCW, stating that the Convention on
Cluster Munitions “is not enough.”598
France is expected to complete its cluster munition stockpile destruction by
2018, and has suggested it could finish ahead of schedule; the expected cost of
destruction is estimated between €30 and €35 million.599 France declared a stockpile of
approximately 35,000 cluster munitions (15 million submunitions) that will be destroyed
in accordance with the convention.600 It has to date completed the destruction of its OGR
shell; destruction of the M26 is ongoing. In addition, France will receive and destroy
munitions from throughout Europe. Recall defense company MBDA, which was
targeted as one of France’s cluster munition-producing companies: in 2011, it won a
contract with NATO’s Maintenance and Supply Agency to destroy 33,000 cluster
munitions from NATO member states by 2017.601 For MBDA, “demilitarization of
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complex weapons has become a new strategic activity” 602 As to the two “cluster
munitions” remaining in the French arsenal, BONUS and Apache: BONUS (Mark II)
has been outfitted with infrared heat detection as well as an electronic safety fuse,
greatly increasing its precision; and neither weapon has been deployed since the French
won their exclusion from the 2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions. Compared with
the implementation efforts of the Netherlands and the UK, French compliance has been
exemplary.
Conclusion
The Cluster Munition Coalition, spearheaded in France by Handicap International, was
key to the development of the French policy change on cluster munitions. Like the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom, France had a preference to keep its weapons and
resisted pressure to abandon them throughout the Oslo Process. The resistance of the
French government is particularly interesting vis-à-vis the other cases, as the French had
fewer incentives to keep their cluster munitions. They possessed and had exported fewer
munitions than many NATO states, and unlike the Netherlands and the UK, France was
not part of the NATO military command again until 2009, which presented it with fewer
opportunities for concern about interoperability. However, as the Coalition began its
campaign in France back in 2003, with an ongoing relationship with the media which it
frequently engaged, and highly effective public participation via the Shoe Pyramids and
the Handicap International petition, cluster munitions were a much more salient issue in
France than in the previous cases.
As in the other cases, France became a civil society target due to a vested interest
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in its cluster munition arsenal. When asked in 2006 about cluster munitions, the
government gave neutralizing recognition that the weapons were legal under
international law. This identified the French government as a potential target for the
campaign, and invited civil society pressure going forward. Using familiar tactics from
the landmine ban campaign, civil society made the issue of cluster munitions highly
salient, garnering hundreds of questions in parliament and mass public participation in
petitions and the Shoe Pyramid campaign, effecting the strongest leverage over the
French government seen in the four cases. As a result, after 2007, the French
government pivoted the earliest of the four governments, locking herself into a ban after
that year’s presidential elections and abandoning its arsenal. France went on on to
become a 2008 champion of the Convention on Cluster Munitions and its
universalization, cooperating closely with civil society rather than needing to be
watched.
The three alternative explanations considered did little explanatory work in the
French case. The French used and sold cluster munitions, giving them some utility, but
veered away from the language of utility, instead defending the legality of the weapons;
dismantling the arsenal still represented a cost both financially and within the NATO
relationship, which was less important to the French than the Dutch and British.
Convergent practices also did not hold in the French case: when asked explicitly about
their intentions to follow the EU or UN calls for moratoria, the government responded
that it had no such intentions, and made no mention of the actions of other states in its
justifications for status quo policy. Finally, regarding moral suasion, at least prior to
joining the convention, the French government did not use moral language. However, as
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noted in the theory section, once behavior changes it is likelier to become unthinking
over time; as the French shifted behavior, French language about cluster munitions from
2008 especially has begun to adopt a normative bent about the humanitarian harm of
cluster munitions.
In general, the issue generated far more parliamentary questions in France than
in the other cases and multiple debates on cluster munitions were staged, forcing more
frequent responses from government. Further, the 2006 Handicap International call
made cluster munitions a campaign issue and later promise for many French politicians,
to which it promised to (and did) hold them accountable. The French government
committed to the Oslo agreement back in 2007, and regardless of its efforts to weaken
the agreement, non-signature of the Convention on Cluster Munitions was not a tenable
option. As the government discovered during the Oslo Process, its efforts to weaken
treaty provisions would not go unnoticed at home.603 Encouraged by the campaign,
which made its own shaming efforts through the media, parliamentarians regularly
challenged the position of the government. Effective media use also maintained regular
bombardment of the public with the issue of cluster munitions as well.
Civil society was unable to persuade the French that all cluster munitions cause
unacceptable harm, as demonstrated by the successful French efforts to exclude two
weapons definitionally from the agreement. For the French, these are simply not cluster
munitions, or they do not have the same harmful effects as the munitions not excluded
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from the treaty. Both weapons retain their utility as anti-tank and anti-runway munitions
respectively; interestingly, neither has ever been deployed by the French as of this
writing.604 The calls from both the European Union and the United Nations between
2004 and 2008 were also met with firm statements from France that it did not intend to
follow the calls, showing the weakness of the socialization happening in those
organizations, fractured by the disparate positions of their respective member states. The
French found their support in the like-minded group, other NATO states party to the
Oslo Process that had concerns about their future with the number one cluster munition
user, the United States. Regardless of pressure from the US, France would face political
issues at home if it failed to join the convention.
Ultimately, the French government kept its promise to commit to the Oslo treaty,
and since ratification it has made remarkable efforts toward stockpile destruction and
treaty universalization, marked by the invitation to Handicap International to participate
in and monitor the future implementation of French cluster munition policy. The
relationship between government and civil society on this issue continues to date, and
since 2010 France has been one of the Convention on Cluster Munitions’ most vocal
state advocates.
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CHAPTER 6
POLAND’S RIGHT TO CLUSTER MUNITIONS
“From a military point of view, cluster munitions are a very effective
means of struggle, which have no current alternatives … The Polish
Armed Forces are, and in the foreseeable future will be, equipped with
cluster munitions.”
—Poland Secretary of State, Pawel Kowal, 2007605
“The Polish position states that cluster munitions causing unacceptable
humanitarian consequences, especially without the possibility of selfliquidation or self-neutralization, should be prohibited. On the other
hand, we recognize the right of states to use modern, highly reliable
cluster munitions for defense purposes.”
—Poland Foreign Affairs Ministry home page, 2012
The Republic of Poland is not Party to the 2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions as of
this writing, nor has it taken any steps toward accession to the treaty; it has, however,
regularly participated in the legalization of the cluster munition taboo through the
Convention on Conventional Weapons as well as the Oslo Process for a ban on cluster
munitions. Under international scrutiny, over the past decade, Polish policy has evolved
from silence on the issue to what I have called neutralizing recognition 606 of the
potential harm caused by cluster munitions to self-regulation to mitigate that harm.
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Examining the evolution of the Polish national position offers a glimpse into how under
the influence of even a small ban campaign the government moved progressively toward
legalizing the cluster munition taboo, even though its policy to date falls short of the
other governments examined in this project. Examining the evolution of the Polish
national position offers a glimpse into how under the influence of even a small ban
campaign the government moved progressively toward legalizing the cluster munition
taboo, even though its policy to date falls short of the other governments examined in
this dissertation. By comparison with the other states examined so far, Poland has been
the subject of neither a strong anti-cluster munition campaign, nor high leverage.
Poland’s very weak response to the humanitarian disarmament campaign to ban cluster
munitions also stems from the relative weakness of its domestic civil society, which
consists of far fewer organizations for its relative size to the other cases examined in this
project as well as the relative youth of Polish civil society since liberation from direct
Soviet influence. The existing civil society organizations have had less time to garner
domestic memberships, as well as to develop channels of access with government,
media rapport, and citizen interest in the issues of humanitarian disarmament
surrounding cluster munitions. Further, only one of the major gatekeeper organizations
engaged in the transnational campaign, the Polish Red Cross, was active at all
throughout the period studied here and in large part it acted alone, with the exception of
the Ban Bus event, which will be detailed below, in which transnational campaigners
visited multiple newer democracies throughout Europe on the eve of the signing of the
2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions.
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Wary of an assertive Russia, and highly dependent on the support of the United
States for national security, Polish governments of various party affiliations have
resisted the transnational movement to ban cluster munitions and the very weak
domestic campaigning that accompanied it. In the Netherlands, the UK, and France, as
has been demonstrated, similar resistance was eventually broken down by sustained civil
society mobilization. In post-communist Poland, however, civil society was underdeveloped, and the kinds of groups that had pressured other governments to abandon
cluster munitions were absent or relatively weak. As predicted, therefore, the Polish
government’s response to the imperatives of humanitarian disarmament has been the
weakest of the four cases in the study, limited to denial and neutralizing recognition.
It is therefore unsurprising that the Polish government has little shifted its
position regarding the relative utility and security provision of cluster munitions, an
argument civil society would have to make vis-à-vis humanitarian concerns, and had
made little and incremental process toward the humanitarian disarmament of cluster
munitions relative to the other cases. Nevertheless, there has been small campaign in
Poland, which as we shall see has moved the Polish government at least a few stages
along the continuum, from denial toward neutralizing recognition, and Poland has a
detailed national policy guiding cluster munitions use for training purposes only. The
Polish Foreign Affairs Ministry’s home page suggests a perceived “right” to cluster
munitions, appealing to the low failure rate of the existing arsenal (3%, a weaker
standard than most other national moratoria.) Poland’s policy response, while weak, is
dynamic and likely to continue evolving. Understanding this case in the context of the
theorized process of policy change elucidates that even where a shift is unlikely due to
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national capacity or concerns of relative security disadvantage that civil society groups
can still create marginal costs for government and guide policy in a progressive direction
along the continuum of potential responses.
Poland has incentives both to join the cluster bomb ban, and not to join. On one
hand, it is not a major user or producer of cluster munitions; yet on the other hand, it is
situated in the vicinity of states that absolutely are, with which Poland has a tenuous
relation ship, most notably, the Russian Federation. Since 2008, late in the campaign the
ban cluster munitions, Poland has repeatedly acknowledged to varying degrees the
potential for humanitarian harm associated with cluster munition use, and expressed
support for the aims of the Convention on Cluster Munitions. Burdened with a nearly 1
billion USD clearance effort of World War II-era unexploded ordnance, 607 and
sustaining new casualties as recently as 2014,608 Poland might be expected to have
particular empathy for victims of unexploded remnants of war; in fact, the Polish Sejm
only ratified the Mine Ban Treaty in 2012 after much debate over the merits of
landmines in a region where landmines are still commonly stockpiled (Eastern Europe)
and ultimately the decision to phase them out.609 The Polish Armed Forces possess
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cluster munitions confirmed still in production as of 2010, and are the sole recipient of
munitions from Polish Defense Holding, the largest national defense firm, majority
owned by the national government.610 According to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the
types of cluster munitions it lists as being in the Polish arsenal “are produced by the
Polish companies exclusively for the needs of the Polish Armed Forces.” 611 As
government interest is directly tied to the arsenal, replacing cluster munitions with a
more humanitarian alternative represents for Poland not only the cost of finding new
arms dealers, but also a partial reformation of the national military-industrial complex.
As will be further explicated, Poland’s perceived cost for giving up cluster munitions is
also compounded by the strong interest in its relationship with the United States and
NATO and regular cluster bombing by historically antagonistic Russia against other
similar states in the region.
Polish civil society has organized only weakly around cluster munitions: there
are no Polish organizations in the Cluster Munition Coalition (CMC), the coordinating
organization that steered the success of ban campaigns in many other states, and only
three domestic NGOs joined international efforts in Poland during the Oslo Process (in
2008 or after). With minimal and late organization around the issue, the national media
only sporadically covered transnational civil society’s reports of Poland’s failure to
support the Convention on Cluster Munitions at different stages in its development, and
absent domestic civil society activity, national press coverage reproduced the Polish
national security rhetoric rather than the transnational humanitarian frame.
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Given these several obstacles to policy change, and the weak pressure from
domestic civil society to do so, it is unsurprising that Poland has yet to join the
Convention on Cluster Munitions. However, understanding the slow and minor
evolution of the policy of ban-resistant states does make clear that, even while civil
society may not achieve its intended goal of persuading the state to ban, it can still exert
an influence on the state and could continue to do so in the future. To this point, Poland
has gone from non-recognition to recognition, and engages the taboo with claims that its
cluster munitions are acceptably harmful given self-imposed national restrictions on
their use. It has conceded in official policy that “cluster munitions causing unacceptable
humanitarian consequences … should be prohibited;” Poland does not meet the
normative prescription in its assertion, however, that states have a right “to use modern,
highly reliable cluster munitions for defence purposes.”612 In the following sections, I
will demonstrate that the Polish position is shifting toward a more humanitarian frame in
spite of even stronger incentives to maintain the status quo.
Pushing the Norm (Away)
Poland is a stockpiler and producer of cluster munitions, although it claims never to
have used them in a combat situation.613 While it possesses some weapons it refers to as
“obsolete,” Poland also continues to produce its own cluster munition models for its own
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“defensive” use.614On paper, the Republic of Poland has been a longtime and active
participant in efforts to mitigate the harm caused by explosive remnants of war (ERW),
which can be caused by cluster munitions in the form of unexploded munitions, and the
Polish delegation has participated in nearly every Convention on Conventional Weapons
(CCW) meeting on that issue. However, upon further examination Polish national policy
falls short, showing only weak support for mitigating ERW harm and near silence in the
negotiating fora, signaling little if any recognition of the nascent cluster bomb taboo
even as recognized by other powerful states.
In 1999, as a new NATO member and eager to cooperate, Poland quickly
adopted NATO standards for weapons and targeting, including for its cluster munitions;
Poland was not on the cluster munition campaign’s radar as a potentially supportive or
persuadable state, and was not receiving any campaign pressure. In spite of claims to the
purely defensive nature of its cluster munition stockpile, Poland very likely had cluster
munitions on hand in 2001 during its participation in allied operations in Afghanistan.615
In 2002, as the Afghanistan conflict continued, Poland joined the CCW Group of
Governmental Experts (CCW-GGE) on ERW that ultimately gave rise to CCW work on
the issue of cluster munitions, but the Polish delegation observed rather than engaged
with the CCW-GGE, making only two official statements between 2002 and 2005.
During the same time, transnational civil society groups were already canvassing the
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CCW delegates on the humanitarian effects of cluster munitions,616 but within the CCW
forum rather than at the national level,617 thus Poland was receiving some but minimal
exposure to the humanitarian frame and much exposure to the interests of other armsproducing member states of the CCW.
Poland’s first actual participation in the discourse around cluster munitions came
shortly after the call by the European Parliament in 2004 for member states to sign and
ratify the CCW Protocol on ERW, the Mine Ban Treaty, and to impose moratoria on
cluster munitions until an agreement on them could be negotiated.618 In late 2004,
Poland declared its intent to ratify CCW Protocol V on ERW as well as the 1997 Mine
Ban Treaty. 619 Poland’s intent to take these actions demonstrated her national
commitment to humanitarian principles. While the EU resolution may have incentivized
a response on landmine policy, it instilled no need for Polish elites even to mention
cluster munitions in official fora, which went undiscussed in government and parliament
that year. The Polish government in the post-Communist period had been controlled by
the post-Soviet Solidarity Party, although it collapsed in 2001,620 leading to a brief
coalition between the Democratic Left Alliance (SLD) and the Labour Union (UP). By
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the mid-2000s, after Poland was obligated by alliance to support two international
military operations in Afghanistan and Iraq, and Polish politics were increasingly
dominated by conservatives with pro-NATO military stances. However, the two winning
parties in 2005 (Law and Justice, center right, and Civic Platform, center left) were
unable to form a coalition that year, rendering policy solidarity and thus policy
formation on major national issues much less on cluster bombs difficult.
When the Polish delegation to the CCW responded to a civil society
questionnaire conducted in the CCW-GGE on the efficacy of existing humanitarian law
in addressing ERW,621 they argued submunition weapons “constitute no breach of the
‘principle of distinction’ … the number of such submunitions (potential explosive
remnants of war) … constitutes a negligible percentage of the submunitions used in
military operations (according to estimates 1.0% - 1.5% of such mechanisms will
fail).”622 In short, while responding at all constituted a neutralizing acknowledgement of
the issue, Poland clearly staked its position that cluster munitions were, in its view,
legal. A second response came in mid-2005, arguing for the adequacy of existing
international law and reiterating that the “use of submunitions during a military
operation does not per se constitute a breach of international humanitarian law.”623 The
second statement, responding to a civil society humanitarian disarmament questionnaire
distributed at the CCW, locates the potential for harm from submunition weapons use in
inappropriate targeting by military leadership, or inappropriate understanding of the
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effects of the terrain on the efficacy of the weapons, rather than in the design of the
weapon itself; nowhere in either statement does Poland specifically name cluster
munitions, make claims to their acceptability, or justify their use. Polish response to
cluster munitions remained thus in the language of national interest and existing law
rather than in the humanitarian frame.
Of the states negotiating in the CCW during this time, none mention Russia and
Chechnya’s exchanges of (specifically, cluster munitions) fire in 1999 and 2004 in their
official statements, but post-Soviet states shared a concern that Russian aggression
would not be limited to Chechnya, which was founded by further aggression through the
2000s. Given its short but shared border with Russia and the nearness of the Soviet
memory, Poland was sensitive to the potential for Russian sights to be turned elsewhere,
and as a new NATO member, it aligned its policy with the United States, the number
one user of cluster bombs. Thus, through 2005, Poland’s government did not engage the
cluster munition taboo at all and, when questioned, responded with a defense of the
weapons; however, with the rising prominence of the issue in the CCW, as well
increasing support of certain EU states, Poland would soon shift to a stronger but still
neutralizing recognition of the norm. Poland was only weakly being reached by civil
society at this time, however, via civil society participation at the CCW, but not via
domestic civil society organizations, which had yet to begin to lobby the Polish
government; as will be noted below, this did not begin until early 2008. Equally
important is that due to Poland’s early silence on the issue, it marked itself as a nonsupporter to the Campaign to Ban Cluster Munitions, and was not targeted by civil
society activism until much later than in other states. Poland’s stockpile was shamed in
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international scorecards, 624 but that shaming was not well followed through with
domestic distribution of the information through the media as was done in the
Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and France. There was less a history of disarmament
organization in Poland than in the other cases, as Poland had not seen a domestic
campaign for a ban on landmines in the 1990s and did not have a broad array of
domestic humanitarian organizations ready to join the Cluster Munition Coalition.
Under the guiding theory of this project, without domestic activity from civil society
groups to raise issue salience and public participation in leverage, Poland had no
incentives via attention or reputational loss to reconsider its calculation of the utility of
cluster munitions vis-à-vis humanitarian harm and thus that government’s behavior
should in fact be expected to maintain the status quo.
(Not Really) Setting the Sights
By 2005, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and France were already responding to
the cluster munition taboo with neutralizing recognition; they were making the policy
concessions of phasing out less-precision cluster munitions and making justifications for
their remaining arsenal based in existing humanitarian law and the safety mechanisms of
the weapons themselves. All of them appealed to their ability to effectively apply the
existing principle of distinction on the battlefield without the need for new international
law to constrain them. During this time, however, while making statements about its
commitment to international humanitarian principles, the Polish government did not try
to justify its cluster munitions in the same way. As recognition of the norm spread in the
international community, however, this would change.
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In early 2005, Pax Christi Netherlands asked Poland to clarify its national
position on cluster bombs; in its reply, the government stated that the Ministry of
Defense had a requirement of a less than 2.5% failure rate for all cluster munitions
acquired,625 reflective of NATO and US standards at the time. However, as mentioned
previously, of the hundreds of organizations consisting the Cluster Munition Coalition
network by the end of the Oslo Process for a cluster bomb ban, none were Polish; all
Polish engagement with civil society on cluster munitions during this time happened in
the forum of the CCW, where civil society groups have limited access. In spite of the
increasing international salience of the weapons, Polish media coverage of cluster
munitions at this time was also virtually nonexistent, outside of independent blogs,626 the
contents of which discuss the relative merits of cluster munitions within the context of
modernizing the Polish army in the post-Soviet era. Without the voice of civil society,
cluster munitions did not become a salient issue in Poland at the same time as other
states saw a shift. Excepting its questionnaire responses at the CCW, Poland was silent
through the remainder of CCW meetings that year, rendering surprising its election as
one of the vice presidents of the upcoming 2006 CCW Third Review Conference,627 at
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which cluster munitions were to be the focal issue. As Poland would soon learn,
international pressure for new policy on cluster munitions was coming to a head, in the
form of the Campaign to Ban Cluster Munitions, and silence on cluster munitions would
become an increasingly difficult option.
At the 2006 Third Review Conference, Poland was the least participatory vice
president of ten that along with the President constituted the drafting committee for the
conference; that is, Poland submitted not a single proposal to the draft.628 During the
meetings, states still had the greatest access and power by design of the CCW structure,
but civil society groups had gained greater access in the form of more participants in the
room, increasing the capacity for pressure inside the conference629 and marking the
beginning of a trend of increasing civil society presence both inside and outside the
CCW. In spite of a flurry of activity around expanding the Convention on Conventional
Weapons (CCW) to create a Protocol on cluster munitions, civil society demonstrations
in the lobby, and nearly 100 statements by other governments and organizations,630
Poland did not make a single official statement during the entire conference or declare
its support officially for any of the outcome documents.631 Further, it made no mention
of the massive Israeli cluster bombing of Lebanon in August 2006, as many other
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delegates did (many with harsh condemnation).632 Not only did the Polish delegation fail
to recognize the large scale harm underway, but they also failed to recognize the import
that cluster munition use held for a large section of the international community.
Accordingly, Poland was not among the group of states that supported Norway in its
declaration to initiate a new legal process for a ban on cluster munitions.633 Norway’s
announcement provided states a chance to stake their position on cluster munitions:
Poland again chose silence. However, silence would mean exclusion from work on the
development of new international law, and many states were forced at this time to reevaluate their approach to cluster munitions.
Turning the Tide (a Little)
Up through 2007 there was a dearth of civil society activity on humanitarian issues in
Poland in general, as the landscape of Polish civil society was still developing and it had
not yet seen the opening of national offices of key organizations such as Human Rights
Watch or Handicap International, and the Polish government’s response toward cluster
munitions would change little in the face of virtual non-discussion of the issue. The
national policy remained that the deployers of cluster bombs, explicitly commanders in
the Polish army, must use their discretion regarding the terrain that might affect the
bombs’ performance, 634 and did not recognize the humanitarian effects of cluster
munitions. In short, this policy was concerned with the ability of commanders to
effectively use cluster munitions. The conservative Sejm and Senate offered no
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questions to government about cluster bombs up to 2007.635 In fact, the government had
planned to purchase new cluster munition rockets that year, the Feniks ZK-300 and
98mm mortars of the type deployed in Afghanistan.636 However, the Sejm also voted to
dissolve itself in 2007 over corruption charges, resulting in a political shake-up: Civic
Platform (center left) won a majority of seats in October that year, potentially opening
the government up to a more liberal direction. Potentially with a change in party
campaigners might have greater success in eliciting a statement closer to the
humanitarian disarmament perspective, as has been seen in the other cases, although
without a domestic campaign in place this could not be tested. The lack of activist
presence at that time was clear through in the near total lack of civil society voice in
Polish news coverage of the deployment of cluster munitions in the Middle East or the
Polish government’s plans to purchase new ones, which was thin at best. But as the Oslo
Process picked up speed, civil society’s silence ended and the tone of coverage changed
with it.
In early 2007, at the beginning of the Oslo Process, Marek Nowicki, founder of
the Polish branch of the Helsinki Committee for Human Rights and a Polish human
rights lawyer, sent an open letter to Prime Minister Kaczynski (Law and Justice Party,
center right) demanding the withdrawal of the entire active Polish cluster munition
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arsenal and that Poland support a ban on cluster munitions,637 which did not receive a
response. In reply to a parliamentary question as to why Poland had not supported
Norway’s declaration to draft a new convention by 2008, the government gave
recognition to the norm through a laundry list of appeals to other authorities, including
existing international law, national sovereignty, and military utility. Secretary of State
Pawel Kowal (Law and Justice Party, center right) made clear that the government
preferred to address cluster munitions through the CCW, because it included the world’s
major users and producers, and because it was not “convinced of the rightness of the
proposed solutions in Oslo.”638 Further, the Defense Ministry saw its weapons a “very
effective means of struggle with no alternatives,” which were not prohibited, and thus
permitted, by international law. 639 The statement closed with the justification that
Poland’s cluster munitions produce only between 1-3% explosive remnants of war, and
the claim that Poland “supports steps to reduce the amount of loss and suffering for the
civilian population,” 640 falling short of connecting that suffering with cluster munitions.
The minister also elucidated one other fact in his reply, which was that Poland, like
France, was not invited to Oslo; but also like France, they attended anyway. In fact,
prior to the Oslo meetings, Poland strategized with US counterparts on how best to
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argue against the Oslo Process should it gain potential to disrupt NATO cooperation,
which it saw as paramount to Warsaw.641
This small sea change in position drew transnational civil society’s attention to
Warsaw, and following the March exchange, both activism and media coverage of
cluster munitions increased. As a recently democratized state, Poland has fewer
established domestic humanitarian organizations than many of its European
counterparts; there is no national office for Human Rights Watch or Handicap
International, some of the largest and most influential NGOs in the cluster munition ban
process. Via their Polish national offices, however, the International Committee of the
Red Cross and Amnesty International joined Poland’s Helsinki Committee for Human
Rights in shaming Poland’s cluster munition policy from the inside in a campaign of
three.
While unsupportive of the ban, Poland made clear a preference to participate in
international lawmaking by continuing to attend Convention on Conventional Weapons
meetings on cluster munitions, as well as the Oslo negotiations by joining as an observer
in all but one meeting of the Process, a mode it has continued at the meetings of States
Parties to the Convention on Cluster Munitions (CCM).642 But over the course of the
two-year-long Oslo Process, Poland made just one statement: the Oslo Process should
641
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find commonality with the CCW to achieve substantial progress.643 At the February
2007 Conference, Poland joined only two other states present (Japan and Romania) not
to endorse the declaration to conclude a cluster munition treaty by 2008; Japan later
joined, but Romania remains outside the convention due to a concern it shares with
Poland and its other neighbors about recent Russian behavior.
Polish interest in Russia’s cluster munitions continued to increase through 2008,
when Russian and Georgian forces exchanged cluster fire.644 During this time the Polish
media reflected the government’s reasoning for remaining outside of the Oslo Process,
including the absence of the largest producers of cluster munitions in the Oslo talks and
the aggression of Russia against Polish ally Georgia.645 Yet it also opened some space
for a civil society voice. Foreign Affairs Minister Radoslaw Sikorski (no party)
defended Poland’s position to a civil society challenge about why Poland did not support
the Oslo Process with an explicit mention of Russia’s behavior, noting accession would
be premature in light of this.646 Sikorski in particular was unapologetic on the issue of
cluster munitions, claiming he had survived a cluster bombardment, and that it was “not
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so bad” because they have less power than other weapons.647 The latter statement proved
an embarrassing one, as the ensuing media coverage overlaid the statement with the civil
society message about the harm caused by cluster munitions, highlighting the deep
insensitivity of the remark. Several outlets also accused him of guarding the need to
possess cluster munitions in the event of a defensive need; while Sikorski would not
explicitly name Russia as his reason, the media had no compunctions with doing so.648
In an April 2008 NATO meeting, the Polish delegate explicitly raised the absence of
Russia and other users from the meetings in Dublin, and stated that “the Oslo process
was flawed and that they fully support ongoing negotiations in the Convention on
Conventional Weapons (CCW).”649
When asked in Parliament why Poland did not sign by one of the most prominent
leftist Sejm members, Izabella Sierakowska (SdPI, left), the Defense Ministry again
cited the precision nature of its munitions, the Polish policy of no exports,650 and a
preference to work in the CCW to “strike a balance between the needs of military and
humanitarian consequences of the use of cluster munitions.”651 In fact, Warsaw was also
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under instruction from Washington to counter the Oslo treaty; further, the Americans
threatened not to “militarily support Allies who sign up to something that criminalizes
interoperability,”652 which was of particular concern to Warsaw while Moscow was
deploying cluster munitions against ally Georgia. Thus, while the Polish were willing to
recognize the import of the norm to other states by participating in talks about the ban,
their strategic need to keep Washington close weighed heavily in the ultimate decision
not to support it.
Against a backdrop of little national attention and even less government support,
in May 2008, Poland attended the signing ceremony of the Convention on Cluster
Munitions at the Dublin Diplomatic Conference on Cluster Munitions. During the
conference, Poland made no statements and did not sign. In spite of strong government
resistance and only neutralizing recognition of the norm, transnational civil society
arrived in Warsaw in the “Ban Bus,” a team of international campaigners from the
Cluster Munition Coalition, in a push for universalization of the Convention on Cluster
Munitions across Europe. The Ban Bus actions, over two days, captured the attention of
the media in print and film through multiple, high-salience events aimed at convincing
Poland to join both the Mine Ban Treaty and the Convention on Cluster Munitions.653
Over three days, the actions were intended to bring Poland onboard the Convention
through a public demonstration and seminar; a “Miss Landmine” photo exhibit showing
victims of landmines; and meetings with the Prime Minister, Minister of Foreign
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Affairs, the Minister of Defence, Marshal of the Sejm (speaker), and the President of the
Polish Bishops' Conference.654 Unfortunately, none but the President of the Bishops’
Conference made time for the campaign during its actions. 655 In return, Amnesty
International Poland leafleted the Sejm and Senate with cluster munition-shaped holiday
decorations asking Poland to join the Convention on Cluster Munitions anyway.
Figure 8: Cluster Munition Campaign Materials in Poland
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pressure from Washington not to compromise on cluster munitions. Unlike those states,
however, Poland had no strong domestic civil-society movement and no use of domestic
leverage to move the government from its status quo position toward one in favor of the
ban.
Watchdogging, Eventually?
After the failure of the Convention on Convention Weapons to conclude an acceptable
Protocol on cluster munitions, major cluster munition users and producers, and stolid
NATO allies, continued to meet and discuss the creation of such a Protocol. After Oslo
concluded a treaty, Poland also found its voice in international fora, speaking up but still
justifying the alternative CCW agreement as a model for states in transition to follow as
they modernized their arsenals. In September 2008, Poland claimed that when the
Convention on Conventional Weapons finished its work, there would be two
humanitarian legal regimes, the Convention on Cluster Munitions and a CCW protocol
for cluster munitions, and that those countries that have adopted a higher standard on
cluster munitions should have no problem with others adopting a lesser one. “For those
adopting the lesser standard, it should be seen as a time of transition.”657 As Poland is
concerned, a potential CCW agreement on cluster munitions would be complementary
rather than contradictory to the Convention on Cluster Munitions.658
In short, the Polish government has moved only incrementally along the
continuum of humanitarian disarmament behavior. As in the Netherlands, the UK, and
657
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France, the Polish government identified its cluster munition position in response to a
civil society questionnaire at the CCW, as clearly non-supportive. This identified Poland
as a potential target, but with few domestic civil society organizations present in postcommunist Poland, there were few domestic resources into which the transnational
campaign could tap. Absent the domestic campaign, salience remained low in Poland
and the campaign did not effect leverage activities over government. With such little
campaign investment in Poland, the government has made only incremental behavior
change.
This dissertation was attentive to three main alternative explanations: the loss of
utility for cluster munitions, the convergence of state preferences for regulating cluster
munitions, and persuasion of the prescriptive status of a cluster munition taboo. Polish
behavior can be partially explained by at least one alternative explanation: cluster
munitions still had utility for Poland. Where in the other cases, civil society was able to
chip away at the utility of cluster munitions, the Polish government retains that cluster
munitions provide it with an irreplaceable source of security. In the absence of a wellestablished civil society and domestic issue campaign to construct the humanitarian
concerns of cluster munitions relative to the utility of cluster munitions, this position is
unlikely to change. Further, geopolitical considerations in the region remained an
influence on the Polish stance in part in the absence of very much domestic civil society
activity. The consideration of converging interests as a potential explanation serves to
highlight the split nature of the cluster munition debate between the major users and
producers of cluster munitions and states that wished to ban cluster munitions; Poland
ultimately participated in both competing fora that resulted from fractured interests, but
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sided with cluster munition producers including the United States in the negotiations and
has participated in the Convention on Conventional Weapons framework after the entry
into force of the Convention on Cluster Munitions. Finally, regarding normative
persuasion, Poland has yet to use any normative language regarding cluster munitions in
official statements or in the domestic media, although it has acknowledged that in
difficult terrain cluster munitions might misfire and cause unintended damage,
demonstrating little constraining effect for a cluster munition taboo.
Poland has shifted in its response to cluster munitions from one of total
acceptance of and silence on the weapons, to one that recognizes a consistent pattern of
harm with particular models and misuse of the weapons, and self-regulation modeled on
the stronger international standard. However, Poland remains firm that the best forum to
address cluster munitions is the CCW, and sees little need to update its current policy.
Perhaps an indicator of effective locations of pressure in that majority-Catholic state in
the future, campaigners saw it as a major victory to have a statement from the
Conference of Bishops, (unsuccessfully) asking Poland to accede.659 It will require much
greater organization from civil society in the future, and the participation of the Polish
public, to shift government attention away from its security concerns and toward new
humanitarian law however.
In the Polish case, a weak civil society, and hence weak campaign strength and
leverage, predicts the observed failure to embrace humanitarian disarmament by the
659
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Polish government as of this writing. Examining this case, however, does provide some
useful insights into decision-making within states that are fall in the middle of the
democratization continuum or have recently democratized as well as the marginal effects
of weak civil society activity. First, as successful humanitarian campaigns hinge on the
number of organizations and amount of resources brought to bear by the group, small
campaigns or external campaigns that rely on minimal resources will have accordingly
less success in creating enough incentive for government to make policy concessions
such as voluntary moratoria or treaty signature. In the Polish case, only three
organizations, and among these only one domestic organization, were able to canvass
that government, and they did so from a pool of resources intended to canvass multiple
national governments where larger domestic campaigns did not exist as part of the
transnational campaign. Second, where the voice of civil society is not loud enough or
frequent enough to become prominent in the national discussion of humanitarian issues,
the media will cover the issue from the available perspectives. Absent the civil society
frame through much of the debate in Poland, the media reported only the government’s
position on the issue of cluster munitions, shielding the Polish government the need to
justify (or neutrally recognize) its cluster munition arsenal or policy to a national or
international audience. Third, national defense arguments, absent a strong rebuttal from
humanitarian campaigns, are simply easier to make. In Poland, there was little challenge
to Prime Minister defending the need to keep having cluster munitions in the face of
regional aggression, as in other states in the region with similar concerns including
Lithuania and Greece, which are Parties to the Convention on Cluster Munitions.
In short, without strong humanitarian campaigns able to raise issue salience and
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create political pressure, governments have few reasons to acknowledge new
humanitarian norms and even fewer incentives to do so. The stronger the campaign civil
society groups can bring to bear, the more likely it is that governments will evolve their
policies, and so in Poland the route to a cluster munition ban must begin at home. The
campaign to date has created few costs to the Polish government for maintaining its
status quo policy, aside from naming Poland on shaming report cards (which are
reported on internationally, but much less so in Poland), and will need to devote serious
resources in order to reasonably expect much policy change in Poland’s future with
cluster munitions. Given Poland’s recent lurch toward conservatism and the resurgence
of the conservative Law and Justice Party, which takes no stance on the cluster munition
arsenal or the Convention on Cluster Munitions whatsoever in its platform and has
historically supported keeping the arsenal, and new concerning Russian aggression in
Ukraine (and Syria), this may prove more than challenging.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION: AN ALTERNATIVE MODEL FOR CONVENTIONAL ARMS
CONTROL?
As argued throughout this dissertation, domestic civil society campaigning has helped
guide states toward greater practice of humanitarianism, and particularly observation of
the cluster bomb ban, in recent years. While a cluster munition taboo has spread since
the drafting of the Convention on Cluster Munitions, it is not yet universal, as
exemplified by the number of cluster munition producers still outside of the treaty.
During the 2015 First Review Conference to the Convention on Cluster Munitions, over
ninety states remain outside the convention (including a number of which have never
used, possessed, or been victims of cluster munitions) five governments were currently
or had used cluster munitions in armed conflict in the past year. 660 Particularly
contentious in September 2015 was ongoing Saudi use of American-made cluster bombs
on Yemeni cities, not because the Saudis or the Americans were violating an
international norm, but because signatories Canada, Australia, and the United Kingdom
refused to condemn their non-signatory ally at the Review Conference. Under article 21,
Parties are obligated to “promote the norms (the Convention on Cluster Munitions)
establishes and … discourage States not party to this Convention from using cluster
munitions.”661 Those states faced condemnation from state and civil society delegations
at the Review Conference, labeled as the “Friends of the United States” for prioritizing
660
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US interests over their commitment, and by the end of the conference gave begrudging
condemnation of the Saudi cluster munition deployment. 662 Among civil society
campaigners, association with the United States holds also the negative connotation of
unwillingness to participate.663 These states’ reticence to fully comply with their treaty
commitment to condemn all use highlights the weakness of the treaty and the norm that
it embodies to elicit compliance without civil society pressure to maintain compliance,
the potential weakness of some states’ commitments, and the utility of pressure in
facilitating improved humanitarian compliance.
The project began by identifying the puzzling turn to humanitarian disarmament,
wherein powerful, arms-dealing states have shifted increasingly to prioritizing human
security issues over national security concerns in the formulation of new laws of war,
although not uniformly across all policy areas. Humanitarian disarmament agreements
ban weapons deemed to be unnecessarily harmful to the human person, rendering the
onus to prove the acceptability of weapon choice onto the user. Parties to the new
humanitarian disarmament agreements include many former users and producers of
these weapons. The question driving this research is why these states, enjoying the
material benefits of weapons sales or deployment, would be willing to undertake the
costly action of dismantling their arsenals. While governments may have a vested
interest in arms as defense instruments, weapon utility and regional security concerns,
much behavior change has been observed that cannot be explained by these factors.
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In preceding chapters, I have developed and tested a new theory explaining this
behavior: domestic civil society activism which, through attracting media attention
increases the salience of new issues, activates public participation in the application of
pressure on governments, making those governments most likely to shift from statecentric arms control to humanitarian disarmament. The following sections summarize
the findings of the project, conclusions drawn from this research, potential relevance of
the research, and recommendations for policy practice and avenues for future research.
Findings
In this dissertation, four cases were examined—the Netherlands, the United Kingdom,
the Republic of France, and the Republic of Poland—selected for variation in the
relative campaign strength and leverage application by domestic cluster bomb ban
campaigners. Low strength and high leverage were experienced by the Dutch
government, the United Kingdom was targeted with high strength but low leverage, high
levels of both strength and leverage were applied in France, and Poland saw low levels
of strength and leverage. Respectively, they also demonstrate variegated outcomes, as
greater evolution along the spectrum of policy choice is observed where campaigns
effectively apply both strength and leverage. This section first reviews the outcomes in
each state, then compares the four cases across treatment and outcome, and finally offers
discussion of the comparative strength of causal factors in each case.

The Kingdom of the Netherlands
In Chapter 3, a relatively weak campaign targeted the Dutch government, but with largescale citizen involvement it also applied strong leverage over Holland’s national cluster
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munition policy. The Dutch stance on cluster munitions in the last century derived from
being a major producer and a close ally of the largest producer and user thereof, the
United States. As such, from early negotiations on explosive remnants of war and cluster
munitions at the 2001 meetings of the Convention on Conventional Weapons (CCW) to
address growing concerns about the weapons, the Dutch delegation was unwilling to
entertain the idea of a ban and referred to the legality of the weapons. Dutch
participation in negotiations on cluster munitions at the CCW from 2001 to 2006 leaned
toward the “like-minded group” of arms producing states, which was dominated by and
aligned with US interests. While Amsterdam gave neutralizing recognition of the harm
caused by cluster munitions by making claims to how they should be used, from the
early 2003 CCW meetings, the Dutch position would not evolve further without the
intervention of issue advocates.
Inside the Netherlands, a small but active contingent of civil society
organizations headed by Pax Christi Netherlands and Netwerk Vlaanders created costs
to maintaining the status quo cluster munition policy and guided it toward progressive
policy evolution, beyond recognition to policy concessions and rule-making on cluster
munitions. This campaign registers as “weak” due to its small size, but was able to
effectively apply much leverage to the Dutch government. After initial parliamentary
questions and calls for policy change from a minority of leftist MPs were unsuccessful
from 2005 on, the Dutch campaign revised its call to clarify that its goal was a
comprehensive ban on the unacceptable weapon. Further, campaigners designed a
cluster bomb divestment campaign tailored to the Netherlands that would ultimately
become a central part of the broader international campaign that made cluster munitions
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an issue of national responsibility. With clarified demands it was easier to recommend
preferred policy as an acceptable alternative to existing policy, but more critical was the
ability to create credible costs to maintaining the status quo; with clarified calls,
government could also gauge whether a policy choice would elicit praise or shame.
While few organizations formed the core of the Dutch ban campaign, they were
able to create public awareness about the effects of cluster munitions and the “badness”
of those effects that renders cluster munitions unacceptable. Campaigners highlighted
individual-level responsibility for the national policy by tying everyday activities of
Dutch citizens664 to the use of cluster munitions and creating visibility for the cluster
munition issue. But they also cultivated champions across benches in parliament to keep
discussion of the cluster bomb issue ongoing between 2006 and 2008, which began to
recommend concessions and soft rules such as dismantling the outdated parts of the
arsenal. The centerpiece of the domestic campaign was a 2007 primetime documentary
featuring ban campaigners called “the Cluster Bomb Feeling,” which uncovered the
investment of multiple of the Dutch national pension funds in weapons producers. Tens
of thousands of calls and letters in protest of this investment alerted the government to
citizen interest in the cluster munition issue, and that leverage, coupled with regular
canvassing of parliamentarians, pro-ban radio jingles and pro-ban demonstrations
outside Parliament, made a pro-cluster bomb position unpopular or even damaging to
the Dutch political reputation. Heightened public participation strengthened the
otherwise small campaign, particularly around the issue of investment in cluster bombs,
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and fomented a national sense of personal responsibility for investment in unnecessarily
harmful weapons. The government abandoned older, less precise cluster munition
models as a concession to ban advocates in 2006, and shifted to participating in all
available fora on the issue. While even at the final treaty negotiations for a ban Dutch
participants argued that the Netherlands would not be able to join a convention that
would affect its choice of military partners665 and attempted to create categories of
acceptable and unacceptable munitions, the Netherlands ultimately was among the first
to sign and ratify, signaling a shift to compliance with the Convention on Cluster
Munitions. In 2013, the Dutch implemented one of the first domestic bans on investment
in cluster munitions, and has been both a model and an advocate for universalizing the
convention as well as overcompliance activities such as the investment ban.
The United Kingdom
In contrast, upon examination in Chapter 4, the British case exemplifies a much less
orderly path from status quo arms control to the abandonment of cluster bombs, and a
less complete transition from a state-centric to a humanitarian arms policy. The United
Kingdom was home to the headquarters of and one of the main targets of the
international Campaign to Ban Cluster Munitions. While a large and well-resourced
domestic campaign descended on the British government between 2004 and 2014666, it
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was less able to raise issue salience for cluster munitions vis-à-vis other national issues
in order to elicit the large-scale calls or participation in demonstrations from the public
seen in the Dutch case. This resulted in a policy shift that has been unstable and has
necessitated ongoing civil society pressure to ensure the British government’s
compliance. In 2001, the United Kingdom was the second largest producer of the
weapons, was in the midst of broadly deploying cluster munitions over Afghani
territory, would use them again in Iraq in 2003, and recognized cluster munitions only in
a neutralizing manner as legitimate, legal and necessary weapons. The British campaign,
with dozens of NGOs, registers as a strong one, although it struggled to get large-scale
participation in its leverage activities, thus registering weak leverage. Shifting the cluster
munition policy of the second largest cluster munition producer of the time at all, with
unreliable public support, however, was no small accomplishment.
In the years preceding the 2008 international cluster munition ban, the domestic
UK campaign released a number of reports and media events highlighting the role of the
British government in disseminating cluster munitions globally, with damning attention
to large-scale harm as a result of British cluster munition deployment in Afghanistan.
The UK government defended its position into 2008 with the argument that cluster
munitions were legal and potentially preventive of unnecessary harm vis-à-vis
alternative weapons into 2008. In the face of this resistance, campaigners courted Lords
and MPs who would act as “trouble makers” in Parliament by questioning the British
national policy and declaring their support for the alternative policies (such as the
international ban) proffered by the civil society campaign. While campaigners were able
to generate a basic public awareness of what cluster munitions were and why they were
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harmful in the UK,667 they were unable to create the sense of national responsibility that
helped cultivate mass participation in leveraging phone calls and petition signatures in
other cases. Without this support, the UK government was slow to shift from
neutralizing recognition to early concessions with the abandonment of their “dumb”
cluster munitions in 2007. While the British government regularly vocalized a
preference for the CCW, it was however willing to work in all available fora to engage
in rule making on cluster munitions.
Thus, with low participation, the British ban campaign shifted to directly
targeting key parliamentarians and government ministers from 2007, applying leverage
without the public participation seen in the Netherlands or France—less successfully
toward the goal of real policy change than in cases where leverage on a larger scale was
available. Activists developed a relationship with Prime Minister Brown, and directly
targeted reticent ministers like Foreign Minister David Miliband, calling for cluster
bombs to be “Milibanned” and papering his district with information about his position
on the new treaty. During the final days of treaty design in Dublin in May 2008, the
British dropped their verbal reservations and switched from to support of a ban under
direction from London, shifting to hard rule making and signaling a willingness to
comply in the future. Under pressure from civil society groups, the UK elected to be
among the first thirty governments to sign the Convention on Cluster Munitions, but
only after the inclusion of a provision that would allow for it to engage in military joint
operations with cluster munition users.
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Without broader application of leverage from the general public through
participation in the demonstrations at Parliament or mass scale letters of protest to instill
a sense of ongoing public interest in the issue, the government’s compliance with the
treaty has at times been problematic. Since ratification, Pakistani cluster munitions have
been spotted illegally for sale at UK government-sponsored arms fairs and American
munitions stocks have been hosted at British military base Diego Garcia. These acts,
which violate key convention provisions prohibiting the sale or possession of cluster
munitions respectively, were only ceased after civil society organizations brought
attention to and shamed the government in the British media. When the British
government completed its stockpile destruction in 2013, it refused invitations from the
Cluster Munition Coalition to highlight and celebrate the achievement (to be praised
rather than shamed in scorecards of cluster munition policy), instead preferring
completion to pass unnoticed. 668 With a strong campaign but weak leverage, civil
society is compelled to remain active in the United Kingdom well after the ratification of
the treaty in order to guide the government, through maintaining the salience of cluster
munition policy, toward compliance. Nevertheless, the British government shifted
greatly between 2004 and 2008, evolving from only basic recognition of the harm
caused by cluster munitions to concessions such as voluntary abandonment to rulemaking through the CCW and Oslo Process to compliance in general, with the continued
involvement of domestic civil society advocacy for humanitarian disarmament in
Britain. Compliance in this case, has been partial at times, demonstrating the importance
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of ongoing campaign vigilance and pressure as a driver of compliance in states that have
not fully shifted toward humanitarian disarmament.
The Republic of France
In Chapter 5, the case of the French government’s policy evolution toward cluster
munitions demonstrates the greatest possible effect of a strong campaign paired with
high application of leverage on states’ approach to international disarmament policy.
While France has historically produced, used, and distributed cluster munitions on a
large scale, it stopped doing so in 1992, earlier than the other three cases presented in the
project. French participation in early international legal development around cluster
munitions focused on standardized markings and self-detonation features to improve the
safety of munitions that the French military argued at the time to be “essential.”669 From
the early nineties, the French government has engaged in neutralizing the problems with
cluster munitions, displaying a (now longstanding) recognition of the tabooness of their
use, and this behavior identified that government as a candidate for persuasion to shift
policy closer to ban advocate preferences. Seizing on the recognition, French
campaigners that had been recently active on the issue of anti-personnel landmines
tapped into existing the issue salience of a weapon with similar humanitarian concerns
to make cluster munitions a prominent issue in French politics and clarify acceptable
cluster munition policy.
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From the early 2000s, France participated closely with the like-minded group in
the forum on the Convention on Conventional Weapons (CCW) to keep conversations
about cluster munitions to the scope of existing international law. Over the course of the
international movement for a ban on cluster munitions, the French government and
parliament were targeted by a strong campaign of over twenty-five NGOs headed by
major international NGO Handicap International. Ban advocates in France focused on
making cluster munitions a regular issue in parliamentary conversation and finding
broad support across political parties for their preferred policy changes, and at the same
time garnering regular public participation in leveraging actions on the issue. The twopronged advocacy approach to parliamentarians and the public was extremely successful
in raising not only awareness about cluster munitions, but also in spreading advocates’
particular understanding of the weapons’ unacceptable effects. In 2004, MP Rochebloine
proposed a bill to include cluster munitions in existing French legislation on landmines
due to the similarity of their effects. Advocacy in both the Senate and National
Assembly resulted in dozens of questions on cluster munitions in 2005, over one
hundred in 2006, and nearly one hundred in 2007, questioning the government’s official
position and demanding a stronger French response to the international ban process.
However, until late 2006, the government position did not move past the basic
concessions of recognizing harm and proposing technical fixes, and thus France was not
initially invited to participate in the Oslo Process for a ban on cluster munitions.
Unwilling to be left out, France sought out the ability to participate in the Oslo Process,
shifting from basic concessions on cluster munitions to soft rule making through
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participating in all fora for policymaking on the issue rather than just its preferred one
(the CCW).
Between 2004 and 2008, domestic campaigners also deployed targeted leverage
actions in France that linked the existing public understanding of the harm caused by
landmines to the harm caused by cluster munitions and turned large portions of the
public in favor of a ban. This was made clear in the massive annual participation in the
Shoe Pyramid campaign in which citizens gathered and piled their old shoes in solidarity
with the victims of landmines and cluster munitions, which erected massive pyramids in
town squares across France and collected hundreds of thousands of unique French
signatures calling for a ban. Like the Netherlands and the UK, France also made the
concession of promising to dismantle its older, “dumb” cluster munitions ahead of being
legally obligated to do so. In light of the display of public support for the ban,
campaigners were able to make cluster munitions an election year issue in 2007, stage a
pre-election debate on cluster munitions, and garner explicit promises from all of that
year’s presidential candidates that France would sign a comprehensive cluster munition
ban. In making cluster munitions acts such as the Shoe Pyramids and the live debate,
campaigners were able to call on French leaders to promise to act on cluster munitions,
constraining their future policymaking to conform to this promise or face substantial
public castigation or even loss of public support. In this way, when Sarkozy was elected
president in 2007, he had already publicly obligated himself and his government to
support the international cluster munition ban process and join the treaty that would
result.
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While French delegates worked hard to successfully exclude two French
weapons from the treaty that fell short (but not very short), of the official definition of a
cluster munition, Foreign Affairs Minister Kouchner was among the first thirty leaders
to sign the Convention on Cluster Munitions and perhaps most visibly excited,
exclaiming “Yes we can! Yes we can sign this treaty!” Since signature, France has
ratified and fully complied ahead of schedule with its obligation to destroy its stockpile,
has built a state of the art cluster munition disassembly plant to receive munitions from
across Europe for destruction, and has been among the most active advocates for treaty
compliance and universalization. While France does not have overcompliant cluster
munition laws as do the Dutch, banning indirect investment in cluster munitions, it
considers both direct and indirect investment in the weapons banned in its interpretation
of the Convention.670 In complying fully with the agreement, France has not only not
necessitated watchdogging by civil society as in the UK, but rather the French
government has developed a close relationship with its humanitarian disarmament
advocates, inviting them to give information sessions to parliamentarians, to participate
in the celebration of milestones in compliance, and to advise French delegates in the
ongoing interpretation and global implementation of the Convention on Cluster
Munitions.
The Republic of Poland
Finally, in Chapter 6, the dissertation turned to Poland, which, while a member of many
of the same international institutions as the other governments studied in this project and
a participant in the Oslo Process, has experienced the weakest campaign, has seen
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almost no citizen participation in the application of leverage, and has shifted policy little
toward a framework of humanitarian disarmament. Unlike the other cases, Poland still
possesses a cluster munition arsenal, as it has yet to accede to the Convention on Cluster
Munitions. Arms control in Poland is still guided primarily by national security concerns
over humanitarian ones, but the government has shifted from total non-recognition of
the harmful effects of cluster munitions to neutralizing recognition, concessions, and
soft rule making to begin to constrain its cluster munitions. As the most landmine
contaminated country in Europe,671 it might be expected that Poland would have greater
sensitivity toward issues regarding explosive remnants of war (ERW). The Polish
government claims to have never used cluster munitions in a combat operation and that
its stocks have only been used for training purposes on training grounds; it has even
described the existing arsenal as obsolete and anticipates no future use, outside the
context of training.672 In other outlets, Polish officials have claimed that their cluster
munitions conform to a failure rate of no greater than 3%, which classifies them as
modern and reliable (and therefore acceptable). 673 This mixed response to cluster
munitions denotes several competing influences on Polish national policy, from NATO
pressure and concerns about Russian aggression (in Eastern European states particularly)
to stay armed, and from civil society and the EU to disarm over humanitarian concerns.
Examination of this case reveals that even where humanitarian campaigns are likely to
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have little impact on policy output, activism can still affect a partial shift toward more
progressive cluster munition policy along the continuum of potential national responses.
Like the other cases, the Republic of Poland participated in all of the Convention
on Conventional Weapons (CCW) meetings on explosive remnants of war, but in spite
of regular presence the Polish delegation made only one submission to these conferences
between 2001 and 2006. At this time, Poland was a new NATO member674 sensitive to
American interests, with its cluster munitions on hand in during coalition actions in
Afghanistan 675 , and pressure in order to maintain its assurance against Russian
aggression.676 After the 2004 EU call for national moratoria on cluster munitions and
EU-wide universalization of the Mine Ban Treaty, Poland declared she would ratify the
latter, but instead of rejecting cluster munitions, Poland instead ratified CCW Protocol V
on explosive remnants of war, the US-preferred response to cluster munitions. In
response to a CCW questionnaire the following year, Poland stated submunition
weapons “constitute no breach of the ‘principle of distinction’,”677 appealing to existing
international principles to justify its cluster munitions, giving the issue neutralizing
recognition. Transnational civil society during this time saw Poland as unreceptive to the
nascent cluster munition norm and, while shaming Poland in its international policy
scorecards and reports, did not follow this through with domestic campaigning.
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While activity on cluster munitions (from both states and civil society) in the
CCW increased greatly from 2005, and Poland joined every meeting of States Parties
and the Group of Governmental Experts on ERW through 2006, Poland made not a
single statement, even to condemn the massive 678 Israeli deployment of cluster
munitions in Lebanon in the summer of 2006. This silence signaled strong reticence to
the cluster munition taboo, and Poland was not initially invited by Norway to join the
Oslo Process in late 2006. In fact, without domestic civil society activity, there were no
questions in parliament on cluster munitions until late 2007, in spite of the fact that
Poland had plans to purchase new models late that year, when the head of the Helsinki
Foundation for Human Rights679 called on the government to abandon the arsenal. While
the letter went without response, MPs began to submit questions on cluster munitions in
late 2007, to which the government responded with neutralizing appeals to multiple
other authorities, including existing international law, Polish national sovereignty, and
military utility. Like France unwilling to be left out of the Oslo Process, Poland secured
an invitation—and strategized with US counterparts on how best to argue against the
Oslo Process should it potentially disrupt NATO cooperation.680 At the same time,
Warsaw was directing its diplomats to focus on the NATO-preferred CCW framework
to address cluster munitions while participating at both the CCW and the Oslo Process.
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To counter this, a coalition of three domestic NGOs, while not officially part of the
coalition on cluster munitions, pushed the Polish government to shift policy through
domestic release of international humanitarian scorecards and greater and more direct
contact with Parliamentarians. This did not greatly impress upon Polish cluster munition
policy, which was to support the CCW over Oslo, silently, in the face of RussoGeorgian exchange of cluster munition fire in 2008. Transnational civil society visited
Poland in its Ban Bus tour, conducting a whirlwind of events on cluster munitions and
landmines in Poland over two days, but while the events presented by the Ban Bus
brought attention to cluster munitions, it was too little too late to shift the position of the
government ahead of the treaty signing. While present at the final drafting and signing
of the Convention on Cluster Munitions (CCM), Poland was one of only two
governments not to join.
The Polish media began to cover the issue of cluster munitions more deeply from
2008, questioning Foreign Affairs Minister Sikorsky why Poland did not support the ban
on cluster munitions, and challenging the government to defend herself against the
notion that fear of Russia was preventing Poland from joining the CCM. Civil society
has also become more active on the issue after the Convention has entered into force,
with the goal of a Polish accession, but because Polish civil society groups became
active so late on the issue vis-à-vis the other cases, Poland is also very early in the
process of civil society pressure, clarifying its position on the weapons in response to
civil society calls. Publicly, Minister Sikorsky excused Poland’s stance because of the
missing major cluster munition producers—including Russia—in the CCM framework,
and he continues to downplay the harmful effects of cluster munitions as “not that
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bad.”681 Poland shifted its cluster munition policy from one of total acceptance of and
silence on the weapons, to one that recognizes a consistent pattern of harm with
particular models and misuse of the weapons, and self-regulation modeled on the
stronger international standard. Further, Poland has acceded to the CCM’s sister
agreement, the 1997 Mine Ban Treaty. However, Poland remains firm that the best
forum to address cluster munitions is the CCW, maintains its own national standard of a
2% failure rate for cluster munition arsenal, and sees no need to update the current
policy. While Poland has shifted only a little along the continuum of humanitarian
policy progression, examining this case closely reveals that even with weak pressure
from transnational civil society, policy cannot remain totally static, and Polish policy has
been no exception.
Alternative Explanations
There are three major competing explanations for the observed shift toward
humanitarian disarmament of cluster munitions: loss of the military utility of cluster
munitions, convergent ideas in the international community about how to address cluster
munitions, or suasion682 of the appropriateness of abandoning the weapon due to its
indiscriminate nature. Loss of utility would manifest in the form of phasing the weapon
out due to obsolescence; convergent ideas would be observable as increasing
international unanimity on the idea of cluster munitions as a problem, and on how and in
which forum to best address them; suasion would be visible in the adoption by target
states of new policy as articulated by persuasive actors, both state and non-state, without
681
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otherwise being pressured to do so. Each of these causal factors plays some role in the
policy outcome for each of the four cases examined in this project, but as explicated
further below, do not fully (or in some of these cases nearly at all) explain humanitarian
disarmament policy outcomes.
First, utility plays a role for all four governments examined in this project, and in
the case of Poland it continues to be of import. From the early 2000s, at the beginning of
the civil society campaign, all four states made claims to the utility of cluster munitions
and the lack of commensurate alternatives. The Dutch government argued for the
“necessity” of the weapons through 2005; the British government presented a paper to
the CCW Group of Governmental Experts on the utility of cluster munitions and
continued to make claims to utility through 2006 in the formulation of the “essential
capacity” of cluster munitions; and while the French government did not make
statements of its own on utility, it supported Group of Governmental Experts
submissions on the utility of cluster munitions made by other states as late as 2007. In
each of these three cases, the argument could be made that older models of cluster
munitions had lost their utility, as the Netherlands, the UK, and France easily offered the
concession of destroying “dumb” cluster munitions in 2005 and 2006; however, each
government also fought hard to definitionally exclude certain of their own munitions
from the Convention, and the UK and France did so successfully. Poland, on the other
hand, still recognizes “the right of states to use modern, highly reliable cluster munitions
for defense purposes,” 683 which while not formulated in the language of utility,
demonstrates clearly that cluster munitions retain some utility for the Polish government.
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In short, we can reject the hypothesis that states have abandoned cluster munitions
because those weapons have lost their utility; instead, to the extent that some of the
countries in the study have indeed given up cluster munitions, they have done so in spite
of their continued utility on the battlefield.
Second, the international community might have been converging on whether,
how, and where to address cluster munitions, but as demonstrated in the output of
international institutions and the national responses of states at this time, convergence
played a weak role in the shift toward humanitarian disarmament of cluster munitions. In
2004, the European Parliament voted unanimously to call for its member states to
impose national cluster munition moratoria until a more permanent solution could be
reached: when asked if they intended to follow this call, all four governments and nearly
every EU state declined. In 2006, the UN Secretary General Annan appealed to members
of the CCW to “freeze” the use of cluster munitions, and later that year a UN
Commission recommended prohibition of cluster munitions based on its observations in
southern Lebanon, neither of which call received any official response from the four
governments studied here.684 The United States and other major producers of cluster
munitions offered a competing narrative in the fora of the CCW and NATO that
cooperation with the US would be difficult for those states that took on international
legal obligations regarding cluster munitions. The competing institutions of the CCW
protocols on explosive remnants of war and the Convention on Cluster Munitions
embody the fractured nature of international opinion on cluster munitions. That is, while
there is emerging convergence around addressing cluster munitions, it is not universal,
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and through today remains divided between parties to the cluster bomb ban and major
arms producers and their allies, and has thus played little role in the shift to humanitarian
disarmament.
Finally, suasion has the capacity to persuade governments of the moral merit of
new behaviors and policy, however, the dearth of moral statements made by any of the
four governments prior to the entry into force of the CCM shows that suasion, too, had a
weak impact at best. Rather than being shamed, states have shifted behavior as a result
of social pressure. While civil society carefully formulated their argument about cluster
munitions to focus on their inability to target discriminately, and the consequences of
this for civilians in particular, they used existing interpretations of international
humanitarian law and the rights of civilians in conflict zones which they instantiate to
make that case to states, rather than appealing to the rightness or justness of doing so. As
a result, while the language of the four governments observed shifted away from
national interest arguments they did not adopt normative language about cluster
munitions until after being subjected to much pressure by the civil society campaign.
The Netherlands did not speak to the “stigma” against cluster munitions until the CCM
signing ceremony in December 2008, years into the Dutch domestic campaign; the
British government called the CCM a “remarkable achievement,” but did not make a
normative statement about its decision to join; and the French delegation celebrated its
ability and the ability of other users to join the convention at signing, but without moral
language. Poland has recognized that certain cluster munition under certain
environmental conditions can cause civilian harm, but has taken no stance on whether or
not this is acceptable. At the national level, there is no evidence of suasion, as the
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language used by target states remains in a mode of national ability or interest, or has
only after vigorous civil society activity begun to use the language of stigma and
“should.”
In sum, while the factors of utility loss, convergent ideas, and normative suasion
exist in the case of cluster munitions and across the cases observed in this dissertation,
they played a minor role in shaping outcomes in each. While older685 cluster munitions
have lost their utility as demonstrated by their easy abandonment as a concession to civil
society pressures, each of the four governments demonstrated a vested utility in at least
one type of cluster munition. While ideas seemed to converge within the EU and other
institutions, competing arguments about cluster munitions also emanated from the arms
producing world, and states demonstrated fractured understandings about whether, how,
and where to address cluster munitions by working in the fora of both the CCW and the
Oslo Process, even years after Oslo culminated in the Convention on Cluster Munitions.
Normative suasion, finally, has been unable to shift policy alone, and has necessitated
strong and persistent civil society campaigns that successfully turn out publics to apply
political leverage over governments in order to elicit normative positions on cluster
munitions. These competing causal explanations have served at best to explain delays in
the shift toward humanitarian disarmament of cluster munitions by elucidating that the
international community has not converged on whether or now to address them, because
cluster munitions do still have military utility for some states, and normative arguments
are not persuasive enough alone to outweigh these considerations, but rather in these
cases necessitated ongoing pressure in order to achieve actual policy change.
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The United States
One alternative explanation that this project did not set out with but that has arisen
multiple times in the project is geopolitics, specifically the geopolitical closeness of the
four cases to, or their reliance on, the United States. Poland, on the front line of the
former Soviet Union, could potentially be more susceptible to pressure from
Washington, as well as more inclined toward the broadest possible NATO arsenal in the
event of a Russian attack. The British position, as evidenced by cables with Washington,
also responded American disarmament preferences, although clearly this was not
enough to prevent the British joining the Convention. While it has not been a focus of
this dissertation, it is my explicit goal to examine American responses to humanitarian
disarmament in my next project.
Contributions to the Study of International Relations
In this project, I have demonstrated that understanding the rise of humanitarian
disarmament as an alternative to state-centric arms control requires an examination of
internal state processes, in particular domestic civil society campaigns and domestic
political leverage over the issue. Particularly in democratic states, the capacity for civil
society groups to evoke outcry and create potential political costs can coerce
governments to select more favorable humanitarian policies in order to relieve that
pressure. As new international humanitarian norms often emanate from democratic
states, correctly locating humanitarian currents and drivers of policy change inside the
state is key. Further, as humanitarian policy change may be at least in part a result of
pressure, we might also consider norm diffusion as potentially being rooted in pressure
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as well, which should inform our understanding of international decision-making or at
least foster regular, deep examination of the drivers of behavioral change.
This project contributes to the existing body of work in several ways. First, I
identify humanitarian disarmament, a new form of international law that parts ways
with conventional arms control to privilege humanitarian concerns and civilian
protections over national security interests. This mode is distinct from traditional statecentric arms control in that human rights protection rather than state protection forms the
basis of the agreement. The 2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions exemplifies this new
legal mode.
Second, I locate the choice to ban particularly harmful weapons of war within a
specific coercive process through which civil society campaigns generate domestic issue
salience and activate public participation in the organized application of political
pressure. Most of the research in this area focuses on pressuring illiberal regimes to
improve their human rights policy: this research compliments our understanding of
international policy formation by shedding light on how democratic states approach (and
are approached by) arms control and humanitarian disarmament interests. The process I
offer in this project demonstrates that civil society is key in guiding humanitarian policy,
but that in order to do so effectively, it must be able to activate the domestic population
to participate in its campaign. By understanding how democratic and nondemocratic
states receive civil society and other pressures differently, we might improve our
understanding and prediction of patterns of norm legalization at the international level.
Third, this project introduces a template for understanding state responses to the
legalization of new international norms, which I argue is a continuum of potential
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responses rather than a dichotomous outcome of humanitarian treaty ratification or not.
The continuum of policy responses to humanitarian disarmament introduced in this
project can be applied broadly to transnational issues to clarify whether and the extent to
which policy evolution is taking place as a result of transnational advocacy, improving
our understanding of when, where, and how effective transnational issue advocacy is in
a given state on a given issue. In a broader sense, the continuum of policy outcomes
from silence to overcompliance can inform our understanding of international behavior
by serving as a template for patterns of or collective shifts among governments toward
the humanitarian end of the spectrum.
Fourth, I appropriate from sociology the concept of neutralizing recognition,
which is an action taken by an agent to reduce harm to self image that a delinquent
behavior would otherwise incur, and is done through appeals to existing authority for
justification. This concept can be used throughout the study of norms in international
relations not only to give name to a regularly observed behavior, but also to clarify our
understanding of whether and to what extent states recognize norms. As argued in this
project, the act of neutralizing recognition denotes that the state recognizes the value that
others vest in the new norm, even if the state does not vest that same value itself, and
thus neutralizing recognition is the first albeit weakest observable instance of norm
recognition by states. As shown in this project, neutralizing language also signals to civil
society a potential foundation for future policy evolution.
Fifth, I introduce the concept of over-compliance, policy made in the spirit of an
international agreement but not expressly required by its provisions. While compliance
is regularly observable in the area of disarmament, compliance not accompanied by
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regular civil society watchdogging often slips into under-compliance or outright treaty
violations. In a state of “over-compliance,” the state relationship with civil society and
its interests in the issue are so closely tied that civil society leaders may already be party
to the policy-making process in an advising or even policy-making capacity, and
domestic political elements are willing to go beyond the letter of the international law to
fulfill the spirit of the agreement. In the case of cluster munitions, this manifested in the
abandonment of munitions that were defined out of the Convention and the creation of
domestic legal bans on investing in companies that invest in cluster munitions.686 These
new concepts and frameworks expand our toolkit for understanding international
relations outcomes.
Theoretical Implications
The research presented in this project contributes to and reinvigorates the research
agenda for scholars of civil society, transnational activism, international law, and norms
in international relations. While previous work has established the effects of
transnational advocacy on the human rights practices in non-democratic states, here is
provided the other half of the picture of how advocacy shapes international policy in the
democratic world, and the role of domestic politics within these states in shaping that
policy. Also elucidated is an understanding of the drivers of humanitarian policy
specifically, challenging the notion that new norms based in the sanctity of human life
will be automatically amenable with even the most democratic states’ foreign policy.
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The nature of the national policy evolutions observed in this project further challenge
our understanding of ostensibly normative policy developments such as new
humanitarian agreements. This implies the need for new theoretical development and
research in several areas.
New work in the study of human rights and humanitarian advocacy should be
sensitive to the fact that new humanitarian norms tend to emanate from within
democratic states, but not necessarily from those governments, and should thus take care
to make claims about the drivers of humanitarian policy without deep empirical
examination of domestic politics and the domestic process of policy-making. As the
ostensibly normative behavior of even powerful Western states can be coerced by
pressure from domestic constituencies at the behest of issue advocates, scholars might
also consider re-examining their understanding of the role of pressure in the diffusion of
international norms. Because the observed policy changes have in part been coerced, this
also creates implications for understanding compliance with international agreements.
Compliance may be pressured not only at the moment of signature or ratification, but
continuous state compliance may also hinge on civil society’s maintenance of coercion
in the form of watchdogging and shaming, as was the case in the United Kingdom. More
broadly, future research must also consider the different roles of civil society in
democratic and nondemocratic states, the different approaches to each type of state, and
the influence of this two-pronged approach to the international community on new
international law.
As the preceding paragraph suggests, we may have an incomplete understanding
of how and which norms states recognize, as well as how this shapes the legalization
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thereof and the form that the new international law might take. Several questions for
future research arise. How do civil society groups decide which normative issues around
which to structure new transnational campaigns? Why are certain norms successfully
legalized and others met with resistance? If new international arms control agreements
are tending toward humanitarian considerations, if not at least in part increased
humanitarian campaign activity, explains this pattern? Application of the framework of
the domestic pressure process and the continuum of state responses to humanitarian
pressure can provide a template for the understanding of transnational humanitarian
movements and their domestic and international legal outcomes. The study of advocacy
and outcomes in other transnational issue areas such as environmental or distributive
justice may also provide a fruitful avenue for understanding what about the humanitarian
disarmament movement has been so successful, how activists in these other issue areas
might learn from the model, and why, so far, they have not. A final avenue for future
research is the susceptibility of nondemocratic governments to such domestic or
transnational campaigns.
Policy Implications
This project also has implications for practitioners of humanitarian issue advocacy and
humanitarian disarmament (as well as for, as suggested above, issue advocates working
in other areas). First, advocates seeking to maximize an issue campaign’s success should
focus on building strength through creating the largest possible coalition of domestically
active NGOs in the target state(s), especially if major international NGOs such as
Human Rights Watch or Handicap International are available, thus consolidating the
largest possible reserve of campaign resources. Second, issue advocates should focus
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those resources on developing public interest in and responsibility for the issue by
publicly linking individuals and/or their representative government thereto through
informative issue reporting in the media, increasing issue salience as well as the
potential for public opinion development and potential participation in actions on the
issue. Third, where campaigns directly target governments through lobbying rather than
through public participation in leveraging actions such as demonstrations, then undercompliance and treaty violation by the government become a greater risk. Thus,
governments are likeliest to progressively shift their humanitarian policy and maintain
compliance where its public, under civil society groups’ encouragement, petitioned for
or voted on the issue. Finally, due to the inherent stringency of most NGO budgets, this
also implies a need for strategic planning very early in the issue campaign to determine
in which states to apply resources domestically to their greatest effect. As suggested by
this project, even the interests of the most powerful states can be overcome with the
support of other influential governments guided in part by transnational civil society.
Conclusion
While existing scholarship has advanced our understanding of how transnational civil
society advocacy can guide the human rights practices of non-democratic governments,
this dissertation gives insight into how the same kind of pressure, applied differently,
can operate to shape policy in the democratic world, from which human rights
protections would be expected to emanate. It is clear from this project that ostensibly
humanitarian positions from states on the international stage may sometimes be shaped
by internal and ongoing civil society pressure. In studying international humanitarian
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outcomes we must be attentive to both the internal and external drivers of international
policy and, through a careful tracing of events, correctly locate the sources of new
humanitarian ideas, properly understand their international diffusion, and potentially
even predict the development of new international humanitarian law.
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